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Abstract

Learning from observing others is a powerful human competence that robots lack.
People can learn by analyzing others’ interactions under almost any conditions be-
cause of reasoning capabilities, such as inferring causal relationships, predicting,
adapting, and imagining. These capabilities allow people to attain causal understand-
ing and harness observations for their benefit, such as anticipating others’ behaviors,
rehearsing them under different conditions, and imagining behavior not seen before.
Possessing the four inference capabilities is essential for observational learning, but
robots do not fully support them and require quality inputs to render inferences
feasible.

To explore the viability of robots analyzing others’ interactions in natural conditions,
in this dissertation, we focus on formalizing human observational learning and then
challenge and evaluate its potential, such as inferring hand behavior from everyday
activities. The proof of principle comprises the identification of a formalism covering
core capabilities of human observational learning, the instantiation of a framework
serving as the object of study, the specification of a scenario that challenges its
potential, the verification of proper functioning, and the utility determining inferences
remain meaningful. The results show inferences can operate outside the formalism’s
functional design despite atypical conditions and breaking a foundational assumption.
Moreover, under such conditions, inferences manage to find causal relationships
which happen to be meaningful. By introducing this proof of principle and value,
we know that robots equipped with the inference formalism operating outside the
functional design do not necessarily fail and could provide valuable inferences.





Zusammenfassung

Das Lernen aus der Beobachtung anderer ist eine wichtige menschliche Fähigkeit,
die Robotern fehlt. Menschen können lernen, indem sie die Interaktionen anderer
unter fast allen Bedingungen analysieren, da sie über Denkfähigkeiten verfügen,
mit denen sie z. B. kausale Beziehungen ableiten, vorhersagen, anpassen und sich
vorstellen können. Diese Fähigkeiten ermöglichen es Menschen, kausale Zusammen-
hänge zu verstehen und Beobachtungen zu ihrem Vorteil zu nutzen, z. B. indem sie
das Verhalten anderer vorhersehen, unter verschiedenen Bedingungen nachahmen
und sich sogar Verhalten vorstellen können, das sie noch nie gesehen haben. Das
Vorhandensein der vier Inferenzfähigkeiten ist für das Beobachtungslernen uner-
lässlich. Jedoch unterstützen Roboter sie nicht vollständig und benötigen qualitativ
hochwertige Eingaben, um Inferenzen durchführen zu können.

Um die Machbarkeit der Roboteranalysen von Interaktionen unter natürlichen Be-
dingungen zu untersuchen, konzentrieren wir uns in dieser Dissertation auf die
Formalisierung des menschlichen Beobachtungslernens, um dann dessen Potenzial zu
testen und zu bewerten, z. B. das Ableiten von Handverhalten aus alltäglichen Aktiv-
itäten. Der Prinzipienbeweis umfasst die Identifizierung eines Formalismus, der die
Kernfähigkeiten des menschlichen Beobachtungslernens abdeckt, die Instanziierung
eines Frameworks, das als Studienobjekt dient, die Spezifizierung eines Szenarios,
das sein Potenzial herausfordert, die Verifizierung der Funktionstüchtigkeit und
die Nützlichkeitsbestimmung von abgeleiteten Schlussfolgerungen. Die Ergebnisse
zeigen, dass Schlussfolgerungen außerhalb des funktionalen Designs des Formalismus
trotz atypischer Bedingungen und der Verletzung einer Grundannahme angewandt
werden. Darüber hinaus gelingt es den Inferenzen unter solchen Bedingungen,
kausale Beziehungen zu finden, die tatsächlich sinnvoll sind. Durch die Einführung
dieses Prinzipien und Wertbeweises zeigen wir, dass Roboter, die mit dem Inferenzfor-
malismus ausgestattet sind und außerhalb des funktionalen Designs arbeiten, nicht
notwendigerweise scheitern sondern sogar wertvolle Inferenzen liefern können.
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Chapterone

Introduction

Learning indirectly from others’ interactions is a powerful human competence. Learn-
ing via others empowers an observer to acquire valuable content quickly, such as
know-how others’ spent years perfecting and thus minimize risks of injuries when
attempting to perform them. Learning from observations is unrestricted to physi-
cal proximity (works from anywhere), and allows acquiring abstract content, thus
transcending the physical domain (is broad).

Observational learning involves analyzing others’ interactions and eventually making
the most out of observations in any present condition or hypothetical context not seen
before. The social cognitive theory [Ban86, Ban77] establishes that observational
learning allows humans to expand their knowledge at any distance in time and space
by simply observing others.

However, there is a lack of approaches formalizing the core capabilities underlying
human observational learning in robots. Also, the learning conditions where ma-
chines train demand authority over the inputs when observers have no control over
observations. For example, data-driven approaches can find associations but not
causal relationships and require large numbers of quality samples when such is rarely
the case in observational settings.

This dissertation aims to identify, instantiate, and evaluate an approach that for-
malizes observational learning for its operation in natural scenarios where input
observations are not controllable.

This chapter introduces the dissertation by first describing the background, followed
by the research problem, the aim and objectives, and the significance and limitations.



Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1 Background

According to the Social Cognitive Theory (SCT), people support two acquisition
modalities; one is direct experience (imitation) and indirect (observing others) [BGM66].
Both enable people to improve but are fundamentally different.

Learning by imitation is narrow in contrast to observation. Imitation comprises dupli-
cation as the end in itself, whereas observation transcends the act of mimicry [Dew16].
The theory in SCT defines indirect learning as

“Observational learning (also known as vicarious learning, social
learning, or modeling) is a type of learning that occurs as a function of
observing, retaining, and replicating novel behavior executed by others. It
is argued that reinforcement has the effect of influencing which responses
one will partake in, more than it influences the actual acquisition of the
new response” [Ban77]

Perhaps the most notorious distinction of observational learning is that acquisition
can occur without exercising the act of imitation (enacting is optional). Another
distinction is that observations – actions and consequences – are mentally modeled
with the chance (option) of replicating them eventually (deferred rehearsal). Ob-
servation is unbounded to physical proximity (works from any distance). Allows
learning the feedback directed to others, such as a child observing a parent’s praise to
another child (reinforcement is optional). Another uniqueness is that learning from
observation involves new thinking (innovation), while imitation leverages replication.
Table 2.1 contrast side by side both strategies.

Direct Indirect

Motor execution required optional

Execution immediate immediate or deferred

Bounded physical proximity anywhere

Reinforcement required optional

Involves replication innovation

Table 1.1: A comparison of direct experience and indirect.

Research in artificial intelligence directs a great deal of attention to learning from
direct experience (or trial-and-error learning), vastly surpassing learning from indi-
rect observation (or modeling). This is evident by the number of learning settings
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1.1. Background

developed for each.

The settings that learn from direct experience categorize as [RPCB20] learning with
a teacher (type A), by doing (type B), and hybrids combining with a teacher and
by doing (type C). Agents that learn with a teacher (type A) are supervised by an
instructor (e.g., kinesthetic teaching, imitation learning, etc.). Those learning by
doing (type B) are guided via the environment or the rewards encoded into agents
(e.g., reinforcement learning, self-play, etc.). Last, those combining implicit and
explicit assistance rely on both guidance modalities (e.g., reward-based reinforcement
learning, apprenticeship learning, etc.). Beyond distinctions, settings (A, B, C)
implicitly or explicitly assist learning.

In settings with a teacher (A), the student’s movement is guided by the teacher
(kinesthetic teaching) [BCG06], or the learner copies a teacher’s behavior (imitation
learning) [Sch99]. In learning, by doing (B), the machine gains experience by trial
and error (reinforcement learning) [SB98], or the student plays against versions of
itself (self-play) [Boz99]. In settings balancing explicit and implicit assistance (C),
students imitate teachers and explore by trial and error (reward-based learning from
demonstration) [KP10], or learn the teacher’s intention and discover control policies
on their own (apprenticeship learning) [AN04]. The literature review presented in
Chapter 3 covers additional settings.

Unlike the number of different learning settings developed for trial-and-error learning,
indirect learning is regarded informally as “learning without labels” [TWS19b] to
distinguish the difference from the ones described earlier. This learning setting (type
D) is pursued under various names, Learning by Observation [DB07], Observational
Learning (OL) [TCH+13], Learning from Observation (LfO) [OMG13], and Imitation
Learning from Observation (IfO) [TWS19a].

There are two remarks on the current body of research in the area of indirect learning.
Observational learning is approached as if learning from direct experience. First, the
same settings for learning from direct experience are also employed for observational
learning. Second, the techniques formalizing learning from direct experience are
also used to tackle observation. However, these research efforts conflict with what is
already known about human observation as SCT advocates.

The settings employed by machines differ from those of humans. The environments
where people observe others are natural. Natural because people do not control
what they watch. Consequently, an observer cannot enforce the input quantity and
quality. These are challenging learning conditions for an observer. Even harder,
neither does nature arrange events in a particular manner to ease human learning.
Hence, natural interactions are not necessarily intended to be learned. Nevertheless,

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

people manage to benefit from such natural sources of information. Regardless of
learning conditions, people master daily chores (eating, dressing, cooking, etc.).

Besides the natural conditions in observational settings, another commonality is that
interactions include the interplay between environment, others, and individual-self
(social setting). Unlike other views that emphasize the importance of the environment
and the internal states (e.g., behaviorism), the SCT proposes the individual-self as
equally important (a.k.a. triadic reciprocal causation model [Ban86]). In this view,
individuals are not simply reacting to the environment as they can act independently
(without constant guidance). Reinforcement is therefore optional and implicit in the
following list.

Natural settings, or vicarious setting (VS), features:

• s0: inputs are natural, not necessarily intended to be learned

• s1: inputs include interactions with the environment, others, and individual-self

The observational settings (VS) featuring s0 and s1 do not match machine learning
settings A, B, C, and D (with a teacher, by doing, combining with a teacher, by doing,
learning without labels). The differences render machine settings inadequate to
capture the observational scenario. First, machine learning settings carry teaching
intentions or require reinforcements (to make learning feasible). Second, these
provide quality inputs to ensure quality inferences (correct examples, balanced
classes of examples, etc.). Third, artificial settings offer nearly arbitrary learning
opportunities (samples in thousands). Overall, VS features conditions closer to
the real world than the artificial environment, thus rendering settings (A, B, C, D)
inadequate to develop and evaluate observational learning.

Learning from direct experience centers on execution. Observational learning is
not about execution but the process preceding it, namely acquisition. To acquire
another’s behavior means accepting someone’s else conducts as one’s own. According
to SCT, people acquire others’ behaviors via modeling. Figure 1.1 distinguishes the
four processes undergone to own another’s behavior: the observer perceives a model
of interest, the retention process stores a model for an eventual mental or physical
rehearsal, the production process guides rehearsals and the construction of responses,
and the motivational process regulates the execution of modeled behaviors [Ban77].
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Processes
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Figure 1.1: Modeling in Observational Learning.
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Most research on learning from direct experience overlooks the motivational process,
which is the center of advanced decisions made before execution. For instance,
“What can I expect?”, “What happens if?”, “What would happen if things turned
differently?”, “What is the reason?”. The motivational process requires a sort of
language to support self-reflective dialogues with oneself. The self-reflective capacity
of humans enables the auto-evaluation of thoughts and actions [Ban86].

SCT identifies the capabilities supporting modeling in humans to be the following:

“People gain understanding of causal relationships and expand their
knowledge by operating symbolically on the wealth of information derived
from personal and vicarious experiences. They construct possible solu-
tions to problems and evaluate their likely outcomes, without having
to go through a laborious trial-and-error process. Through the medium
of symbols, people can communicate with others at any distance in time
and space. The other distinctive human capabilities (self-regulation, self-
reflective, vicarious capacity) are founded on this advanced capacity for
symbolization.” [Ban01]
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PATTERNS

Attentional

Processes

Retention

Processes

Production

Processes

Motivational

Processes

Understanding of causal relationships

Evaluate likely outcomes

Construct possible solutions

Figure 1.2: Capabilities in Observational Learning.

These capabilities allow people to detect faulty thinking (c0), predict outcomes (c1),
adjust thoughts (c2), and generate novel solutions (c3), in short:

• c0: use observations to infer (causal relationships),

• c1: use observations to form outcome expectations (predict),

• c2: use context-dependent observations in different conditions (adapt),

• c3: use observations to conceive unseen conditions (imagine).

The first capability in the list calls for mechanistic reasoning “Does A cause B?.” Cru-
cially, this reasoning is exercised under natural conditions, not under the observer’s
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control. Consequently, capability c0 requires robust causal inferences regardless of
input conditions. This capability enables an observer to figure out what is relevant.

The second capability in the list underlines predictive analysis “Would A cause B?.”
Such analysis comprises rehearsing observations and forming outcome expectations.
Capability c1 requires predicting likely outcomes from past observations. This capa-
bility enables an observer to know what to expect.

The third capacity in the list involves reasoning over potentially different scenarios
“What if A causes B?.” Capability c2 requires bending context-dependent observations
to specific conditions. The capability to adapt context-dependent observations to
different states enables indirect learning to rehearse models in situations that differ
from the original.

The fourth capability in the list sparks innovation via imagination (“What would have
been, had A cause B?”). Imagination involves a playful mind which imagines alterna-
tive (previously unseen) scenarios. c3 requires the capability to revise observations
and imagine scenarios not seen before. Observational learning requires anticipating
the outcome of novel actions without ever attempting to exercise these.

Turning the attention to the construction of artificial learners. Two schools of thought
drive the way artificial learners are built, those that construct on data, theory, and the
hybrids in the mid-range. These are theory-driven (A), model-driven (B), data-driven
(C), and instance-driven (D).

Each approach produces outcomes differently. Theory-driven relies on a priori
theories to deduce outcomes (A). Model-driven uses data to update structures and
infer outcomes (B). Data-driven uses data to build theories and induce outcomes (C).
Instance-driven relates examples by similarity to derive outcomes (D).

Each approach involves a different procedure. A theory-driven agent starts with a
priori principles (encoded once initially), serving as general rules to solve a class of
problems (this agent begins with theories). A data-driven agent begins with data
to induce theories for specific problems (this agent progresses from data to theory).
A model-driven agent initiates with structures and then updates with data to infer
outcomes (this agent updates theories with data). An instance-driven agent remains
with data without establishing any theory (this agent lacks theories).

Each approach carries key assumptions upon which these are built. Theory-driven
initiate with rules that, once deployed, should not require change (agents like these
are data-blind because theories remain regardless of data). Data-driven find rules in
data that, once learned, should not change (these are theory-blind because agents can
create but not modify theories). Model-driven rests on structures assumed flexible
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enough to capture diverse data (these are theory-modifiers because agents update
theories with data). Instance-driven assumes similarity explains data (these agents
are theory-free because no rules are involved).

The capabilities (c0, c1, c2, c3) introduced before are essential for observational
learning. Still, conventional machine processing approaches (data-driven, theory-
driven, model-driven, and instance-driven) do not fully support them. These four
approaches support prediction (c1) but no causal inference (c0) because a truth-
preserving mechanism is necessary but unavailable across approaches.

A truth-preserving mechanism is a strategy that counters potential bias when drawing
interpretations from uncontrolled data. The strategy consists of identifying potential
sources of bias and adjusting against them. Causal inferences require the preceding
step to mitigate bias before finding relationships from data [SRMS97, Pea19].

Approaches relying on correlational inferences are prone to bias and thus unable
to derive causal relationships. Not supporting any truth-preserving mechanism
limits the four approaches to correlational inferences when causal is needed. This
inability alone excludes approaches (A,B,C,D) as candidates to operationalize human-
like observational learning. The difficulties in supporting the other capabilities are
discussed and summarized in Chapter 2 (Table 2.2).

1.2 Problem Definition

Given the preceding description, this section emphasizes the current status and
clarifies the two problems this dissertation addresses.

The approaches to formalize observational learning in machines span over data-driven
[OMG13, PALvdP18, YMH+19], theory-driven [MD00, CB07, KNCC11], instance-
driven [BCG06, GSNT19, LGA+17], and model-driven [HE16, TWS18]. Common
across these approaches are inferences that rely on associations and support predic-
tion.

The settings where machines aim to learn from observation include with a teacher
(e.g., kinesthetic teaching, imitation learning, etc.), by doing (e.g., reinforcement
learning, self-play, etc.), with a teacher and by doing (e.g., reward-based reinforce-
ment learning, apprenticeship learning, etc.) – featuring the intention to assist
learning and control the quality and quantity of the inputs (typically large collections
of quality data).
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Chapter 1. Introduction

However, conventional machine processing approaches and learning settings are
inadequate to support human-like observational learning:

• The machine processing approaches (theory-driven, model-driven, data-driven,
instance-driven) support only part of human observational capabilities (as
identified by Social Cognitive Theory). The inferences provided by these ap-
proaches are inadequate to support observational learning because key process-
ing capabilities are unsupported. The four approaches can draw correlational
predictions, but none supports causal analysis, let alone the four capabilities
(causal inference, predict, adapt, imagine).

• The settings where humans learn from observations differ from those in which
machines attempt to learn from observation. Ensuring arbitrary quantity and
quality of inputs is common across artificial settings (with a teacher, by doing,
with a teacher, and by doing) but uncommon in natural scenarios where people
observe (vicarious settings). Artificial settings carry teaching intentions that
guide learning, whereas observations in natural environments are not intended
to be learned. Such differences render machines settings (with a teacher,
without, with a teacher, and by doing) insufficient to capture the necessary
conditions of an observational scenario.

As a result, robots lack processing capabilities to analyze other’s interactions and
harness observations under natural conditions as humans do. Robots ill-equipped
in terms of observational capabilities are inadequate to acquire others’ know-how
— for example, robots learning from observing human hand behavior in a table-
setting scenario — where the quality and quantity of examples are not under the
observer’s control, and — where capabilities allow harnessing observations to explain
hand manipulation (causal inference), anticipate hand behavior (predict), transfer
other’s behavior to different conditions (adapt), and innovate behavior not seen
before (imagine). In such a scenario, causal inference is foundational to attaining a
mechanistic understanding of the environment. The capability to predict is important
for evaluating likely outcomes (basis to anticipate others’ actions). The capability
to adapt is crucial to benefit from past observations by bending these to present
conditions (past conditions are unlikely to repeat identically). The capacity to imagine
is critical to innovating in situations not seen before (problem-solving). Moreover,
robots that rely on inferences sensitive to input conditions, such as large collections
of quality input examples, are restricted from operating in those scenarios where the
inputs meet known conditions.

To formalize human-like observational learning in robots and make them competent
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in the analysis of human interaction, inferences require the capabilities to answer the
following stereotypical questions:

1. Does X cause Y? (causal inference)

2. What would/will happen? (predict)

3. What would/will happen if? (adapt)

4. What would/will have happened if? (imagine)

Conventional machine processing approaches do not answer the four questions. This
dissertation explores an inference approach that, in theory, covers the four processing
capabilities and thus is positioned to answer these questions. However, there are no
guarantees this proposition is feasible in practice, especially not under conditions
for which it is not prepared to operate, such as with a small number of samples and
models capturing only part of the relevant factors.

This thesis probes the potential of the approach with a scenario that challenges
inferring causal relationships on hand-behavior from a person performing natural
table-setting activities (unintended to be learned by a robot) considering only a few
examples of uncontrolled quality (classes are not balanced, accidental samples are
not discarded) using models capturing only part of the relevant factors (incomplete).

1.3 Aim and Objectives

Given existing approaches supporting only part of the core capabilities of human
observation, this dissertation aims to “Identify and evaluate an approach formalizing
the core capabilities of human observational learning and defy its potential with a
natural scenario.” Note that our aim is not making the approach work but rather to
challenge its potential.

The research objectives to accomplish our aim are the following:

1. To identify and instantiate an approach supporting the core observational
capabilities of humans and a scenario challenging its potential. This con-
tribution establishes a framework (the object of our study) and sets the scene
to challenge it.
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2. To evaluate the feasibility of the approach. This evaluation verifies the
proper functioning of the framework encompassing the validity and stability.

3. To evaluate the utility of the approach. This evaluation assesses the frame-
work’s capability to answer and explain causal questions.

1.4 Contributions

Concerning our aim and objectives presented in Section 1.3, the following describes
our contributions:

1. A framework and scenario for robot observational learning. We identify
an approach that covers core observational capabilities following the social
cognitive theory. We cast the challenge of robot observational learning as
a problem of structural causal models with non-parametric estimation and
designed a model for hand manipulation. The do-calculus supports the core
capabilities to infer causal relationships, predict, adapt, and imagine (using
the dowhy [SK+19] library). The non-parametric estimators provide robust
valuations despite uncontrolled data (with econml [Res19]). The design of
a model for hand behavior encoded with a causal graph. Together, these
components allow any time processing of causal relationships from uncontrolled
inputs and support predict, adapt, and imagine to harness observations of hand
behavior.

A scenario that challenges the framework’s potential. We set a scenario that
probes the approach’s potential. The scenario includes a machine (the observer),
a human being (the observee), and hand interactions in a table-setting activity.
To promote natural conditions, we ask participants to set the table without
further instructions and use the raw data to prevent the quality and quantity
of examples (keep accidental grasps in the data and unbalanced classes).
To challenge the approach’s potential feasibility and utility, we consider only
hundreds of samples and employ an incomplete model. We employ a near photo-
realistic virtual environment to record activities, enabling users to interact with
a kitchen scenario using hand-held devices (unreal-engine, oculus rift). To
allow robots access to virtual activities, we employ RobCoG and its kitchen
scenario and use its data format to extract grasping actions and writing queries.
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2. A verification that probes the proper functioning of the approach. We con-
ducted an experimental study targeting human hand behavior and collected the
validation dataset. Using the validation set, we evaluate the framework’s ability
to provide valid and stable results. We recover nontrivial causal relationships
on hand behavior to verify the framework’s validity (the case of showing an
effect when there is none). We compromise the robustness perturbing the
model, data, and both simultaneously to test the framework’s stability.

3. A comprehensive assessment of inferences on hand behavior. We assess
the framework’s utility to harness observations by inspecting the capability
to predict, adapt, and imagine. We collect a data set on natural table setting
activities (free from experimental influence) and add an external data collection
(thus hand behavior of two individuals). We postulate causal questions on
human hand behavior and answer them with the framework. Robots employing
the framework can realize the same analysis.

This study contributes to the body of knowledge on robot observational learning
by proposing and probing an alternative approach prepared for any time reasoning
under natural scenarios. This will help address the current shortage of research
in this area and explore the boundaries of an unconventional approach in a social
environment where learning by trial-and-error risks harming people and damaging
robots, and exhaustive brute-force explorations are impracticable.

This investigation does not reach the real robot platform, and the results do not
necessarily generalize to other settings. Moreover, the validation of the approach
covers one type of error, namely, showing an effect when there is none, but does not
verify the case – showing no effect where there is one. Furthermore, the assessment
formulates three types of questions (predict, adapt, imagine) focusing on the first type
and leaving the latter two for future explorations. Nonetheless, with this dissertation’s
proof of concept and value, we anticipate and test the boundaries of a promising
inference approach to a scenario featuring real-world conditions.

1.5 Outline

The content of each chapter is as follows.

Chapter 2 distinguishes machines from humans. Machine and human learning
settings and information processing are characterized and contrasted, and a set of
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desirable properties are identified.

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the strategy and steps of this dissertation and
facilitates foundational concepts that underlie the approach.

Chapter 4 establishes a framework enabling the analysis of causal relationships and
core reasoning capabilities. The main components of the framework are introduced,
including the model of hand behavior, the machinery for causal inference, and the
estimators.

Chapter 5 describes the validity and stability of the framework. This chapter describes
the ground-truth data, the verification for correct estimates, and the stability under
varying conditions.

Chapter 6 inspects the ability to answer causal questions using the framework
by targeting unconstrained hand manipulation of two individuals comprising the
formulation of causal questions and their explanations.

Chapter 7 presents conclusions and proposes future venues for this research.

Parts of this thesis have been published in [PWYB18] and [WSB22].

Aim Objectives Contributions

Formalize and 
evaluate an 
approach 

supporting core 
capabilities in 

human observation 
and challenge its 

potential feasibility 
and utility with a 
natural scenario.

To identify and instantiate an 
approach supporting core 

observational capabilities of 
humans and a scenario 

challenging its potential. This 
establishes a framework (the 

object of our study) and sets the 
scenario to challenge it. 

Chapter 2, 4: Establish a framework 
and scenario.

● Established a framework for robot 
observational learning. 

● Set a scenario that challenges the 
framework’s potential.

To evaluate the feasibility of the 
approach. This verifies the 
proper functioning of the 
framework covering the 

correctness and robustness. 

Chapter 5: A verification probing the 
proper functioning of the approach. 

● Designed an experimental study on 
human hand manipulation.

● Verify the correctness. 
● Assess the robustness.

To evaluate the utility of the 
approach. This assesses the 
capability of the framework to 

answer and explain causal 
questions.

Chapter 6: A comprehensive 
assessment of inferences on hand 
behavior.

● Postulated causal questions targeting 
the hand behavior of two individuals.

● Analyzed answers to causal 
questions and their explanations.

Figure 1.3: A dissertation summary.
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Chaptertwo

Background

Robot analysis of human interaction has the potential to unlock social interaction. The
benefits of robots observing human behaviors are twofold. First, having robots adopt
people’s know-how can potentially incorporate key knowledge for control systems
in workspaces made by and for human beings. Further, robots adopting human
behaviors act predictably to their human counterpart. Second, robots modeling
human behavior are better positioned to anticipate a person’s intention, thereby
improving assistance in everyday tasks.

To make robots competent in the analysis of human interaction this dissertation inves-
tigates an approach to mechanize human-like observational learning and evaluates
its feasibility and utility in an natural setting.

This chapter discusses the background work in the analysis of human interaction. It
is structured in two parts: the approach of machine analysis of human interaction
and how people learn from observing others. Each piece covers two dimensions,
the learning setting, and the processing. First, the machine settings and processing
are described in Section 2.1, followed by the human settings and capabilities in
Section 2.2. Last, machine and human approaches are contrasted in Section 2.3, and
a set of necessary characteristics and capabilities is identified.



Chapter 2. Background

2.1 Robot Analysis of Human Interaction (the machine way)

A learning setting comprises a student, a teacher, and an environment shown in
Figure 2.1. These elements designate broad terms to cover a range of learning settings
from the literature. The role of the student (a.k.a. learner, machine, robot) is to
improve in some regard (a.k.a. learn, acquire). Improving requires some processing
mechanism (a.k.a. inference, deduction). The role of the teacher is to share some
knowledge (a.k.a. instructor, researcher), and the environment sets the context
for the interaction, including but not limited to the interplay of student-teacher,
student-environment, teacher-environment, to mention a few options.

StudentEnvironment
Output

Input

TeacherLearning Setting 

Figure 2.1: A learning setting including a student, teacher, and environment.

The following section characterizes the settings in which machines aim to improve
(Section 2.1.1). Subsequently, the presentation describes the processing machines
employ to improve (Section 2.1.2).

2.1.1 The settings where machines aim to understand others

The landscape in robot analysis of interaction presents several settings in which
researchers teach machines. Some settings incorporate the explicit figure of a teacher,
while others do not.

The literature categorizes three types of settings where machines learn [RPCB20]: A)
learning from demonstration with a teacher, B) learning by doing without a teacher,
and C) settings combining learning from demonstration and by doing.

Agents learning in settings of type A (with a teacher) are highly supervised, those in
type B (without a teacher) are unsupervised, and those in type C are hybrid (combine
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supervised and unsupervised). Figure 2.2 shows several settings in each category
and how the three settings are related.

unsupervised

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

supervised

brute-force feedback

self feedback

exploration feedback

guided feedback

expert feedback

unlabeled feedback

active feedback

learn feedback

clone feedback

kinesthetic feedback

B3

B2

B1

C1

C2

C3

A4

A3

A2

A1

Learning Settings

Figure 2.2: The settings where machines aim to improve.

The presentation covers the learning settings appearing in Figure 2.2. The first setting
introduces those involving the figure of a teacher (type A), followed by those lacking
one (type B), and last, those combining the presence and absence of supervision
(type C). The settings within these categories, A1-A4, B1-3, and C1-C3, are described
in subsequent sections.

A) Learning from demonstrations with a teacher

Robot Learning from Demonstration (LfD) or Robot Programming by Demonstration
(PbD) is a paradigm for enabling robots to perform new tasks without the need for
programming them every time [BCDS08]. This paradigm assumes robot controllers
are derivable from a human’s own performance [BG13]. The aim is to extend and
adapt robot capabilities to novel situations, even by users without programming
abilities [BG12].

Common across type A setting is guidance students receive from a teacher. The
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presentation introduces settings A1-A4 ordered from the most supervised to the least.

A1) The student’s movement is guided by the teacher (kinesthetic feedback)

The student learns movements as the teacher physically guides the student through
the task [BCG06]. Because the teacher employs the student’s own body to perform
the demonstration, learners are not required to cope with the differences between
the body of the teacher and their own. With kinesthetic control, students can replay
examples provided by the teacher without first accommodating these to their bodies.

A2) The student imitates a teacher (clone feedback)

Dealing with issues that arise with demonstrations differing in the embodiment is
often preferred than avoided because kinesthetic feedback is cumbersome to practice.
To control a robot arm, teachers often require more degrees of freedom of their
own. This issue is even worse in bimanual tasks where separate demonstrations per
robot arm are necessary. Imitation learning [Sch99] aims to solve these issues at the
cost of dealing with the difficulties that arise with demonstrations that differ in the
embodiment.

In imitation learning (or behavioral cloning), the student copies a teacher’s demon-
stration [CM95]. Unlike the kinesthetic approach, where the teacher guides the
student’s body, the student controls its body to mimic the teacher. This setting re-
quires teachers to provide quality demonstrations because the student copies even
unintentional aspects (e.g., mistakes, jerks). Another drawback with this setting is
that students cannot outperform teachers.

A3) The student learns a cost function (learn feedback)

In the previous setting, teachers guide students on what needs to be learned—
failing to do so results in unintentional learning. Manually avoiding over-imitation
is only feasible for small state spaces (a.k.a. design the reward). To deal with
over-imitation, students need the capability to discover the teaching intentions in
demonstrations. Inverse Reinforcement Learning (IRL) aims to infer the teacher’s
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goal in a demonstration (i.e., cost function or reward) [Rus98] and ignores aspects
irrelevant to the teacher’s goal. This setting is frequently used in combination with
others.

A4) The student learns interactively with a teacher (active feedback)

Active learning [Ang88] enables a bidirectional interaction between the student
and teacher. This contrasts with the previous settings in that students can raise
questions to teachers. For example, the students can ask feedback to label data points
[HS14, CT12, BSC19] including corrective demonstrations [GSNT19, BLOD18], or
indicate regions for which examples are lacking or limited. Aiming to increase
interaction even further, Interactive Task Learning (ITL) proposes a setting where
teachers provide an overview of the task using language, both the student and teacher
can raise questions, after the essence of the task are understood by the student, a
learner can then perform the task possibly through practice with the possibility to ask
for further feedback from the instructors [LGA+17]. Works in this area include how
to ask for help [KF13], and get human support with feature selection when learning
tasks [PM98].

B) Learning by doing without a teacher

In the absence of a teacher (settings of type B), students learn by interacting with
the environment. Note, however, that the role of the teacher is often implicit. For
example, teaching efforts are encoded into the synthetic environment (modeling the
scenario and dynamics) or into the agent (encoding rewards, distance metrics, loss
functions, and so on).

B1) Reinforcement learning (exploration feedback)

In Reinforcement Learning (RL), students gain experience through trial and error,
maximizing a reward [SB98]. This setting allows students to discover new control
policies through free exploration of the state-action space, which contrasts with
scenarios where students must follow the teacher. However, without any feedback
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from teachers, the learning quest can take a long time to converge. Moreover, the
external feedback required in RL settings involves a manual non-trivial engineering
task.

B2) Learning by self-play (self-feedback)

Self-play is a setting that allows students to learn by doing without requiring reward
engineering. Instead, policy improvement is achieved by engaging students into
competitive environments playing against another version of themselves (or self-play
or self-learning) [Boz99]. After some rounds, the best version of the student is
returned. This approach, for instance, has achieved superhuman performance in the
game of Go [SSS+17]. This setting relies on the availability of self-played trajectories
which questions its applicability to real-world scenarios.

B3) Generative (brute-force feedback)

Generative settings produce synthetic distributions with competitive settings. The
creation proceeds with a competitive environment where the student (i.e., an initial
distribution) competes against an expert (i.e., a labeled dataset) to undergo unnoticed
by a discriminator (playing the role of a teacher). The distribution mapping task
completes when the sampling of the student proves indistinguishable from the
expert distribution (the labeled dataset). Generative settings are also regarded as
adversarial-settings being a well-known example of generative settings is Generative
Adversarial Networks (GAN) [FCAL16].

C) Learning from demonstration and by doing

Combining supervised and unsupervised (type C) settings can overcome drawbacks
or potentially solve multiple difficulties at once. Two major concerns were noted
earlier when introducing the setting where students clone teacher’s demonstrations.
One of the issues is that a student is incapable of outperforming the teacher in
settings of type A, leaving them no room for further improvements, while the other
concerns with students’ explorations taking time to converge due to lack of guidance
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in settings of type B. Both concerns are no issue for students that learn by doing, as
students learn from the interaction with the environment via free exploration without
a teacher.

C1) Reinforcement learning with imitation learning (guided feedback)

The combination of reinforcement learning (B1) with imitation learning (A2) benefits
from the strength of both settings by exploiting demonstrations to reduce convergence
time. The role of demonstrations can either be to initiate [KP10] or guide [PVS05]
exploration. This combination of setting is also known as reward-based LfD. In this
setting, students require the teacher to guide on what needs to be learned (design
the reward).

C2) Apprenticeship learning (expert feedback)

The combination of inverse reinforcement learning (A3) with reinforcement learning
(B1) is known as apprenticeship learning via inverse reinforcement learning (AIRL)
[AN04]. Unlike the previous setting, to avoid engineering manually the design of
reward functions, AIRL enables students to determine a teacher’s intention (without
manual design) and to discover control policies on their own—opening the possibility
for an apprentice to outperform an instructor’s skill.

C3) Imitation from observation (unlabeled feedback)

In the settings described earlier, the feedback students receive from teachers is
labeled. Labeled demonstrations comprise state and action information. The state
information describes an instruction (e.g., a sequence of spatial locations), while the
action information provides hints for the student to ease control (e.g., this aspect
from the demonstration relates to your left arm). Such labels essentially facilitate
mapping instructions to internal motor commands. Labeled examples are hardly
transferred across robot platforms.

Unlike the labeled feedback provided by teachers in settings described earlier, Learn-
ing from Observation (LfO) [OMG13] (or Imitation Learning from Observation (IfO))
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comprises state-only demonstrations without any action information (i.e., unlabeled
feedback).

2.1.2 The processing with which machines aim to improve

The previous section characterized the settings where learners aim to improve. In
the following the focus is on how learners process information.

There are mainly two opposing schools of thought in the way artificial learners are
built, those that build upon data and those on theory. Both define the extreme of a
spectrum that includes hybrids in the mid-range, as shown in Figure 2.3.

theory

•

•

•

•

data

theory-driven (from theory)

model-driven (from theory and data)

data-driven (from data to theory)

instance-driven (from data to data)

A

B

C

D

Processing Approaches

Figure 2.3: The processing with which machines aim to improve.

The four machine processing approaches shown in Figure 2.3 are those which begin
with theories (theory-driven), those shaping initial theories (model-driven), learning
theories (data-driven), and neglecting theory (instance-driven).

In the data end of the spectrum, the effort is on improving the quality of data to raise
learners’ performance on specific problems. The theory end of the spectrum focuses
on building better theories to enhance an agent’s performance for a class of problems.
Efforts in the mid-range of the continuum dedicate to finding the minimal theory
necessary to initialize intelligent behavior. Each is introduced in subsequent sections.
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The data end of the continuum characterizes more reactive processing that rests on
little initial structure (involve data). The theory end of the continuum features more
deliberate reasoning starring considerable initial structures (involve theory), and the
mid-range spans between reactive and deliberate (involve theory and data).

Data-driven approaches induce structure from input examples (learn a theory).
Students that learn theory are built with statistical and machine learning methods
(supervised, semi-supervised, and unsupervised). Data-driven approaches found
great success in prediction tasks.

Theory-driven approaches embed initial structures that serve as general tools to
confront a class of scenarios (begin with theory). Learners build with this approach
typically begin with some language (such as logic reasoning, probabilistic logic, and
other variations). Theory-driven approaches have found great success in tasks that
demand complex reasoning.

Model-driven approaches initiate a minimal theory, which students can further
expand and shape with data (develop initial theories). Model-driven success is in
diagnostic tasks.

Instance-driven approaches build from and to examples without establishing any
theory (skip the theory). Instance-driven approaches found success in tasks where a
few examples are available (not enough to build theories).

The following sections emphasize machine processing within the established schools
of thought, starting with theory-driven (A), then model-driven (B), data-driven (C),
and instance-driven (D).

A) Theory-driven (from theory), or deductive reasoning

Theory-driven [BLS83] approaches equip agents with a set of general tools a priori.
General tools are existing theories transformed into programs. In its pure form (as
adopted here), empirical evidence is ignored.

An agent that incorporates physics principles, such as the law of motion, is theory-
driven. Other theories built into agents are complex capabilities associated with
cognition, such as language processing, planning, and relational reasoning, to men-
tion a few. These agents initiate with theories regarded as invariant, thus exempting
agents from modifying these. The law of motion remains unchanged, the language’s
syntax remains fixed, and so on.

Theory-driven approaches exhibit different kinds of deductive reasoning, some of
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them described in the following. In deductive reasoning, conditionals apply on
axiomatic premises ”if p then q.” The distinguishing feature of this sort of deduction
is that inferences can be guaranteed valid (assuming premises are correct). This form
of reasoning is strict as no exceptions to the rules are allowed, and costly because
attaining axiomatic premises is not straightforward.

Deduction is supported by several variations of logic reasoning such as, propositional
logic, first-order logic, and the set of standard logic which comply with the properties
of i) law of excluded middle and double negation elimination, ii) law of noncontradic-
tion, and the principle of explosion, iii) monotonicity of entailment and idempotency
of entailment, iv) commutativity of conjunction, v) de Morgan duality where every
logical operator is dual to another, being most standard logics two-valued systems.

Nonstandard logic systems reject, extend or restrict any of the five properties. For
example, linear logic abandons the idempotency of entailment. Non-reflexive logic
rejects or restricts the law of identity. Relevance logic, linear logic, and non-monotonic
logic reject the monotonicity of entailment. Nondemonstrative logics are nonstandard
because these provide no complete demonstration of a claim. Examples include
probabilistic, statistical, abductive, and inductive reasoning.

Monotonicity [DLLW20] is a condition often assumed in practice. All standard logic,
including most nonstandard logic systems, assume it. Monotonicity implicates that
learning a new piece of knowledge cannot reduce the set of what is already known.
On the other hand, non-monotonic logic enables reasoners to retract their conclusion
based on further evidence, also known as defeasible reasoning [Nut03].

Defeasible reasoning is also known as reasoning to the default and regarded as
an anytime algorithm. Unlike deductive reasoning, defeasible reasoning takes the
conditional on authoritative (not necessarily axiomatic) premises “if p then (defeasi-
bly) q.” Neither does default reasoning demonstrate claims (i.e., nondemonstrative)
allowing to handle exceptions to rules. This sort of deduction has found applica-
tions in linguistics, knowledge representation, and in prima facie and ceteris paribus
reasoning.

Another variation of nondemonstrative deductive reasoning is probabilistic logic
[Hal90] where conditionals act on combinatorics “if p then (probably) q.” Proba-
bilistic reasoning extends logic resulting in a more expressive formalism allowing
to deal with uncertainty at the cost of computational complexity and the possibility
of counter-intuitive results. Well-known examples of this formalism are fuzzy logic
[JB96], Markov logic network [RD06], and evidential reasoning [Sha76], to mention
a few.

Examples of deductive systems include languages (demonstrative logic [CM03,
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WDF+09, SCV19, MQXE20], nondemonstrative logic [AB07], logic functional pro-
gramming [MSC+20, Tar13], rule management systems (Drools [Pro12], jBPM
[YZG+15]), propositional calculus (DPLL [NOT05], Chaff [VWM15], SMT solvers
[BHM+13]), lambda calculus ([Chu40]), and proof system (calculus of structures
[Gug07], deep inference [Sch77]).

B) Model-driven (from data and theory), or abductive reasoning

Model-driven approaches initialize minimal structures that learners further expand
using data (develop theories). Model-driven approaches center on updating structures
(e.g., belief networks) and, thereby theories.

Examples of model-driven agents are knowledge-based systems (or expert system,
rule-based systems), graphical models, etc.

Model-driven approaches are understood as a form of abductive reasoning [KKT93] in
which premises include data and theory “p and q are correlated, and q is sufficient for
p; hence, if p then (abducibly) q as cause.” Unlike deductive reasoning relying only
on theories, authoritative premises in abductive reasoning comprise theory and data.
Abduction begins with an observation and seeks the most plausible conclusion, also
known as inference to the best explanation. Abduction belongs to nondemonstrative
logic because claims are not verified. This sort of reasoning is suitable for diagnostics
in automated planning (fault detection), analysis of competing hypotheses, belief
revision, preference models, and historical linguistics (past reconstruction) [Jos91].

Most of graphical models comprise abductive reasoning. Bayesian networks represent
knowledge with graphs and edges expressing parameters of the joint probabilities.
A learner is initialized with prior distribution, which is then updated. Well-known
specializations of the Bayesian network are hidden Markov models, neural networks,
and variable-order Markov models. Other derivatives are the naive Bayes classi-
fier, Markov random field (Markov network), conditional random field, restricted
Boltzmann machine, to mention a few.

Also statistics is a sort of abductive reasoning with premises for the conditional
encompasing data and presumptions “the frequency of qs among ps is high (or
inference from a model fit to data); hence, (in the right context) if p then (probably)
q.” Statistics rely on data and a second authoritative premise, which are presumptions
(analog to theories). For instance, inferential statistics (as a theory of belief) presumes
observations originate from a population.
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An abductive reasoning agent based on Bayesian inference (statistics) updates proba-
bilities for hypotheses (theories) as more evidence (data) becomes available. Bayesian
inference found applications in statistical classification and prediction of the next
character upon a given series of symbols.

C) Data-driven (from data to theory), or inductive reasoning

Data-driven approaches equip agents with the capability to construct theories from
examples. This approach is typically employed to find general principles from specific
instances. Discovered principles (hypotheses or theories) are then employed to
predict the occurrence of a next instance. Most machine learning relies on this
inductive procedure. Unlike theory-based approaches, which incorporate theory a
priori, data-driven learners discover the inexistent theories from examples.

Because no theory exists apriori, theories are built bottom-up from specific examples.
Data-driven is a form of inductive reasoning where the premise is data “(inducibly)
if p then q; hence if p then (deducibly-but-revisable) q.” Induction differs from
the deduction in that conclusions to be true cannot be guaranteed; rather, truth is
probable according to the evidence given. Inductive reasoning offers probabilistic
knowledge, which contrasts with deductive certainty hardly attained in practical
systems.

Fitting an ML model is essentially induction (a.k.a. learn a function from training
examples), where the resulting model is the generalization of specific instances seen
in the training set. This approach enables to induce association rules from datasets.
Various formats encode the learned association rules (i.e., induced theory) such as
graphs or networks (e.g., neural networks), tree structures (e.g., decision trees),
vectors, and matrices (support-vector machines, genetic algorithms, deep-learning),
linear models (regression).

Some well-known examples of data-driven techniques are artificial neural net-
works (ANN) [GBC16], support vector machines (SVM) [CV95], random forest
(RF) [LWZ12], relevance vector machines (RVM), classification and regression trees
(CART) [KA17], linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [MK01], to mention a few.
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D) Instance-driven (from data to data), or transductive reasoning

Instance-driven approaches known as transductive reasoning build the capability to
relate specific examples to other instances [Vap06a]. Transductive reasoning employs
specific instances to directly explain other observed examples without forming a
theory (like done in data-driven approaches).

In this approach, conditionals apply to data “example p and q are similar if p
then (analogous) q.” Instance-driven contrasts with data-driven approaches in that
the latter relies on large collections of data typically involved in theory formation.
Hence, instance-driven reasoning is especially relevant when only a few examples
are available. Transductive reasoning underlies case-based reasoning, analogical
reasoning, transfer learning, and hypothesis testing.

Hypothesis testing in descriptive statistics is a sort of transductive reasoning which
questions the similarities between two sets of examples. Another example where
training data does not induce theory is transfer learning in ML (e.g., k-Nearest
Neighbors algorithms [For65]). Instead, examples match other instances based on
some distance metric.

Other instance-driven methods are Transductive Support Vector Machine (TSVM)
[Vap06b], Bayesian Committee Machine (BCM) [Tre00], density-based clustering
([EKSX96, ZRL96]), network transduction [JY06], to mention a few. As no training
is involved, instance-driven techniques naturally support adding new data points and
thus allow incrementality.

2.2 Human Analysis of Human Interaction (the human way)

A capability often overlooked in humans is learning by observing others. Studies in
neuroscience identified specialized neurons that activate when primates execute a
task and also trigger when the primate observes someone else replicate that same
task [RFG01, RC04]. These came to be known as the mirror neurons suggesting that
action-execution and action-observation are linked. The experiments have also been
replicated and confirmed in humans [SL13, RF14]. Moreover, neuroimaging studies
found that brain waves largely overlap during action-execution and -observation
[GARP03, HRD+03, RES04] regarded as action-potentials in an observer’s mind
[RF14] with neurons displaying similar spiking modulation and directions [CK04,
TRH07].
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These findings led to direct and far-reaching implications. Some scientists have
implicated the mirror neurons as the physiological mechanism for the perception-
action coupling taken as the fundamental logic of the nervous system suggesting that
the motor system is part of mental processing (a.k.a. motor cognition theory) [SD06].
Mirror neurons have also been linked to the mental simulation of actions in the
observer’s mind [RES07], and in accord, support the attribution of mental states of
others (theory of mind) [KG06]. Mirror neurons are taken by some researchers as
the neural basis for the human capacity for emotions such as empathy [Iac09]. Some
attribute mirror neurons to form a neurological basis for understanding the actions of
other people, social learning, imitation, and observational learning [IMSG+05, The06,
UILK07, LRLAdO13, Rea14]. Others have also linked them to language [TPL02].

Long before discovering the mirror neurons, research in psychology proposed the
Social Learning Theory (SLT) [Ban77]. In this theory, [Ban65] found that role
models influence behavior and that imitation is not essential for learning to oc-
cur [BB71] (rather optional). Further research on the subject shows that people
can learn through others’ experiences [BR66] (by watching others), and that ex-
perience transmitted this way requires symbolic processing [BGM66]. Moreover,
memory performance is governed more by information representation than associa-
tive strengthening processes [BJB74] (modeling is essential). Furthermore, behavior
is learned symbolically by processing outcome information which precede action
execution [BJ73] (outcome expectancies). According to this line of research, visual
monitoring is to decrease discrepancies between conceptual behaviors and action
patterns [CB82]. That conceptual behaviors translate into actions [CB87] guiding
the production of outcomes [CB90]. Further advancements of the theory justified
renaming the Social Learning Theory (SLT) to Social Cognitive Theory [Ban86].

The SCT theory attributes part of knowledge acquisition in people to the observation
of others within a context of social interaction. This theory states that people observe
role models’ behaviors and their consequences, retain these observations and use
them to guide subsequent behaviors [Ban86].

“Observational learning (also known as vicarious learning, social
learning, or modeling) is a type of learning that occurs as a function of
observing, retaining, and replicating novel behavior executed by others. It
is argued that reinforcement has the effect of influencing which responses
one will partake in, more than it influences the actual acquisition of the
new response” [Ban77]

The acquisition can be subtle in observational learning because visible changes in
behavior are not necessarily apparent. This form of learning has been witnessed
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to enhance interest. For example, individuals become curious about an object
simply by watching others interact with it. Learning also manifests in behaviors
simply becoming more frequently, such as when stimulating infants to learn new
actions or practice those already in their skill set [Spe37]. Goal emulation is another
manifestation of observational learning when, for example, individuals are captivated
by the end result of observed behavior and aim for the same outcome, devising
their own strategy. End state emulation leads to reflections about the performer’s
own abilities, and as a result, learning about the environment occurs [Hag09]. A
related behavior enhancing observational learning is when individuals remain in close
proximity to other individuals with more experience, thereby increasing learning
opportunities by exposure to examples [Hey93].

2.2.1 The setting where people observe others

Contrasting imitation from observation is insightful to remark what characterizes
observational settings. According to the SCT, people learn by direct experience
(imitation) and indirectly (observation) [BGM66]. Both enable people to improve,
but are fundamentally different.

The purpose of imitation learning is narrow in contrast to observation learning.
Imitation comprises duplication as the end in itself, whereas observational learning
transcends the act of mimicry [Dew16].

Perhaps the most notorious distinction of observational learning is that learning can
occur without explicitly exercising the act of imitation. Imitation occurs in direct
presence of a model, whereas learning from observation is not bounded to proximity.
Instead, observed activities and effects are mentally modeled with the possibility to
replicate them eventually. This distinction is the first listed in Table 2.1.

Feedback (reinforcements) directed to others can also be learned by simply witnessing
them. For example, a child observes a parent’s praise to another child. Learning
reinforcements directed to others is also known as vicarious reinforcement (second
distinction listed in the table).

Table 2.1 contrasts further differences which are described in the following. Third,
the roles people adopt in either setting differs. Imitation evidences a clear teacher-
student role while observation features the weaker observer-observee role instead
(e.g., unaware of being watched). Fourth, teachers guide attention, thus alleviating
students learning experience in imitation settings; in observational learning, on
the other hand, attention is the responsibility of the observer (self-guided). Fifth,
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Comparison Imitation Observation
1. Learning direct experience indirect
2. Reinforcement required optional
3. Roles student and teacher observer and observee
4. Attention guided by teacher observer’s responsibility
5. Execution immediate immediate or deferred
6. Purpose replication replication or innovation

Table 2.1: The distinction between imitation and observation.

imitation occurs immediately in the presence of the model, while for observational
settings, in the absence of the role model duplication can be deferred. Sixth, imitation
leverages replication while observation fosters new thinking and behavior innovation.

The settings in which humans learn from observations are natural because people
cannot control everything they observe. Because observations are mostly uncon-
trolled, input quantity and quality cannot be enforced (controlled). Moreover, storing
observations for short-term or immediate use is valuable, but it is also imperative
to exploit them in future (potentially different) situations. Furthermore, in future
situations, exact conditions under which observations are acquired hardly repeat.

The setting in which people learn from observations characterizes by the following:

• inputs involve interactions of the environment, others, and oneself

• inputs are natural (of any distribution, quality, quantity, order)

• inputs are of immediate or delayed use

• inputs are unique (exact conditions rarely repeat)

Inputs of such characteristics challenge our understanding of how people learn from
natural observations. Natural settings feature raw inputs that are far from ideal to
learn with them. Nature does not arrange events in a particular manner to alleviate
human learning. Nevertheless, people manage to benefit from natural sources of
information. Despite learning conditions, people master daily chores (eat, dress,
cook, etc.), travel, interact, communicate, and much more.
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2.2.2 The cognitive capacity to understand others

A long-standing hypothesis supports that human logic reasoning is similar to propo-
sitional logic [O'B09]. Instead of general abstract and syntax reasoning, another
hypothesis [CTFB05] proposes context-specific rules of inference. Alternative views
advocate that people reason on mental representations (models) [JLB02], or that
people inferences are based on probabilities [JL08].

Further studies [Eva12] identify that humans reason with two modalities, reactive
and deliberate. The former is faster (intuitive, nondemonstrative), while the latter is
slower (formal, demonstrative). A clear manifestation of both reasoning modalities,
for instance, are mathematical proofs which are guided by intuition and proven by
formal reasoning.

Experiments on deductive reasoning in humans hint that people do not comply
fully with formal reasoning. For instance, [Eva05] shows that conditional inferences
comply with modus ponens but not necessarily modus tollens. Likewise, research on
human intuition does not identify a single but several mental strategies responsible
for quick but error-prone reasoning [Rei16]. Findings like these suggest that human
reasoning does not fully comply with the rational model of decision-making proposed
in [vNM47] but rather incorporates biological biases [Kah11].

Several sorts of reasoning are identified in people. Deduction enables people to reason
from known generalities (hypotheses, theories) to specifics (conclusions, outcomes).
Moreover, deductive reasoning helps people discover when their knowledge conflicts
with reality (test hypothesis).

Unlike a deduction, inductive reasoning allows people to start from specific obser-
vations and reach general principles (create understanding). On the other hand,
abductive reasoning allows people to make educated guesses despite incomplete
information (explain phenomena). Conversely, transductive reasoning permits people
to relate aspects on the basis of similarity (find analogies).

Another kind of reasoning identified in humans is the understanding of mechanism.
People understand causes and effects across a broad scope, for instance, in a physical
realm (object A causes B), in a social context (behavior A causes B), in a personal
context (my action A causes B). Causal reasoning is not limited to present conditions,
as people’s language reveals reasoning in hypothetical contexts (“what if we go left?”)
or retrospectively (“what would have been if turned right instead?”).

Already at the age of two, toddlers display reasoning capabilities over cause and
effect [Gop10] enabling them to understand their surroundings by simple observation
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of other social agents [STG04], which include unintended behaviors for infants to
learn [MWG12] (e.g., nose-picking behavior children acquire via observation).

The mental capacity to interpret and reason over behavior

According to the SCT:

“People gain understanding of causal relationships and expand their
knowledge by operating symbolically on the wealth of information de-
rived from personal and vicarious experiences. They construct possible
solutions to problems and evaluate their likely outcomes, without having
to go through a laborious trial-and-error process. Through the medium
of symbols, people can communicate with others at any distance in time
and space. The other distinctive human capabilities (self-regulation, self-
reflective, vicarious capacity) are founded on this advanced capacity for
symbolization.” [Ban01]

The essential capacities underlying observational learning in humans are [BO09]:

• Symbolizing capacity: Besides learning from trial-and-error experiences, peo-
ple can learn indirectly via symbolization, model solutions to problems, and
evaluate likely outcomes.

• Self-regulation capacity: Besides being shaped by the environment and innate
states, people are ruled by their individual self (the third equally important
component) which motivates and guides actions by setting goals and pursuing
them.

• Self-reflective capacity: Human beings evaluate their own thoughts and ac-
tions. Individuals can distinguish accurate and faulty thinking by revising and
adjusting their thoughts, generating novel ideas, acting on them or predicting
occurrences from them.

• Vicarious capacity: People acquire knowledge and skills from various sources,
including the indirect observation of others’ actions and consequences. Learning
on behalf of others gains insights into one’s own activities.

A foundational aspect in SCT is that individuals possess advanced neural systems that
enable the acquisition of skills and knowledge via direct experiences and indirectly
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in terms of symbols [BO09]. This view contrasts with theories advocating for lack of
symbolic reasoning in the human mind (symbolizing capacity).

Unlike other theories that emphasize the importance of the environment and the
internal states (e.g., behaviorism), the SCT proposes the individual-self as equally
important [Ban86]. In other words, individuals act on their own (self-regulation
capacity) and are not only reacting to the environment.

According to the SCT, people verify how well thoughts match reality and change them
when facing mismatches. The mental capabilities involved in thought verification
are of self-reflective nature, including idea generation, occurrence prediction, result
judgment, and change. The capacity to reflect upon oneself (cognitivism) stands in
contrast to theories explaining human behavior with reinforcements and reflexes
(e.g., behaviorism, connectivism). SCT describes four ways in which people verify
thoughts against reality. These verifications are, executing actions (trial-and-error),
another reality check is observing others and their effects (vicarious verification),
asking what others believe (social verification), and detecting faulty thinking by
deducing what follows from knowledge (logical verification). All of them support
valid thinking, but cannot completely avoid invalid reasoning [BO09].

Another distinguishing aspect of the SCT is that humans can self-improve by simply
observing others (vicarious capacity). According to [Ban86] vicariously observing
people’s actions and effects subsume learning from direct experience (behavioral,
mental, and affective). This view contrast with theories prioritizing experiential
learning as the critical acquisition mode when another modality exists (observational
learning).

Because observational learning can occur in the absence of a model, observers retain
symbolic representations of the observed behavior, which enables a later rehearsal
(e.g., days after witnessing a behavior). Modeling is essential in the theory and
further described in the subsequent section.

The modeling undergone to own another’s behavior

Owning a behavior means accepting someone’s else conducts as one’s own. Owning
others’ behavior requires mental modeling. Owned behaviors can be adapted to
situations very different from those in which these were initially acquired and can be
innovated. Modeling is essential to own behaviors [Ban88].

To acquire behaviors, retaining models is essential in observational learning. Storing
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mental models prepares for the eventual reproduction (prediction, adaptation, inno-
vation) of behaviors which can occur without any external guidance (e.g., deferred
in time).

The stages undergone to own another behavior are 1) exposure to the model and
retention, 2) acquire the model’s behavior, and 3) owning the behavior [Ban77]. In
the first stage, observers perceive a model of interest concerned with what-to-model
and encoding a representation for eventual (mental or physical) rehearsal. The
second stage encompasses how-to-model involving the construction and reproduction
of models. The third stage when-to-use relates to conditions that trigger the execution
of modeled behaviors.
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Figure 2.4: Modeling in the Social Cognitive Theory.

According to the Social Cognitive Theory, modeling is governed by the four processes
shown in Figure 2.4 described as follows [Ban77]:

Attention (what to model): Observers select what to observe and what to extract.
Influenced by several factors such as cognitive capability, preconceptions, value
preference (accessibility, relevance, complexity).

Retention (model encoding): Observed actions and consequences are transformed
to symbolic conceptions in preparation for eventual rehearsals. Recalling
memories is not a plain retrieval of registered events since it involves the
reconstruction of past experiences, including preconceptions and emotional
states, which bias how information is stored and retrieved.
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Production (how to model): Stored models are retrieved to guide construction and
execution. When necessary, models are modified, matching conceptions to
actions within an appropriate context. This process involves transformational
and generative operations.

Motivational processes (when to use): Use of models is subject to incentives. For
instance, behaviors resulting in rewarding outcomes are more likely executed
(than those punished). Similarly, observed cost and benefit others experience
can also inhibit (or discourage) action. Besides rewards, motivation is also
self-produced via personal reflection.

Modeling draws a clear distinction between acquisition and performance because
people do not imitate everything they observe. Neither do observers expect experienc-
ing identical rewards (or punishments) models receive, however, anticipate similar
outcomes [Way22]. A high commonality between observer and a role model leads to
higher chances of learning behaviors [Ban88] (a.k.a. identification). Conversely, ob-
servers are unlikely to exercise behaviors when they do not understand the potential
outcomes involved (e.g., pressing a red button in a nuclear facility). Self-efficacy as
defined in [Ban89, Ban95] “belief in one’s capabilities to organize and execute the
courses of action required to manage prospective situations” also regulates execution.

Because several factors govern modeling, observational learning does not guarantee
behaviors to be similar. Failures to match modeled behaviors may result from
attention directed to irrelevant (or distracting) aspects, inadequate coding into
memory, experiencing insufficient motivation, inability to retain observations or
physically perform.

In children, deferred imitation is an essential developmental milestone (two-year-old)
that manifests the emergence of representational capacity [Pia13]. Modeling is not
limited to physical aspects of the world, as it includes the acquisition of abstract skills
such as linguistic rules and hints on how to use knowledge.

To conclude, people learn from observing others by mentally modeling observations.
First, observers guide their attention over a model of interest, encode a symbolic
conception into memory, rehearse the model mentally, and guide learning.
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2.3 Robots Analyzing Other’s Interactions As Humans Do

The following section contrasts machines’ analysis of human interactions against the
way people learn from observing others and identifies what is missing to operational-
ize human-like observational learning in machines.

2.3.1 The Summary of Settings and Processing

Before the comparison is presented, the two preceding sections are summarized next.

Summary of machine analysis of other’s interactions

In Section 2.1.1 three classes of settings where machines learn are distinguished.
On one end of the spectrum (type A), learners rely on the role of a teacher (their
demonstrations), while on the other end (type B), students are left unsupervised (by
interaction with the environment). In the center between extremes are settings (type
C) where students engage in supervised and unsupervised modalities (demonstrations
and environment).

The more supervised a setting is, the more explicit guidance is (e.g., a teacher
providing demonstrations). On the other hand, the less supervised a setting is, the
more implicit guidance is (e.g., via rewards encoded into agents or a task embedded
into the environment). The more semi-supervised a setting is, the more explicit and
implicit supervision is balanced.

Just like the rationale behind learning settings in education, common across machine
learning settings is the intention to make students succeed by carefully crafting
learning conditions (aligned with learning goals, distraction-free, safe, predictable,
full of learning opportunities). The intention to make students succeed is either
explicit with teacher’s guidance and/or implicit in the environment.

Under such conditions, learning can focus on how to execute instead of students’
figuring out what to learn independently. In guided settings, teachers make learning
for students easier by telling them exactly what to learn. Likewise, in unsupervised
settings the focus remains on the how. Students are typically involved in learning
all possible inputs, thus avoiding the decision of what needs to be mastered. The
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rationale behind brute force learning is to make students succeed by preparing
them for all possible input scenarios before deployment. The strategy primarily
involves exhaustive learning of the input and state spaces via simulations in synthetic
environments or extensive data collections. The learning focus in semi-supervised
settings, learners explore variations of the how via exhaustive explorations that
initiate on hints facilitated by teachers during supervised conditions.

Overall, regardless of the setting (supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised), ma-
chine settings ensure students a sufficient quality and quantity of input examples.
Moreover, the learning focus is set on how not what. Students are incapable to figure
out what is relevant at their own.

Section 2.1.2 describes the processing with which machines aim to improve. Four
approaches that differ in the authority attributed to data and theory were presented.
Theory-driven progresses from theory, model-driven from theory and data, data-
driven from data to theory, and instance-driven from data to data.

These approaches associate to different sorts of reasoning, namely, theory-driven to
deductive reasoning, model-driven to abduction reasoning, data-driven to inductive
reasoning, and instance-driven to transductive reasoning.

These approaches produce outcomes differently. Theory-driven relies on a priori
theories to deduce outcomes. Model-driven updates theories with data to infer
outcomes. Data-driven builds theories using data to induce outcomes. Instance-
driven relates examples by similarity to derive outcomes.

Theory-driven stands on a priori theories that are supposed to not change (is data-
blind). Model-driven rests on structures that are supposed to be flexibly updated
with data. Data-driven centers on data that is supposed to represent a population (is
theory-blind). Instance-driven assumes data similarity explains any input examples
(is theory-independent).

Overall, learners build with processing approaches of type A (theory-driven) are
theory evaluators, of type B (model-driven) are theory modifiers, of type C (data-
driven) are theory builders, and of type D (instance-driven) are example mappers.

Summary of human analysis of other’s interactions

Human reasoning hardly categorizes into a single class. Among various sorts of
reasoning identified in human beings, some are deduction, abduction, induction and
transduction.
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An acquisition modality often overlooked in people is observation. People acquire
knowledge or skills by simply observing others. Learning from observations encom-
passes virtually any context and inputs that are beyond observer’s control (natural
settings).

The mental ability to interpret and reason over behavior (modeling) requires ad-
vanced cognitive capabilities. These include the power to operate symbolic con-
ceptions (symbolizing capacity), discover mismatches between thought and reality
(understand causal relationships), construct possible solutions (adapt, innovate), and
evaluate likely outcomes (predict).

2.3.2 The Comparison of Settings

The settings where humans learn from observations differ from those in which
machines target learning. Such differences render machine settings inadequate for
the evaluation of human-like observation.

The landscape in Figure 2.5 places the setting where humans learn from observations
amongst the machines. The figure shows the human setting between C3 and A4,
the first corresponding to active feedback (e.g., active learning) and the second to
unlabeled feedback (e.g., imitation learning from observation). The human setting is
shortened, hereafter, to vicarious-setting (VS).

The vicarious setting (VS) is between types of machine setting A and C for the
following reasons. First, VS differs from type-A settings (where machines learn with a
teacher) because demonstrations carry teaching intentions, whereas, in VS, feedback
is not subject to such purposes. In other words, the input a learner receives in settings
of type A (including IL, IRL, AL, ITL) conveys clear intentions to facilitate learning
which is rarely the case in VS. This places VS outside the boundary of type A.

Second, VS diverges from settings where machines learn by doing (type B) because
the social component (e.g., a human being) is missing. Consequently, type-B scenarios
focus on the physical interactions with the environments, thereby neglecting the
social aspect. The incentive to remove human interactions from the learning loop is
leveraging uninterrupted and faster than real-time simulations in synthetic worlds.
However, the SCT advocates for settings where the environment, others, and oneself
are equally important. Settings omitting or prioritizing one component over the other
conflicts with VS. This places VS outside the boundary of type B.

Third, the closest type of setting matching VS is when learning combines demonstra-
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Figure 2.5: The Human setting (VS) among the machine.

tion and by doing (type C). The commonality between type C and VS is the flexibility
to support both acquisition modalities, guidance with trial-and-error. However, the
critical difference is that in settings of type C, reinforcement is a necessary condition
for learning to occur, whereas, in VS, reinforcement is optional but can influence
learning (e.g., via vicarious reinforcement). This dissociation between reinforcement
and learning is rooted in the capacity of individuals to self-regulate. Settings requir-
ing reinforcements to occur, such as type C, expose the lack of self-regulation, thus
undervaluing the individual-self to the environment and intrinsic factors (breaking
the triadic reciprocal causation model). This places VS outside the boundary of
type C.

Two central issues underlie machine settings (type A, B, C): the arbitrary learning
opportunities students are granted and the quality inputs they receive. Quality
inputs are meant for students to succeed (e.g., curate inputs), just like crafting large
numbers of examples is (e.g., ensure sufficient inputs). The number and quality of
examples are such to make methods work. This is because settings are under the
experimenter’s control, which essentially allows controlling the quality and quantity
of the input. For instance, in synthetic environments, trial-and-error attempts exceed
the number a human could exercise in a lifetime.
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Such scenarios contrast with human settings where learning opportunities are limited
and potentially of any quality as observers have no control over them. For this reason,
students observing in VS dedicate significant efforts to make the most out of every
learning opportunity (e.g. exploiting past observations by adapting them to present
conditions).

Assuming arbitrary quantity and quality of learning opportunities is mainstream in
artificial settings but rare in real-world conditions. In VS, learning opportunities can
be scarce and with no quality assurance, essentially because observations are not
intended to be learned in natural settings. It is paramount for observational settings
to reflect natural conditions and embrace the possibility of inputs with any quantity
and quality.

Taken together, the settings where machines learn (type A, B, C) are inadequate to
capture the observational scenario (VS). However, a setting matching the observa-
tional scheme is critical for developing and evaluating observational approaches.

The study of machine human-like observational learning requires an adequate setting
that resembles the natural conditions where people learn from observations. The
critical aspect of such a setting is the natural interplay of the environment, others,
and oneself.

The following aspects are essential to resemble vicarious settings (VS):

• inputs include interactions of the environment, others, and individual-self

• inputs are natural, not necessarily intended to be learned

The first element of the list avoids breaking the triadic reciprocal causation model. Set-
tings that comply with the triadic model allow for the interplay between environment-
with-others, environment-with-oneself, environment-with-environment, and others-
with-oneself. Beyond the physical aspects of environments, settings need to include
other beings, and rewards are not mandatory (decoupled from learning) because of
self-reflective capabilities.

The second element in the list leverages natural interactions. Natural interactions
are not necessarily intended to be learned, opening the possibility to any input
quantity and quality (learning opportunities). The condition abandons the strict
teacher-student setup and favors a loose observer-observee interaction.

Vicarious settings (VS) leverage natural inputs that comprise no attempt to curate
observations (any quality) nor attempt to facilitate learning experiences through
guidance (embrace correct demonstrations and accidental, balanced, and unbalanced
classes of examples, a few and many samples, etc.). The exact conditions are unlikely
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to repeat.

2.3.3 The Comparison of Processing

Robots struggle learning in natural settings, for instance, a single unsuccessful trial-
and-error is enough to break a robot. For this reason, self-improvement is mostly
confined to safe (supervised, laboratory-like, synthetic) conditions. Human beings
are also prone to injuries, and one of their strategies is to safely and quickly improve
by observing others.

The capability to improve from observing others can potentially enable contact-free
self-improvements under uncontrolled settings. None of the machine processing
approaches in isolation (covered in Section 2.1) support observational learning
(described in Section 2.2). The differences exposed between both settings highlight
what is missing.

The capabilities underlying human observational learning are briefly summarized
as follows. According to the SCT, people support two acquisition modalities; one
is via direct experience (trial-and-error) and another indirect observation (model-
ing) [Ban77]. Moreover, the theory puts forward that humans possess the capacity to
develop themselves [Ban86]. In particular, self-reflective capabilities allow people to
detect faulty thinking (from here onwards denoted with the symbol c0) [Ban01], pre-
dict occurrences from thought (symbolized by c1) [BJ73], revise and adjust thoughts
(c2) [CB82], and generate novel ideas (c3) [Ban95].

In short, the capabilities for human-like observational learning are:

• c0: use natural-context-dependent observations to infer (causal relationships),

• c1: use observations to form outcome expectations (predict),

• c2: use context-dependent observations in different target conditions (adapt),

• c3: use observations to imagine unseen conditions (retrospect).

Underlying the four capabilities to model others’ behavior is the support for symbolic
processing, a representative structure to encode models, and instantaneous reasoning
across modeling stages.

The first capability in the list calls for a mechanical sort of reasoning “Does A cause
B?.” Crucially, this reasoning is exercised under natural conditions (i.e. not under the
observer’s control). In other words, capability c0 requires robust inferences regardless
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of input conditions. As observational learning primarily involves uncontrolled settings,
observers need the capability to figure out how things work on their own (causal
understanding).

The second capability in the list underlines predictive analysis “Would A cause B?.”
Such analysis comprises rehearsing observations and forming outcome expectations.
Essentially, capability c1 requires predicting likely outcomes from past observations.
The execution of modeled behaviors is conditioned on anticipating the consequences
of actions.

The third capacity in the list involves reasoning over potential scenarios (“What if
A causes B?”). The evaluation of potential-outcomes leverage context-dependent
observations in particular situations by adapting them. Essentially, capability c2

requires bending context-dependent observations to specific conditions. Because
observational learning deals with unique conditions (exact conditions hardly repeat),
the capability to adapt accumulated observations to different states is paramount.

The fourth capability in the list sparks innovation via retrospection (“What would
have been, had A cause B?”). Imagination involves a playful mind which innovates
with alternative (previously unseen) scenarios inspired by observations. Essentially,
c3 requires the capability to revise observations and imagine scenarios not seen before.
Observational learning requires anticipating the outcome of novel actions without
ever attempting to exercise these.

Capabilities (c0, c1, c2, c3) are essential for observational learning, but none of
the machine processing approaches (A, B, C, D) fully supports these, as shown in
Table 2.2. A check-mark in the table indicates an approach exhibits the necessary
features to support a particular capability, while a cross means the opposite.

Overall, Table 2.2 indicates all approaches support prediction (c1) but none causal in-
ference (c0). This inability alone excludes candidates A, B, C, and D to operationalize
human-like observational learning.

None of the machine processing supports causal inference (c0) from natural observa-
tions because a mechanism to preserve validity is necessary but unavailable across
approaches. Not supporting such a mechanism leaves the four approaches restricted
to correlational inferences instead of causal. Techniques that rely on correlational
inferences (i.e., ignore truth-preserving mechanisms) require supervision. Inputs are
unnaturally supervised (i.e., preserves the teacher-student role), which conflicts with
the observational setting.

Besides causal inference (c0), observational learning calls for further reasoning (pre-
dict, adapt, imagine). Table 2.2 indicates that model-driven (B) support imagination
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Observational Learning Core capabilities in SCT

Inference approach c0: Causal? c1: Predict? c2: Adapt? c3: Imagine?

Human-driven ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Social cognitive theory

[Ban77, Ban86]

A) Theory-driven × ✓ × ×

Demonstrative logic

[CM03, WDF+09, SCV19]

Nondemonstrative logic

[AB07, GS14]

Functional languages

[MSC+20, Tar13]

B) Model-driven × ✓ × ✓

RL with IL [KP10, PVS05]

Apprenticeship learning

[AN04, ZLZ18, ZLN14]

IL from observation

[OMG13, HE16, TWS18]

C) Data-driven × ✓ × ×

Reinforcement learning

[SB98, Boz99, SSS+17]

Generative learning

[MO14, FCAL16, KLA+20]

Imitation learing

[CM95, BCDS08, BG12, BG13]

Inverse RL [Rus98, FLA16]

D) Instance-driven × ✓ ✓ ×

Kinesthetic teaching [BCG06]

Active learning

[Set09, CT12, HS14, GSNT19]

Interactive task learning

[PM98, LGA+17]

Table 2.2: The necessary capabilities to support human-like observational learning.
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(c3) but not adapt (c2). Conversely, instance-driven (D) covers adapt (c2) but fails
with imagination (c3), whereas theory-driven (A) and data-driven (C) fails to support
both (c2, c3).

As observational learning embraces two acquisition modalities (direct experiential
and indirect symbolic). Hence, approaches relying on theory and data are natural
candidates to support both modalities which discourage data-only approaches (data-
driven, instance-driven) and theory-only (theory-driven) favoring hybrid approaches
(model-driven) instead.

Prediction (c1): the capability to form outcome expectations (requires data)

• Human-driven: Prediction regulates action execution, as poorly understood
outcomes are less likely enacted.

• Theory-driven (A): Supports prediction by using built-in theories to evaluate
inputs and produce forecasts. Because general theories are invariant, building
and modifying theories are unsupported.

• Data-driven (C): Supports prediction by first learning a theory from data.
During learning (training), theories can be extended and modified, but when
deployed, these remain static.

• Model-driven (B): Supports prediction by updating structures (use theory and
data). Theories can be modified and extended anytime.

• Instance-driven (D): Supports prediction by leveraging data (dis)similarity. No
theory is involved.

Adapt (c2): the capability to manage novel situations instantaneously (requires a
structure and data)

• Human-driven: Adapting observations from one domain to another.

• Theory-driven (A): Does not adapt. Theories are not expected to change under
any circumstance, even when experiential evidence conflicts with the theory (is
data blind). The inability to update built-in theories with evidence renders this
approach incapable of capturing novelty and adapting new conditions.

• Data-driven (C): Does not adapt. Adapting theories is only supported during
theory formation (training) but not when deployed. Once deployed, adaptation
means re-learning theories from scratch, which is a clear manifestation of non-
instantaneous reasoning. The inability to adapt theories during deployment
makes this approach inadequate for anytime reasoning.
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• Model-driven (B): Does not adapt. Adapting structures anytime and (to some
extent) incorporating novelty are supported. However, structures impose some
form on data distributions that restrict reasoning to parametric inferences. The
inability to support parametric-free reasoning makes this approach inappropri-
ate for adapting processing to arbitrary context.

• Instance-driven (D): Does adapt. Anytime adaptation (no theory is involved)
and incorporating novelty (no structure is involved) are supported. However,
supporting structure is essential for modeling behaviors. The inability to reason
over structures renders this approach unsuitable for modeling behaviors.

Imagine (c3): the capability to anticipate outcomes of new events without the need
for experience (requires theory and data)

• Human-driven: Wonder on alternative behaviors not witnessed before (but
which could have been).

• Theory-driven (A): Does not support imagination. Context-free theories can
anticipate outcomes beyond experience without regard to experiential evidence.
However, data-blind imagination is unable to account for novel events. The
inability to imagine with theory and data renders this approach unsuitable for
anticipating novel events.

• Data-driven (C): Does not support imagination. This approach learns complex
tasks via trial-and-error training relying only on data. However, anticipating
outcomes that have never been experienced before requires a strategy that is
not theory-blind. The inability to anticipate without experience renders this
approach inappropriate to support imagination.

• Model-driven (B): Does support imagination. This approach features the
necessary components (structure, theory, and data) to anticipate outcomes
of new events. However, because the structures impose parametric assumptions
on the data, imagination is limited to compliant distributions. The inability to
imagine on arbitrary distributions is not supported with this approach.

• Instance-driven (D): does not support imagination. This approach anticipates
outcomes of new events relying on evidential experiences without involving
any theory. However, the ability to anticipate without direct experience (seeing
before) is required in imagination. The inability to anticipate outcomes without
seeing examples renders this approach unsuitable to support imagination.
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2.4 Concluding Remarks

What is missing to enable the analysis of human interaction in robots is:

• a setting that features natural conditions to evaluate observational learning
(any input quality and quantity)

• an approach enabling human-like observational learning (causal inference,
predict, adapt, and imagine)

Section 3.2 introduces the strategy to address both issues.
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Chapterthree

Causal Observational Learning for
Robots

This chapter outlines the dissertation and introduces key concepts and terminologies
to ease the reading of subsequent chapters.

3.1 Dissertation Steps

To make robots competent in the analysis of human interaction, this dissertation iden-
tifies a promising approach. To investigate the approach, we compose a framework
and scenario (objective A), verify the feasibility (objective B), and evaluate the utility
(objective C). Objective A instantiates the object of our study, while B and C evaluate
the approach.

To enable the analysis of human interaction in robots via human-like observational
learning, this dissertation pursues the following aims:

A) Establish the Framework and Scenario:

1. Establish the Framework

Design the Model

Setup the Inference
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Figure 3.1: A dissertation overview.

Configure the Estimators

2. Set the Scenario

Define the context

Access the evidence

Collect observations

B) Verify the Framework:

1. Establish the Ground-Truth

2. Validate the Setting

3. Inspect the Stability

C) Assess the Framework:

1. Answer Causal Questions

2. Explain Causal Answers

To achieve objective A, we cast robot analysis of human interaction as a problem of
causal inference and set a challenging scenario for its evaluation. In particular, we
formalize the approach with structural-causal models and non-parametric treatment-
effect estimation. To evaluate the concept (objective B and C), we challenge the
feasibility and utility of the approach on human behavior, employing an incomplete
model and a limited number of samples.

There are two conditions the framework is not necessarily prepared to deal with,
both being crucial in human-like observational learning. The first condition requires
the framework to operate with an incomplete model given that causal inferences are
only guaranteed with models fully capturing the set of relevant factors (complete
models). The second condition limits the number of observations to only a few when
treatment-effect estimators typically operate on large quantities of samples in the
order of thousands.
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The main motivation to impose both conditions is that human beings manage to
acquire causal information despite incomplete models, especially children must deal
with incompleteness. Moreover, people learn from even a single example, motivating
to enforce few samples. These conditions resemble closely the challenge children
confront, more than the challenge adults face.

When both conditions are enforced, the formalisms embedded into the framework
do not necessarily operate as expected anymore. One of the conditions breaks an
operational assumption of the formalism (a.k.a. unconfoundedness assumption).
Consequently, bias-free inferences are not guaranteed anymore. The other condition
lowers the number of samples to only hundreds thereby challenging estimation given
that treatment effect typically target samples in the order of thousands.

Last, objectives B and C study the framework under both conditions. The feasibility
of the approach (objective B) verifies the validity and stability of estimates, while
the utility of the approach inspects the reasoning capabilities on a limited number of
samples and an incomplete model.

In summary, to make robots competent in the analysis of human natural interaction,
this dissertation mechanizes human-like observational learning (referring to the
Social Cognitive Theory). To formalize human observational learning in machines,
this dissertation selects structure causal models (SCM) with nonparametric treatment
effects (A1). To challenge the feasibility and utility of the approach, this dissertation
addresses a scenario involving natural activities which lack any teaching intention,
involve a limited number of samples, and an incomplete model (A2). To verify the
feasibility of the approach (objective B), an experimental study and two evaluations
are performed (B1, B2, B3). To assess the utility of the approach (objective C), a
set of questions are raised (C1) and their answers (C2) and explanations (C3) are
studied.

3.2 Dissertation Strategy

This dissertation casts the challenge of observational learning as a problem of causal
inference to mechanize the processing capabilities. The approach is confronted with
a natural setting to evaluate the feasibility and assess the utility. The dissertation
strategy shown in Figure 3.2 is described in the subsequent section.

The following provides further details on each of the strategies:
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Figure 3.2: The dissertation strategy.

A framework for causal analysis and hypothetical reasoning (A). Having robots
interpret and reason over human interactions is essential in household scenarios
where service robots share workspaces with people.

Observational learning requires causal understanding of the things that are
observed, and involves advanced reasoning capabilities to make the most out
of observations (predict, adapt, imagine). However, conventional machine
processing approaches are limited to correlational inferences (including data-
driven, instance-driven, model-driven, and theory-driven approaches), they
support only a subset of the necessary observational capabilities, impose para-
metric assumptions, and rely on supervision to ensure quality and quantity of
inputs.

To make robots competent in the analysis of human interaction in natural
settings, this dissertation proposes causal analysis and hypothetical reason-
ing via structural-causal models (SCM) and non-parametric treatment-effect
estimation.

SCM solves the issue of causal inferences (instead of correlational) despite
uncontrolled inputs (no supervision) because this formalism deals with bias
instead of avoiding (or ignoring) as done by other approaches (solved with
the identification and adjustment step). This formalism covers the necessary
observational capabilities predict, adapt and imagine supporting instantaneous
reasoning (solved with the do-calculus language). Non-parametric treatment-
effect estimation solves the issue of robustness without imposing parametric
assumptions on inferences (solved with robust estimation strategies).

The approach is composed of three components, one responsible for causal
inferences and hypothetical reasoning (dowhy [SK+19]), the other for robust
estimation (econml [Res19]), and a model encoding hand behavior (using a
causal graph).
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Chapter 4 establishes the framework describing the main components of the
framework (the inferences, the estimators, the model) and scenario (kitchen-
environment, table-setting activity, semantic rich data).

To challenge the approach, this dissertation investigates a social context. The
scenario involves a machine (the observer), a real human being (the observee),
and complex interactions (a table-setting activity). To study interactions, the
focus is set on human behavior, in particular, hand behavior which could benefit
robot control systems and anticipate human actions. To assess the capabilities
to reason about models, a model of hand behavior is proposed and encoded
with a causal graph.

A scenario is set with a near photo-realistic virtual-environment that enables
people to interact via hand-held devices (Unreal-Engine, HTC Vive). The virtual
activities are recorded in a kitchen scenario where users can collide against and
grasp objects with the virtual-hands. To equip machines with access to virtual
activities we use RobCoG, that stores virtual activities in a semantically-rich
and robot-readable format.

The feasibility and utility of the approach (both further described in subsequent
sections) are evaluated on a scenario involving natural activities. To avoid
supervising (controlling) the inputs learners perceive, which is a common occur-
rence across machine-settings (supervised, semi-supervised, unsupervised), this
dissertation addresses an activity lacking in teaching intentions (e.g. a person
performing a table-setting unaware of being observed by a robot). Therefore,
any quality and quantity of observations may result (e.g. examples can be good
or bad, cover a great variety or not, and so forth). To make the scenario more
natural and challenge the feasibility and utility of the approach even further,
only a few samples and an incomplete model are considered. The number
of observations are limited to only a few hundreds thereby challenging the
estimators that operate in the number of thousands samples, and additionally,
the inferences must rely on a model which does not fully capture the relevant
factors in hand-behavior (breaking a crucial assumption in the formalism).
Challenging the framework with the scenario under these conditions probes
the potential of the approach.

A verification probing the proper functioning of the approach (B). Challenging
the feasibility of the approach is crucial to probe on its practical viability.
Verifying the approach on natural scenarios is especially valuable as these
provide real support either against or in favor of observational abilities.

The feasibility of the approach is verified with ability to provide valid and stable
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estimates despite the challenging task. The task involves recovering a non-
trivial relationships of hand behavior in a table-setting activity. Two conditions
make the task especially hard, the availability of samples is restricted to only
a few (given that estimators operate with large samples), and the inferences
must rely on a model which does not fully capture the relevant factors in
hand-behavior (breaking a crucial assumption in the formalism). Challenging
the framework with the scenario under these conditions probes the potential of
the approach.

The framework’s validity is verified with a randomized control trial, which
includes the experimental design, data collection, and analysis. The frame-
work’s stability involves running refutation strategies [SK20] to destabilize
the framework (analogous to sensitivity analysis in ML). The stability-tests
compromise different aspects of the framework, such as the model, the data, or
both.

Chapter 5 presents the verification for the validity and stability of the framework,
including a randomized controlled experiment, a summary of the experimental
data, and the analysis of validity and stability.

A comprehensive assessment of inferences on hand behavior (C). Investigating
whether the approach is able to make the most out of observations provides
insights on the suitability to automate human-like observational learning in
machines. A comprehensive analysis provides insights on this matter. Har-
nessing observations requires the capabilities to predict, adapt, and imagine.
To evaluate the utility of the framework, three types of inferences targeting
human hand behavior are inspected. In particular, a set of causal questions
on hand behavior are raised and answered with the framework. Informative
answers hint at what robots equipped with the framework can achieve despite
the challenging inference conditions.

Chapter 6 evaluates the framework’s capability to answer and explain causal
questions targeting two individuals free from any experimental design.
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3.3 Dissertation Overview

The following sections provide an outlook on the main steps.

3.3.1 Set the Scenario

The scenario is portrayed in Figure 3.3. The figure features a robot observing a
person perform a table setting. After observing several examples of a person grasping
and placing objects around the kitchen, the robot is intrigued by the person’s hand
decision. Why does the person decide to use the right hand while sometimes the left?

Figure 3.3: The Scenario - A robot observes a person setting the table in a virtual kitchen:
Why does this person sometimes choose the left hand over the right? Does the proximity
of a target object matter in hand selection? Does the volume of an object influence the
choice of hand? And if this is so, why?

Developing robots that competently address this sort of question is a valuable pursuit.
Robots capable to answer causal questions are in a position to improve themselves
on behalf of others and thereby shortcut learning. For instance, robotic agents can
improve their own control system by adopting strategies humans employ and thus
provide human companions with better support in joint tasks.

Robots can hardly get help answering this sort of question by asking a person “What
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is the policy driving your hand selection when setting a table?”. People struggle
to provide clear answers, and rightly so because human beings are not fully aware
of decisions that underlie their own actions as part of them occur subconsciously.
However, these questions are common when developing robot applications.

For questions, especially those relating to human behavior, robots must seek answers
on their own. We believe this is possible because children do it. They direct their
attention to role models and answer in this way countless questions on their own.

The setting where children manage to learn is the following: Children live a rather
contemplative life as they still struggle to control their own limbs and thus exerting
changes to the environment is challenging. Life unfolds in front of their eyes, they
hardly regulate the inputs they get to witness (examples come in any distribution).
Sometimes children are privileged to see examples repeatedly (large quantities
of samples) while other times a single one (few samples) or even none (missing
samples). Life does not favor a particular order in which examples are presented to
them, nor are examples necessarily of a certain type (only successful), and neither
the number of examples across classes is balanced (unbalanced). This characterizes
(in a simplified manner) the setting children must deal with at early age. Regardless
of the input distribution, children manage to process information and learn.

The settings robots must face are not much different than those children deal with.
Robots are still clumsy when interacting with their environment but excel in con-
templative tasks. Machines can store massive amounts of examples and recall them
with the highest fidelity. In spite of this advantage, the robots struggle in the settings
where children thrive. Unlike children, the inputs that robots process require a great
deal of care. For instance, the number of examples needs to be massive, balanced out
across classes, annotated with hints (labeled), of a certain type (correct), follow a
certain distribution (parametric), distributions need to be stable, and more.

The scenario set in this dissertation aims to reflect (to a certain extent) some charac-
teristics of the settings where children learn. The purpose is to challenge machine
processing with more realistic inputs. The data originate from natural activities per-
formed in a virtual kitchen. People who perform activities receive no other instruction
than completing a table-setting. They are free to set the table for any number of
guests or only for themselves, choose any meal and silverware, consider any order,
place and arrange objects anywhere in the kitchen, use the left or right hand, stand
closer or further away from targets, and so forth. Care has been taken to preserve
raw data as much as possible. Considering only minimal transformations (binarize
with median split) but no complex data transformations (feature engineering). Data
is not filtered to examples that are correct and classes are not balanced out.
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The virtual kitchen is fully furnished including a table, kitchen counters, drawers,
and refrigerator. Moreover, it is equipped with several sizes of cups, glasses, bowls,
and silverware. Furthermore, some drawers and the refrigerator are stuffed with
objects such as cereal cartons, bread, salt, milk, juice, and more.

A person interacts with the virtual environment through VR devices. Users wear
a headset that renders the near photo-realistic virtual kitchen, and virtual hands
through which the interaction is exercised. The virtual hands can collide with objects
and furniture. Pressing a button on the hand-controller triggers a grasp which allows
objects to be held with either of the virtual hands.

Robots have access to the activities exercised in the virtual kitchen. The motions and
interactions of users are recorded with a game engine and stored in a robot-compliant
format (narrative episodic memories).

3.3.2 Establish the Framework

Chapter 4 describes the framework that confronts the scenario. Three components
make the framework operational, the causal reasoner, the estimators, and the model.
These elements as a unit compose the object studied in Chapter 5 (feasibility) and
Chapter 6 (utility).

The framework incorporates desirable properties to confront the scenario. It features
inferences that are free from bias (causal), end-to-end non-parametric processing
(any distribution), and supports advanced reasoning (predict, adapt, transport). The
question remains whether these properties realize in the scenario described earlier.

Even though the scenario is challenging enough two conditions made by the frame-
work are strong. One relates to the completeness of models and another to the
number of samples.

First, the framework guarantees bias-free estimates only when the model captures
all the relevant factors (e.g. the set of common confounders is complete). Second,
estimation typically operates on large data (with thousands of samples).

People, however, make decisions with incomplete information (models) and can
learn from even a single observation. This motivates the study of the approach under
these two conditions the framework is not designed for.

The first condition is enforced with the design of a model which does not fully
capture all relevant confounders while the second condition is achieved by choosing
estimators that operate with samples in the order of thousands but only hundreds
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are provided to them.

Chapter 4 introduces the three main components that instantiate the approach.
Section 4.1.2.1 defines the model that encodes the assumptions on hand behav-
ior. Section 4.1.2.2 presents the causal reasoner which deals with confounding
bias (identify and adjust) and supports three types of inferences (do-calculus). Sec-
tion 4.1.2.3 describes the estimators responsible for the treatment-effect estimation
on the challenging data.

3.3.3 Verify the Feasibility

Chapter 5 verifies the feasibility of the framework to derive correct and stable infer-
ences despite the challenging scenario and the two conditions enforced (incomplete
model and access to few samples).

Correct and stable are complementary and desirable for the inferences to exhibit.
Inferences are correct when the framework derives valid estimates, and stable when
estimates are consistent despite varying conditions.

Claiming both means that, the model, the causal reasoner, the estimators, once set,
provided data and a target quantity, valid and stable inferences can be computed.

The framework provides valid inferences when the results reflect the expected out-
come on ground-truth data. Failing to infer the ground-truth effects, raises a red flag
for the validity of the framework.

The framework offers stable inferences when strategies are unable to introduce
variations on the model and data to destabilize estimates. Variations to the model
that give rise to instabilities manifest that assumptions encoded in the graph do not
fully explain the evidence in data. Similarly, the undesirable instability that arises
when varying the data indicate sensibilities to samples (e.g. to the order of samples).

The overall strategy to assess the feasibility of the framework consists of first establish-
ing a ground-truth (Section 5.1), then verifying correctness against the validation-set
(Section 5.2.1), and assessing the stability under varying conditions (Section 5.3.2).

Verifying for the correctness of the framework involves a randomized controlled trial
(Section 5.1.1 and Section 5.1.2), collecting experimental evidence (Section 5.1.3),
and the analysis of the results (Section 5.2.1 and Section 5.2.2).

Verifying for the stability of the estimates involves a set of strategies that intent to
destabilize the framework (Section 5.3.1), and analyzing the impact these strategies
have on the framework (Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3).
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3.3.4 Assess the Utility

Chapter 6 questions the ability of the framework to reason over hand behavior on
the scenario set forth to investigate covering three types of inferences.

The evaluation consists in formulating a set of causal questions addressing hand
behavior and answering these questions with estimates derived by the framework.

The hand behavior of two subjects is studied with the framework. Both perform
natural hand manipulations in the context of virtual table settings (uncontrolled
observations of human actions).

Three levels of inferences are covered (types of causal questions). The levels cor-
respond to the ladder of causation (Figure 3.4). The inferences at the lowest level
(type what) are suitable for prediction tasks. On the other hand, inferences at the
first level (type what-if) adapt observations from one domain to another. The third
level (type what-would-if) enables reasoning over unseen scenarios.

Exemplary questions targeting hand behavior are:

1. Does hand-distance affect hand-selection? (predict)

2. Would hand-selection be right-hand if we make sure that the hand-distance is
far? (adapt)

3. Would hand-selection be left-hand had the hand-distance been close, given that
the hand-selection is in fact right-hand and hand-distance is far? (imagine)

The interactions that are covered comprise person-environment (e.g. hand-object,
furniture-hand) and person-person (e.g. distance-hand).

The chapter evaluating the utility of the framework (Chapter 6) studies the answers
to causal questions on hand behavior. This chapter describes the access to activities in
a virtual environment for robots (Section 4.2.2), summarize the data on uncontrolled
hand-behavior of person A and B (Section 6.1.2), formulate causal questions on
hand behavior (Section 6.1.3), report and analyze the answers framework derives
(Section 6.2).
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3.4 Dissertation Concepts

This section exists because the core concepts and methods this dissertation builds
upon are developed outside the field of computer science, in particular epidemiology,
economics and, experimental sciences.

3.4.1 Causal Inference

The landscape of causal inference can be divided into causal discovery and causal-
effect estimation. Causal discovery aims to recover causal structure from data, i.e.
building models from data. The estimation of causal effects on the other hand, aims
to evaluate expressions using data, i.e. estimate causal quantities. This dissertation
is framed within the latter also known as a treatment-effect estimation.

3.4.2 Causation not Correlation

A crucial distinction is the one between correlation and causation. Both make
assertions over relationships, but one makes a weaker statement than the other. The
weaker is correlations, which hints that A and B are related simply because evidence A
and B co-variate. Correlations determine that A and B co-vary but do not distinguish
whether A changes B or B changes A. Therefore, correlations are regarded as weak
because these lack the power to convey direction. Correlations assert associations
and not more.

The importance of direction is evident in decision-making. Suppose the direction is
unknown, it is unclear which of the variables (A or B) should modulate to achieve
the desired change. However, when the direction is known (A causes changes in B) it
becomes clear that to influence B one modulates A.

Besides lacking the power to convey direction, another noteworthy issue is that
correlations can be temporal. These can appear and vanish, often regarded as
spurious.

Direction cannot be recovered with correlational approaches [Pea14]. This includes
data-driven approaches such as statistics and machine learning. In statistics, prac-
titioners are often reminded about this limitation with “correlation does not imply
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causation (direction)”. To express this limitation differently, causation cannot be
inferred from data alone.

This exhibits a fundamental limitation in correlational approaches which provide
inferences that are based on co-variation. These approaches operate at the lowest
level in the ladder of causation (Figure 3.4).

Unlike correlation, causation conveys direction and is thus a stronger statement.
Causal interpretation distinguishes whether A changes B, or vice versa. Causation
can also implicate simultaneous co-occurrences such as A affecting both B and C,
being A in this particular case a common cause for B and C.

Robot analysis of human interaction requires causal interpretation, not correlation.

3.4.3 Simpson’s Paradox, or what is confounding bias

Simpson’s paradox [Sim51] is introduced here to clarify the meaning of confounding
bias. This phenomenon manifests with a contradiction when interpreting data. It
occurs when identical data lead to opposing conclusions. Table 3.1 shows an example
of this where data separated into groups contradict the whole population trend. The
contradiction is highlighted in the table, On one hand, the combined trend suggests
treatment (87%) and on the other, the segregated trend suggests no-treatment for
group-2 (87%). Hence, depending on how data is summarized, reversed decisions
emerge.

Gender Treatment Control

Female 81 out of 87 (93%) 192 out of 263 (73%)

Male 273 out of 350 (78%) 234 out of 270 (87%)

Combined 354 out of 437 (81%) 426 out of 533 (79%)

Table 3.1: An example of Simpson’s paradox. A clinical trial aims to determine whether a
drug positively affects people who received the pill (treatment) against those who received
a placebo pill (control). The numbers indicate the recovery rate.

Any raw data is potentially affected. For instance, reversals affect a random uniformly
distributed binary table of size 2 × 2 × 2 with a probability of 1/60 [PP09]. The
probability that reversals would occur at random in path models involving three
variables is approximately ten percent [Koc15].

Data on hand manipulation is no exception to reversals either. Table 3.2 confirms
the existence of such contradictions in hand manipulation. This table shows how
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Figure 3.4: An illustration showing the ladder of causation from the Book of Why [PM16]
illustrated by Maayan Harel (www.maayanillustration.com)
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the numbers reverse when conditioning on the size of an object. Reversals have also
been observed when conditioning on other covariates such as surface.

Object-volume Hand-dist. close Hand-dist. far

0.000082 0.79 0.85

0.000775 0.57 0.55

0.001379 0.16 0.14

0.001398 0.03 0.41

0.001911 0.70 0.31

0.001934 0.77 0.95

Combined 192 out of 270 (0.71) 71 out of 114 (0.61)

Table 3.2: The confounding found on hand behavior. The numeric values indicate the
rate a person chooses to grasp with the right-hand. Hand-distance indicates whether a
grasp occurred close or far away w.r.t. the body. The trend in hand-selection reverses
when conditioning on the volume of an object. The segregated trend disagrees with the
combined trend, with three positive slopes contradicting the negative population trend.

Like in the table showing the Simpson’s paradox, the combined data conflicts with
the segregated. Consulting the combined data, suggest hand-dist close (0.71 over
0.61), while the case of the segregated suggests differently depending on the volume
of the object. The question is whether the robot should consult the combined or the
segregated data. There is no way to figure out an answer to this question using data
alone [Pea09].

Reversals are relevant because robots are expected to provide causal interpretations
of contents stored in their memories, i.e. essentially frequency data such as the one
shown in Table 3.2. Regardless of how memory is encoded in a robot platform the
computation of expectancy or probabilities are affected. Ignoring reversals when
processing data leads to potentially disparate interpretations where programmers or
robots have to guess which of the trends in the table to follow.

These contradicting interpretations are not necessarily temporal in data. Reversals
can also be systematic [Pea09], for instance, when introducing additional variables
to the analysis trends can reverse back and forth. More data does not avoid this
issue. Data alone cannot solve confounding [Pea14]. The solution to this paradox is
appropriate modeling as proposed in [Pea00].

The Simpson’s paradox is a special case of the co-variate selection problem known
as confounding bias, which comprises higher dimensions and complex relationships.
In the literature, the term bias relates to errors in numeric values such as noise in
sensor measurements. Confounding, on the other hand, is the bias that occurs at the
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level of relationships.

3.4.4 Experiments, Observations, and Quasi-Experiments

The distinction between experimental and observational is important.

• Experimental: The great value of experimental studies is the power to assert
the causal direction between variables. Here, the evidence (data) needs to
be controlled to ensure valid interpretations. Experimental studies achieve
causal interpretations but require controlling the environment (conducting
experiments).

• Observational: The value of observational studies is the power to find asso-
ciations between variables. Here, the sources of evidence are uncontrolled.
Observational studies attain correlational interpretations without the need to
control the environment (by simple observation without running experiments).

Experimental studies offer a stronger interpretation than observational studies. In
turn, observational studies afford arbitrary data while experimental studies are
restricted to data originating from settings that can be controlled.

Experimental studies are the gold standard in the scientific method. Scientists
dedicate important efforts to control the source of evidence because doing so grants
causal interpretation. Controlling settings to gain experimental data is essentially a
strategy which avoids confounding bias leaking into studies. The literature hints on
the nature of data that originates from controlled environments (i.e. experiments)
with controlled data, experimental data, validation data, or ground-truth data.

Because experimental studies require experimenters to exert control over some aspect
of the environment, it is unclear whether robots could gain causal interpretations by
running experimental studies themselves just like scientists do. This poses a hurdle
in the development of robots that seek a causal understanding of their environment.

Robots might struggle to craft their own experimental evidence but excel when it
comes to processing uncontrolled data. Machines can process any data but because
the evidence is uncontrolled inferences remain at the correlational level. To put it
differently, robots run observational studies. The literature hints at the nature of data
originating from uncontrolled settings with terms such as non-experimental data,
observational data, uncontrolled data, or raw data. The scientific community does
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not accept causal interpretations of this kind of data, as it is regarded as confounded
(or biased).

People on the other hand seem to cover the full experimental and observational
spectrum. It is still not well understood how people gain causal information but
the capability to draw interpretations on either uncontrolled (plain observations) or
controlled evidence is unquestionable.

Machines that resemble people on this account can become more competent. Robots
that acquire causal interpretations from observational evidence are unrestricted
to laboratory conditions. Robots relying on causal interpretation are superior to
machines that rely on a correlational understanding of the world.

Experimental studies are not always feasible. For instance, an experiment cannot
compromise a subject’s life. When scientists cannot run experiments, and still intend
to gain causal interpretations, they attempt an alternative strategy (a.k.a. Quasi-
experiments). The strategy consists in identifying and adjusting for variables that
could potentially bias their studies. These steps are necessary because the evidence
is uncontrolled. Quasi-experiments are observational studies that are treated as if
these were experimental studies. This is granted only because confounding has been
managed.

Intuitively, quasi-experiments can be understood as a thought experiment exercised
on any evidence (either uncontrolled or controlled) to achieve causal interpreta-
tions. The approach investigated in this dissertation incorporates the capability
to run quasi-experiments. The aim is to equip robots with the capability to draw
causal interpretations on any evidence. Nonetheless, the two kinds of evidence are
employed in this dissertation. Experimental data to validate the framework, and
non-experimental to assess causal inferences.

3.4.5 Missing Data, or what is counterfactual

A core notion in causal inference is the one of counterfactual, or the missing data
problem. This difficulty is described as follows. The fundamental problem of causal
inference [Hol85] is that, one gets to ever observe one outcome and fail to observe
what would have been if things had been different (a.k.a. the counterfactual world).
In other words, for any observation, one can ever observe one outcome and not
alternative outcomes (because only one of them occurs).

Dealing with this problem lies at the core of treatment-effect estimation. The chal-
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lenge is to derive causal conclusions despite the missing data on the counterfactual.
Estimators reconstruct the missing counterfactual considering factual outcomes and
are further described in Section 4.1.2.3.

3.4.6 The Unconfoundedness Assumption, or completeness

A key assumption made in causal inference is the one of unconfoundedness which
relates to completeness. To guarantee inferences that are free from bias, unconfound-
edness must hold. Unconfoundedness requires all relevant factors to be known (i.e.
modeled) such that when disentangling effects none of them is missing. Essentially,
unconfoundedness requires that all common factors that potentially confound the
effect of X on Y are encoded in the model.

Human beings, however, seem to acquire causal information despite incompleteness.
People make decisions every day without taking all relevant variables into account.
Children, who lack comprehensive knowledge, progressively build causal information.

To investigate causal inference under such conditions, this dissertation breaks the
unconfoundedness assumption with a model not fully capturing the domain of
interest, and consequently, not including all common confounders (Section 4.1.2.1).
The question is whether the framework operating under incomplete models is still
able to derive valid inferences, which is the main concern in Chapter 5.

3.4.7 Structural Causal Models and Potential Outcome Framework

There are two major alternatives to causal inference, the potential outcome frame-
work [Rub74] and structural causal models [Pea00]. The potential-outcome frame-
work is suitable in those cases where the causal structure of all covariates is unknown,
or when approximations are desired (spare the need for modeling).

Structural causal models, on the other hand, are convenient for modeling the as-
sumptions on the data distribution (encoded with graphs). Besides conveniently
representing knowledge with graphs, another distinctive advantage is that the struc-
tural account can determine whether a causal quantity is identifiable or not.

This dissertation chooses structural causal models for the following reason. A causal
graph serves as a debugging tool when developing applications given that robotics
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already deals with multiple complex issues at once. Graphs allow to pinpoint meticu-
lously adjustments sets and support the development of increasingly complex models.
Another argument favoring graphs is the automatic generation of stability tests which
serve as an automated diagnostic tool. Last, knowing when causal quantities are not
identifiable is a great asset to have in the robot-human interaction or development
phase.

This conclude the dissertation overview. The following Chapter 4 establishes the
framework and scenario. Subsequently, Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 evaluate the
framework.
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Chapterfour

Establish the Framework

This chapter describes the main components of the framework and defines the
scenario. The main components of the framework are the causal graph, machinery
for causal inference, and estimators. The scenario essentially defines the input for the
framework. It includes the source of evidence, environment, activity, data collection,
and pipeline that enables robots with access to virtual activities.

Robot Analysis of Human Interaction
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and Scenario
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Figure 4.1: The strategy to establish the framework and scenario.

4.1 The Framework

The framework is presented in three sections. First an overview of the approach is
provided in Section 4.1.1, then the main components of the framework are intro-
duced in Section 4.1.2, and last the capabilities of the framework are highlighted
Section 4.1.3.



Chapter 4. Establish the Framework

The overview provided in Section 4.1.1 introduces the core steps underlying the
approach of structural causal models (SCM) and facilitates the reading of subsequent
sections.

Each of the introductory steps provided in the overview relate to one component of
the framework, which are described more formally in Section 4.1.2.

The capabilities of the main components working as a unit are made explicit in
Section 4.1.3, and two strong assumptions under which these operate are emphasized.

4.1.1 An Overview

The overview introduces three steps, the modeling of assumptions, identification and
adjustment, followed by effect estimation. Each of these introductory steps relate
to one component of the framework and each is further described in subsequent
sections.

Modeling Assumptions

In comparison with the Bayesian view, causal inference adopts a different perspec-
tive. The Bayesian view ascertains a hypothesis with evidence. Often expressed
with Bayes rule in the form Probability(hypothesis|evidence). Instead, causal infer-
ence explains evidence with hypothesis adopting the converse form of Bayes rules
Probability(evidence|hypothesis).

In causal inference, hypotheses are assumed to be correct and thus regarded as
assumptions rather than hypotheses. Assumptions are key building blocks in causal
inference.

A compact representation to encode assumptions are graphs also referred in the
literature as causal graphs or causal diagrams, in particular direct acyclic graph
(DAG). The causal graph does not only encode assumptions but also participates in
the inference process (potentially modifying such graphs).

A minimal causal graph is shown in Figure 4.2 comprising three nodes and three
edges, where nodes correspond to concepts and edges to assumptions.

Concepts are abstractions which typically refer to features of the world (e.g. symbols
X ,Y ,Z in the graph), and the edges assert a potential connection between two
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X Y

Z

Figure 4.2: A causal graph.

concepts where the direction is given by the arrow (e.g. arrow from X to Y ). An
arrow pointing from X to Y asserts that the former may affect the latter (e.g. X

affects Y ). Nodes and arrows are the only elements required in modeling.

Modeling consists in identifying the data generating process that explains part of a
domain. For example, Figure 4.2 can model a person grasping an object with the
hand as follows. Let concept X represent the arm extension (near or far), Y refer
to the choice of hand (left or right), and Z modeling the size of an object (small or
large).

In this model, the concepts are the following:

X hand-distance (D): person grasps near or far

Y hand-selection (H): person uses the left or right hand

Z object-volume (OV): person targets object of volume small or large

(4.1)

The edges in Figure 4.2 specify that X may affect Y and that Z might affect X

and Y . The arrow from X to Y models a relationship between hand-distance and
hand-selection. Namely that arm-extension (i.e. hand-distance) is one potential
reason influencing hand-selection Y . This influence occurs, for example, when the
person prefers to target distant objects with a particular hand (e.g. the dominant
hand). The other arrow pointing to Y comes from Z stating a potential relationship
between object-volume and hand-selection. This relationship occurs, for example,
when the size of an object makes a person opt for the stronger limb (hand-selection).
Moreover, the third arrow to explain in the graph points from Z (object-volume) to X

(hand-distance). This arrow expresses that, for instance, large objects could restrict
a person to shorter arm extensions (grasping closer to the body). Last, there is no
arrow pointing from X to Z because hand-distance cannot alter the scale of an object,
and neither can hand-selection affect the scale of an object (i.e. the arrow from Y to
Z is also missing).

The relationships encoded in a causal graph make only weak assumptions. First, an
arrow states that one concept affects another potentially but not for certain. Only the
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possibility is hinted at by an arrow. Second, none of the arrows impose any functional
form on the distribution. Only the topology of the graph is relevant. Hence, data is
irrelevant at this point and enters the scene later in the estimation stage.

Causal graphs represent durable relationships. That is, the data generating process
encoded in a graph is expected to endure across scenarios. For example, the potential
influence of hand-distance (X) on hand-selection (Y ) does not only hold for the
activity of table-setting but also for activities such as tidying up the kitchen or meal
preparation. Graphs are expected to endure across scenarios.

This concludes the introduction of causal graphs and modeling. The minimal model
on hand behavior introduced in this section is extended and further described in
Section Causal Graph. The following section provides the intuition on how causal
graphs are used to confront confounding bias.

Identify and Adjust

Causal graphs are essential to deal with confounding bias. Building on the previous
example consider again the graph of Figure 4.4, and in particular the arrow that
points from X to Y which interprets as the question “Does X (hand-distance) affect Y
(hand-selection) when targeting an object of Z (volume size)?”

Attempting to answer whether X affects Y by simply inspecting the values in Y can
lead to a wrong (biased) answer. This is so because values observed in Y are not
necessarily due to X alone, as Z can also be responsible of the values observed in
Y . Even worse, Z can also indirectly affect Y through the path Z → X → Y (i.e.
mediated through X ). Ignoring these complications, can lead to incorrect conclusions
such as asserting that X affects Y when in fact Z (not X) is the major driver of
change in Y . This is known as confounding bias. The bias that occurs at the level
of relationships. To put it in terms of the domain, the wrong conclusion due to
confounding bias would claim that hand-distance (X ) affects hand-selection when in
fact object-size (Z) truly drives hand-selection (Y ).

The challenge to answer causal questions then is distinguishing the true change
that X exerts on Y , given that the values observed in Y are potentially due to other
reasons than X . It is easy to foresee where complex domains (graphs) lead to, and
why automated path analysis is necessary.

To ensure correct conclusions, the strategy is to isolate the undesirable effects of
confounding. The task consists in deriving paths from the graph (a.k.a. estimands)
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which are free of bias. The process involves identifying confounders and adjusting
when necessary.

The first step in the process identifies which variables need an adjustment (i.e.
control). This step is selective because simply adjusting for all confounders can
introduce instead of remove bias. Recall the classic example in the literature which
warns against the control of colliders that risks confounding the expression by opening
instead of closing a backdoor1. The identification step is responsible for providing a
minimal adjustment set containing nodes (variables) that when controlled would not
introduce bias anew. For instance, the minimal sufficient adjustment set to identify
the effect of X on Y in the graph of Figure 4.2 without introducing bias anew is {Z }.
In this case, object-volume (Z) is identified as an adjustment candidate because it
affects hand-selection and hand-distance which hinders disentangling true change
when analyzing the effect of X on Y . Not controlling this factor could lead to wrong
conclusions.

Given the adjustment set, the next step in the strategy consists in controlling the
variables that are identified. Graphically this step corresponds to deleting arrows
from the graph. For instance, applying the adjustment step to {Z } deletes the
arrow pointing to X . This modification in the graph ensures that undesirable effects
of path Z → X → Y are blocked. Technically, the adjustment operation turns
dependent variables into conditionally independent factors. The intuition underlying
this operation is ensuring that when modulating the factor of interest X other
variables refrain from co-variation (thereby allowing a ceteris paribus analysis).

The identification and adjustment steps have been mechanized by the backdoor-
criterion [Pea00]. Given a causal diagram and a relationship of interest, the backdoor-
criterion derives a bias-free expression applying the steps of identification and adjust-
ment introduced earlier. For the graph of Figure 4.4, and the query whether X affects
Y , the following estimand is derived:

∂

∂X
(Expectation(Y |do(Z))) (4.2)

The estimand (4.2) explicitly shows the adjustment operator applied to Z denoted by
do(·). Because Z has been identified, the do-operator controls this variable to account
for the undesirable effect of confounding bias.

Estimand (4.2) is simple because only a minimal graph is involved. However, more
intricate assignments of the do-operator are possible. In general, the backdoor-
criterion (and extensions of it) handle arbitrary graphs. Section The Components

1A collider is one of three types of junctions in path analysis [Pea09].
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defines the backdoor criterion more formally and additionally introduces the do-
calculus which supports the three levels of inferences.

In summary, given a causal graph and a relationship of interest, the identification
and adjustment step derives an expression that is free of confounding bias. The next
step evaluates this expression using data.

Estimate Effects

The estimand derived by the backdoor-criterion provides the appropriate condition
(bias-free) to initiate the search for an answer in the data.

The estimation step computes a quantity known as the causal effect. This means that,
continuing with the example described so far, given Z has been controlled satisfying
the backdoor-criterion, the causal effect of X on Y is computed by a difference in
expectations 2

E(Y |do(X = x ′)) − E(Y |do(X = x ′′)) (4.3)

where x ′ and x ′′ denote two binary levels (e.g. hand-distance close or far). The gen-
eral case for non-binary feature levels is expressed differently and further described
in Section Treatment Effect Estimation.

The challenging aspect of computing causal effects is that levels x ′ and x ′′ are both
never known, only one of them is known while the other remains missing. This
difficulty is known in the literature as the fundamental problem of causal inference
[Hol85] and relates to a missing aspect of the world that cannot be observed. For
example, when the person decides to target an object farther away from the body
then x ′ = f ar is a fact, and what is also true is that the potential world where grasping
close to the body is not realized, i.e. the counter-factual x ′′ = close. Essentially, one
of the terms in equation of causal effect (Definition 4.3) is never known. To evaluate
causal effects from data estimators need to deal with missing data (the counterfactual
world). One way estimators accomplish this is by reconstructing the counterfactual
world using existing data.

Estimators compute the causal effect using statistical methods. The methods range
from simple regression to more advanced techniques such as doubly robust learners
introduced in Section Treatment Effect Estimation.

2As defined by [RR83] but written in terms of the do-operator [Pea00].
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Suppose regression is employed to evaluate the causal effect (Definition 4.3) on
a given set of data. The outcome of the estimation can either result in a positive,
negative, or null effect. Positive when E(Y |do(x ′)) − E(Y |do(x ′′)) > 0, negative when
E(Y |do(x ′)) − E(Y |do(x ′′)) < 0, or null when zero (i.e. confidence intervals contain the
zero).

The sign of a causal effect indicates the direction of how X affects Y . Building on the
example described so far, a positive effect of hand-distance (X ) on hand-selection (Y )
would indicate that the person employs the right hand when targeting objects farther
away from the body. On contrary, a negative causal effect indicates that the right
hand is rather engaged near the body. In the case of the absence of effects (a.k.a.
null-effect), the evidence does not favor nor refute the existence of an effect.

The estimation step is further described in Section Treatment Effect Estimation,
introducing the definition of causal effect adopted in the framework, as well as the
selection of estimators and their parameters.

This concludes the overview of the main components involved in the inference process
comprising the modeling of assumptions (causal graph), the steps to derive bias-free
expressions (structural causal models), and the evaluation of estimands using data
(treatment-effect estimation). The following sections provide further details on each
of these components.

4.1.2 The Components

Each of the sections described earlier relate to one of the three components of
the framework. Figure 4.3 illustrate the main components of the framework for
which subsequent sections provide further details. In particular, Section Causal
Graph introduces the modeling of the graph, Section Causal Inference describes the
machinery enabling reasoning, and Section Treatment Effect Estimation presents the
component responsible for data processing.

input output

Framework

EstimatorCalculus

Model

Figure 4.3: The components of the framework.
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Causal Graph

Recall from Section An Overview that causal graphs encode assumptions about the
world and are essential to account for bias. These assumptions express potential
connections (“X could affect Y”) rather than strong statements (“X affect Y”). Assump-
tions are potential relationships that are expected to endure across scenarios. For the
construction of causal graphs, such relationships must be identified in the domain of
interest. The identification of durable relationships in hand-manipulation is the main
concern in this section.

Durable Relationships in Hand Behavior

The identification of durable relationships in hand behavior focuses primarily on
two aspects which underlie nearly every hand manipulation. These are, the extent
a person decides to stretch the arm, here referred to as hand-distance (e.g. near or
far), and the choice of a particular hand referred to as hand-selection (e.g. left or
right). Being the question whether the one factor influences the other.

Multiple factors can potentially influence this relationship, and thus confound obser-
vations. In the following a series of such factors are scrutinized.

Hand-dominance is perhaps the asymmetry most studied in human beings. This
personal trait in humans can dictate a preference in hand-selection. Hand-dominance
could also (affect hand-distance) be the reason why people accommodate themselves
in a position such that targets placed further away are grasped with a particular hand
thereby influencing arm extension (hand-distance). Hence, hand-dominance is a
factor potentially affecting two variables (a.k.a. common confounder), in this case,
hand-distance and hand-selection.

Another factor is the volume of an object (object-volume). This factor can potentially
influence hand-distance and hand-selection as follows. The volume of a target object
could hinder a person from stretching the arm too far out (avoiding collisions).
Moreover, object-volume could favor the selection of one (stronger) hand over the
other (the weaker arm of the person). Similar reasoning applies to other physical
properties such as shape, weight, and specialized features like handles.

Another relevant factor potentially driving change in hand-distance and hand-
selection is skill. People acquire skills through life. The skill required to manage a tool
can condition hand-selection as follows. For example, using the non-dominant hand
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to cut with a knife is difficult and thus people opt for the more skillful hand instead.
A knife can also be the reason why people grasp this object farther away from their
body to ensure safety (whereas a spoon would not). Hence, the identity of an object
(object-category) is a common confounder to hand-selection and hand-distance.

Environmental elements can also affect hand behavior. Furniture imposes spatial
constraints, for instance, a table imposes the height at which a person manipulates
objects. Moreover, a piece of furniture can either facilitate (e.g. a table) or constrain
access for a person (e.g. reaching deep inside a refrigerator). Beyond spatial
constraints, the property of furniture, such as whether a surface slide (e.g. pulling
a drawer) can also potentially influence hand manipulation, just like the surface-
category (e.g. table, kitchen counter, refrigerator’s shelf.) and surface-inside (e.g.
difficult access or not) are also identified as common confounders.

Because so many factors can influence hand-selection, it is not straightforward to
determine whether hand-distance (truly) influence hand-selection. To assess whether
such a causal connection holds, researchers would certainly conduct experiments to
exclude any bias getting into the study (Chapter 5 describes such an experiment).
However, robots cannot run experiments, especially not on people. Unlike the experi-
mental strategy researchers have available to them, robots confront the challenge to
determine whether causal relationships hold from plain observations without regard
to experimental evidence.

The following list identifies durable relationships in hand-manipulation:

1. Hand-distance (D) on hand-selection (H): Hand selection occurs according
to object proximity. For example, when targeting an object for which the left
hand is closer than the right, the left hand is chosen. This behavior is supported
by the kinesthetic hypothesis [GR00, GH04].

2. Hand-dominance (DO) on hand-selection (H): The preference of one hand
over the other directly influences hand selection. [BRDB96, MRBR04] shows
that the dominant hand is preferred for close to mid-line targets.

3. Hand-dominance (DO) on hand-distance (D): The preference on a particular
hand could lead a person to extend the dominant arm further away than the
non-dominant thereby affecting the proximity at which an object is grasped.

4. Object-category (O) on hand-distance (D): The identity of an object influ-
ences the distance a person would stretch their hand relative to their body
when grasping objects. For example, dangerous objects (eg. hot soup or a
knife) are manipulated farther away from the body than fragile objects.
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5. Object-category (O) on hand-selection (H): The identity of an object can
lead to the selection of a particular hand. For example, tools such as knives or
spoons are typically held with the dominant hand. [LF06, GFS15] show that
the dominant hand crosses the midline more often when a task involves the
manipulation of a tool.

6. Surface (S) on hand-distance (D): Surfaces can affect the distance at which
a person manipulates objects. For example, handling a pot on a hot stove lead
to safety distance to avoid burns.

7. Surface (S) on hand-selection (H): Spatial layouts can lead to hand selection.
For example, a refrigerator’s door opens comfortably for the right hand but less
for the left.

8. Object-volume (OV) on hand-selection (H): The size of objects can affect
hand selection. Large objects, but still manageable for a single hand, are
likely handled with the more dexterous hand. [WS18, SW18] report that the
non-dominant hand is for smaller objects while the dominant hand is for larger.

9. Object-volume (OV) on hand-distance (D): The size of objects could affect
the extent to which a person stretches the arm. For instance, the handle of a
frying pan could lead to a near body grasp.

10. Surface-sliding (SS) on hand-distance (D): Sliding surfaces can affect the
distance at which a person takes an object. For example, when reaching into a
sliding drawer, pulling the drawer open could affect hand distance.

11. Surface-sliding (SS) on hand-selection (H): Surfaces that slide can poten-
tially drive hand selection. For example, preferences opening containers with a
particular hand and reaching into the container with another or the same hand.

12. Surface-inside (SC) on hand-distance (D): Target objects located inside of
containers are harder to reach than those on unconstrained surfaces. For
example, reaching for a milk carton stored deep inside the refrigerator demands
stretching the arm wide while on a table not.

13. Surface-inside (SC) on hand-selection (H): Targeting objects placed inside
of containers can lead hand-selection. For example, when grabbing an object
inside of a drawer, one hand opens the drawer while other reaches into.

These relationships are encoded in the causal graph of Figure 4.4. The nodes lacking
ancestors in the graph are known as exogenous to the model because these are
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surface-category (S)
surface-inside (SC)

hand-dominance (DO)

surface-sliding (SS)

object-volume (OV)

hand-distance (D) hand-selection (H)

object-category (O)

unobserved

Figure 4.4: A causal graph showing durable relationship in hand manipulation.

factors for which ancestors are unmodeled. In the model, the majority of nodes are
exogenous except for hand-distance and hand-selection.

The nodes having a parent relationship are endogenous to the model (descendants).
This is the case for the nodes hand-distance (D) and hand-selection (H), each having
multiple parent relationships.

Factors that do not change can be left out from the model. For example, this would
be the case for a node representing the activity a person carries out (e.g. table-setting,
preparing a meal, etc.). This node is not included in the graph because the context
remains constant and thus is not included in the model.

Some factors are known to be relevant but cannot be measured. Such nodes can also
be included in the graph despite the fact no data is available for them. For example,
the weight of an object can be incorporated into the model but not measured in
virtual environments. Such is the case for many other factors like pressure on fingers,
sensation of texture, temperature, and so on. The advantage of incorporating nodes
for which no data is available is that the formalism still manages to identify whether
a causal relationship can be addressed free from bias via alternative paths.

This advantage is irrelevant in this dissertation because inferences are investigated
under a model not fully capturing all relevant factors (however this feature is impor-
tant for future robot applications). Because many relevant factors in hand behavior
are not in the model, estimates that are bias-free cannot be guaranteed. For instance,
despite the relevancy, all states in a person’s mind are not modeled. A person in a
hurry, for example, could exhibit different behavior than one which is not. A tired
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person could choose the dominant hand more often, and so forth. Likewise, some en-
vironmental aspects relevant in hand behavior are also left unmodeled. For instance,
the spatial arrangement of objects can influence hand-selection, a blocking object can
make a person choose the less constrained hand for easier access [PWYB18]. The
orientation of objects can also influence hand-selection by favoring an easier grasp,
and so on. The node labeled “unobserved” in the causal graph of Figure 4.4 makes
explicit that not all factors are modeled.

Exploring causal inference under conditions of an incomplete model is valuable.
The list of factors influencing hand-behavior in people is arguably open-ended thus
modeling all factors within this domain is rather ideal. However, beyond this argu-
ment, the main motivation to investigate causal inference under incomplete models
is that humans evidence that extracting causal information despite incompleteness is
possible.

Technically, when estimating causal effects, including the node “unobserved” to the
model breaks the assumption that all relevant factors are known (a.k.a. unconfound-
edness assumption). To put it differently, the backdoor-criterion does not guarantee
bias-free estimands under such a condition. The main concern of Chapter 5 is to
investigate whether causal estimates under such a condition can still be valid.

Before closing, a causal graph encodes implicit information. The missing arrows in a
causal graph represent independence constraints. For example, in the causal graph
of Figure 4.4, the arrow from object-volume to hand-dominance is missing because
the scale of an object cannot the hand-dominance of a person. Likewise, the property
of a surface (e.g. surface-inside) is not connected to the property of an object (e.g.
object-volume) because these do not affect each other, and so on. The set of missing
connections in a causal graph implies a set of independence constraints that can be
verified with data (done in Section 5.3.2). For the causal graph in Figure 4.4 the set
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of constraints are:

hand-dominance ⊥ object-volume

surface-category ⊥ surface-inside

surface-category ⊥ hand-dominance

surface-category ⊥ surface-sliding

surface-category ⊥ object-volume

surface-category ⊥ object-category

surface-inside ⊥ hand-dominance

surface-inside ⊥ surface-sliding

surface-inside ⊥ object-volume

surface-inside ⊥ object-category

hand-dominance ⊥ surface-sliding

hand-dominance ⊥ object-volume

hand-dominance ⊥ object-category

surface-sliding ⊥ object-volume

surface-sliding ⊥ object-category

object-volume ⊥ object-category

(4.4)

This concludes the design and definition of the model. This section identified durable
relationships in hand behavior and encoded them into a causal graph. The model
captures a variety of factors potentially influencing the decisions of hand-distance
and hand-selection. The relationships of the model are supported with findings from
the literature as well as examples. The model does not capture all factors that could
influence hand behavior which is indicated explicitly by the node labeled “unobserved”
signaling the unconfoundedness assumption is broken (in particular for the quantity
hand-distance on hand-selection). Breaking unconfoundedness challenges causal
inference to operate under a weaker assumption which resembles a more familiar
condition children manage to overcome in practice (our main motivation to enforce
it). The model defined in this section is plugged into the inference machinery which
is the subject of concern in the following section.
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Causal Inference

The previous section defined a causal graph that encodes assumptions made on
hand behavior. The next section introduces the machinery that enables causal
interpretation and advanced reasoning capabilities.

Causal Models

Much in the way boolean tables are models in propositional logic, and joint probabil-
ities are in probabilistic logic, in causal inference, models are associated to graphs.
Following the notation and definition in [Pea00], a causal model is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1.1 (Causal Model [Pea00, p. 203]) A causal model is a triple M =<

U ,V , F > where

(i) U is a set of background variables that are determined by factors outside the
model;

(ii) V is a set V1,V2, . . . ,Vn of variables that are determined by variables in the model
- variables in U ∪V ; and

(iii) F is a set of functions { f1, f2, . . . , fn} such that each fi is a mapping from (the
respective domains of) Ui ∪ PAi to Vi , where Ui ⊆ U and PAi ⊆ V /Vi and the
entire set F forms a mapping from U to V . This is, each fi in vi = fi (pai ,ui ),
i = {1, . . . ,n}, assigns a value to Vi that depends on (the values of) a select set of
variables in V ∪U , and the entire set F has a unique solution V (u) 3.

Every causal model M =< U ,V , F > can associate to a directed graph G(M) [Pea00,
p. 203]. In the graph, the nodes correspond to variables (U and V ) and edges (F)
are directed from one member to another. Note that the model M, and neither
the associated causal graph G(M), impose any functional form on fi . The graph
defined in the previous section (shown in Figure 4.4) fully specifies a causal model
M =< U ,V , F >.

Before introducing the rules that manipulate causal graphs, further concepts and
notations are required. Actions are graph operations that can modify models and are
denoted by operator do(·)4. For instance, applying an action do(X = x) to the model

3Uniqueness is ensured in acyclic topologies [Pea00, p. 203].
4Already mentioned before as the adjustment operator.
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results in the modified submodel Mx =< U ,V , Fx > where X is set to a particular level
(graphically this operation removes arrows from the graph). The outcome Y of action
do(X = x) is denoted by Yx (u) (the potential response). This denotes the potential
response of the factual and the counterfactual world (introduced conceptually in
Section 3.4.5). A counterfactual simulates a hypothetical modification via an external
(spontaneous) action denoted by the equality Yx (u) = y where the potential response
of Y , to X = x , is equated to the counterfactual y. A deterministic causal model
M generalizes to the probabilistic formulation by specifying a probability function
P(·) defined over the domain of U , i.e. the probabilistic causal model is a tuple
< M, P(u) >.

Inference Rules

This section introduces the component in the framework which is responsible to
derive bias-free estimands and support advanced reasoning capabilities.

Structural causal models (SCM) provides bias-free equations and support three levels
of inferences. The three levels of inferences are made explicit in the ladder of
causation pictured in Figure 3.4, these are:

1. Association: (seeing / predicting)
How would seeing X change my belief in Y?

2. Intervention: (doing / adapting)
What would Y be if I do X?

3. Counterfactuals: (imagining / retrospecting)
What if X had not occurred?

where the first level is plain prediction and the last two invoke hypothetical reasoning.
The first level draws inferences on a distribution that is unmodified (raw, original),
whereas the second and third draw inferences on a modified distribution (truncated).
The capability to operate on unmodified and especially on modified distributions
distinguishes this formalism from data-driven approaches. This capability might hold
the key to adapting and transporting interpretations from one domain to another
and is the main concern in Chapter 6.

The capability to account for confounding bias and support the three levels of
inferences rest on sound algebraic machinery known as the do-calculus. The do-
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calculus enables a language for causal reasoning and rests on three rules which are
introduced next.

Theorem 4.1.1 (Rules of do-Calculus [Pea00, p. 85]) Let X , Y , and Z be arbitrary
disjoint sets of nodes in a causal DAG G. Let GX denote the graph obtained by deleting
from G all arrows pointing to nodes in X (also denoted as x̂). Likewise, let GX denoted
the graph obtained by deleting from G all arrows emerging from nodes in X . To represent
the deletion of both incoming and outgoing arrows, we use the notation GXZ . Last, the

expression P(y |x̂, z)
∆
= P(y, z |x̂)/P(z |x̂) stands for the probability of Y = y given that X is

held constant at x and that (under this condition) Z = z is observed. These elements are
part of the rules of do-calculus as introduced next.

Let G be the directed acyclic graph associated with a causal model as defined in 4.1.1,
and let P(·) stand for the probability distribution induced by that model. For any disjoint
subsets of variables X , Y , Z , andW , the following rules are used.

Rule 1 (Insertion/deletion of observations):

P(y |x̂, z,w) = P(y |x̂,w) i f (Y ⊥⊥ Z )|X ,W )GX
. (4.5)

Rule 2 (Action/observation exchange):

P(y |x̂, ẑ,w) = P(y |x̂, z,w) i f (Y ⊥⊥ Z )|X ,W )GXZ
. (4.6)

Rule 3 (Insertion/deletion of actions):

P(y |x̂, ŷ,w) = P(y |x̂,w) i f (Y ⊥⊥ Z |X ,W )GX ,Z (W )
, (4.7)

where Z(W) is the set of Z-nodes that are not ancestors of any W-node in GX .

The three rules include the do-operator on x̂ which isolates X by removing arrows in
the graph that point inwards to it resulting in the subgraph GX . Rule 1 ensures that
do(X = x) truly isolates X in the graph. Rule 2 preserves the condition such that an
external intervention do(X = x) has the same effect on Y as seeing Z = z, achieved
by blocking all backdoor paths from Z to Y GX . Rule 3 licenses the introduction
or removal of external interventions do(X = x) while preserving the probability
Y = y, achieved by deleting all outwards arrows from Z resulting in subgraph GXZ

except for non-ancestors of W-nodes. Further details on the do-calculus are available
here [Pea00, p. 86].

These rules are not only responsible for enabling the three levels of inferences but
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also identifying and adjusting against confounding. Unlike the graphical intuition
provided earlier in Section Identify and Adjust, the following corollary expresses the
strategy to identify and adjust against confounding in terms of algebraic expressions
(instead of graphically).

Corollary 4.1.1.1 (Identifiable [Pea00, p. 86]) A causal effect q = P(y1, . . . ,yk |x̂1,

..., x̂m) is identifiable in a model characterized by a graph G if there exists a finite
sequence of transformations, each conforming to one of the inference rules in The-
orem 4.1.1, that reduces q into a standard (i.e., “hat-free”) probability expression
involving observed quantities.

The three rules and the corollary derived from these rules conform the language of
causality and provide the core operations to account for bias and reason hypotheti-
cally.

This means that a bias-free equation for causal effect q exists when, after reducing
the equation using the three rules, the probability expression has no term with a hat
(x̂ or do(·)). In case the reduction is possible, the resulting adjusted expression holds
only observed quantities.

Rules 1 to 3 derive all identifiable causal effects, shown to be complete in [HV06].
However, [Pea00, p. 86] notes that a procedure to determine whether a sequence of
rules reducing arbitrary causal effect expressions has not been found. For this reason,
identification based on a graph criterion is desirable over the algebraic provided
in Corollary 4.1.1.1. Moreover, a graphical criterion is especially beneficial for
robot applications where substantial domain knowledge is necessary. The graphical
criterion for the identification of causal effects is as follows.

Theorem 4.1.2 (Criterion [TP02]) A sufficient condition for identifying the causal
effect P(y |do(x)) is that there exists no bi-directed path (i.e., a path composed entirely of
bi-directed arcs) between X and any of its children5.

This theorem states that the expression of causal effect P(y |do(x)) is identifiable when
every child of X on the paths towards Y is not reachable from X via a bi-directed
path 6. This criterion generalizes the back-door and front-door criterion (being the
last two special cases of Definition 4.1.2)7.

5To gain in performance, before applying this criterion one may delete from the causal graph all
nodes that are not ancestors of Y .

6[SP08] shows examples of graphs where P(y |do(x)) is not identifiable.
7Othe well-known identification methods that rely on adjustment sets are the mediation formula.

Some alternative identification methods which are not based on graphs are regression discontinuity,
instrumental variables, and difference-in-difference.
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The complete graphical criterion has been established in [SP08] which covers the
identifiability of conditional intervention P(y |do(x), z) for arbitrary X , Y , and Z . This
is, an arbitrary quantity invoking the do-operator is reducible in polynomial time on
semi-Markovian models, and in the case an expression is reducible, the estimand is
provided [SP08].

To summarize, the inference capabilities of structural causal models (SCM) described
in this section are the following. First, SCM provides the mechanism to control
confounding via a criterion that identifies a set of variables that, when adjusted,
results in an unbiased estimand. Second, SCM enables the evaluation of policies on
non-experimental data via the do-calculus and graphical criterion supporting three
levels of inferences. Last, the completeness of the do-calculus provides a means to
detect whether any given quantity can have a bias-free estimand.

Treatment Effect Estimation

The previous section describes how structural-causal-models provides a bias-free
equation known as the estimand. The next concern is solving the equation. Solving
the equation means deriving a value for the equation using data.

Causal Effect

The causal effect is computed by modulating the levels of a variable known as
the treatment. Modulating the treatment variable is a safe strategy only because
the estimand provided by SCM (described in previous section) already counters
undesirable effects. Treatment-effect estimation aims to derive the quantity known
as the causal effect and is the main concern described in this section.

The literature provides several ways to define the causal effect (a.k.a. target quan-
tity or treatment-effect). One of them defines the causal effect over a popula-
tion Average-Treatment-Effect (ATE) [KSV+18], the other defines the Individual-
Treatment-Effects (ITE) [Imb15], and another targets subgroups with the Conditional-
Average-Treatment-Effect (CATE) [KSV+18].

The ATE presumes populations respond equally to a given treatment a presumption
known as treatment-effect homogeneity. However, subgroups in a population could
respond differently and thus lead to imprecise results [AS18]. On the other hand,
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treatment heterogeneity considers subgroups in the population that can react differ-
ently to the same treatment [Ang04] and are thus better suited than ATE for such
populations. This is the case of ITE and CATE.

This dissertation favors treatment heterogeneity over homogeneity (i.e. ITE and
CATE, over ATE) because human hand-behavior is context and purpose-specific
thus expecting sub-groups to exist. However, this poses another challenge because
targeting causal effects at the individual (ITE) or subgroup (CATE) level implicates
the need for more data than studies powered at the population level (ATE). Hence,
CATE is favored over ITE. The causal effect is defined as follows.

Definition 4.1.2 (Causal Effect) “Given two disjoint sets of variables, X and Y , the
causal effect of X on Y , denoted either as P(y |x̂) or as P(y |do(x)), is a function from X to
the space of probability distributions on Y . For each realization x of X , P(y |x̂) gives the
probability of Y = y induced by deleting from the model all equations corresponding to
variables in X and substituting X = x in the remaining equations” [Pea00, p. 70].

Following the more conventional definition in the literature [RR83] which adopts
the specialized version of Definition 4.1.2 for the case of two distinct realizations
x ′ and x ′′ of X (e.g. the case of binary variables) which expresses causal effect as
a difference E(Y |do(x ′)) − E(Y |do(x ′′)). Based on this more common definition, the
Conditional Treatment Effect Estimation reported in subsequent sections is defined
as follows.

Definition 4.1.3 (Conditional Treatment Effect Estimation)

E
[︂
Y e
i ,x=1 − Y e

i ,x=0 |Z
]︂

(4.8)

where outcome Y (e.g. hand-selection) is computed by estimator e (described below)
for data point i (e.g. instant of time the person triggers a grasp) conditioned on the
treatment x (e.g. hand-distance) provided the set of observed features Z (e.g. variables
in Figure 4.4) [Res19].

Estimators and Parameters

The previous section defines the causal effect (CATE), which is the target that esti-
mators aim to evaluate with data. This section introduces the estimators that are
responsible to evaluate the causal effects using data.
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Estimators are algorithms that read data to evaluate the effect of a treatment variable
X on an outcome variable Y while controlling for a set of features {Z ,W }, including
those effects that vary as a function of Z (i.e. heterogeneous treatment) [Res19].

Besides the flexibility to provide heterogeneous treatment effects, all estimators
evaluated in subsequent sections assume that estimands are bias-free (i.e. these
operated under unconfoundedness assumption). This assumption is true when the
causal graph captures the relevant factors for the target quantity under study. This is
so when the set of Z includes all factors that could affect treatment X and outcome
Y .

Estimators are composite ML algorithms that distinguish two stages where each stage
solves a different task. One stage involves a prediction task, whereas the other builds
upon the former stage (i.e. predictors) to compute the causal effect (a.k.a. solve the
moment equation) as shown in Figure 4.5.

a b

Estimator

Final-stage solve moment equation

First-stage(s) solve two prediction tasks

ML-algorithms either regressors or classifiers

Figure 4.5: Estimators are multi-stage ML algorithms. At the lowest level, the first-stages
deal with prediction tasks with parameters set algorithmically. The final-stage guarantees
desirable properties with the parameters set analytically.

The prediction stage is the first-stage and the subsequent is the final-stage. It is the
final-stage that confers properties to an estimator and thus the selection of estimators
is based on them. To grant the properties at the final-stage, the first-stage(s) require
cross-fitting. Hence, only ML-algorithms with cross-fitting are considered at the
first-stages.

The selection strategy of the estimators starts with an initial set of candidate estima-
tors from which unsuitable options are discarded leading to the final selection. The
selection of the final-stage is analytic while the first-stage(s) is algorithmic.

Out of the fifteenth estimators available in the library [Res19] four are chosen.
Subsequent sections justify the selection of these estimators. The selection depends
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primarily on the design, desirable statistical properties, and other technical aspects.
Figure 4.6 outlines the selection of estimators.

The presentation follows Figure 4.6 from top to bottom. The selection begins by
considering four designs under which estimators operate. The choice of an estimator
within each operational design is driven by the final-stage properties. The properties
include the capability of an estimator to provide valid confidence-intervals and the
strategy for robustness of an estimator. Subsequently, the selection of ML-algorithms
for the first-stages are presented. Figure 4.6 outlines the selection of estimators
described in the following sections.
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Design

Estimator

{LT}
{LH}

{LT, LH} {FN}

Figure 4.6: The selection of estimators relies on the design and final-stage properties.
Four estimators are selected (highlighted). The resulting selection covers one estimator
within each design. The hyperparameters at the first-stage(s) are set with a cross-validated
grid search. The design Linear Treatment (LT), Linear Heterogeneity (LH), and Fully non-
parametric (FN) indicate operational assumptions introduced in the following section.)

Estimator Selection

Recall that the chosen target quantity is CATE (Definition 4.1.3), and thus estimators
supporting heterogeneous treatment-effect estimation are considered. Within the
scope of heterogeneous treatment-effect estimators, some estimators are flexible
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while others impose some form on heterogeneity. Each design dictates a different
assumptions under which estimators operate [Res19]:

Linear in treatment (LT): The outcome Y is a linear function of the treatment X .
The estimators that impose linearity on the structure are CausalForestDML,
DMLOrthoForest, and DML.

Linear in heterogeneity (LH): The size of the outcome Y is a linear function of
observable characteristics (Z ,W ). The estimators that operate with this design
are LinearDRLearner and SparseLinearDRLearner.

Linear in the treatment and heterogeneity (LT, LH): This design makes both of
the previous assumptions. Outcome Y is a linear function of treatment X , and
the size of the outcome Y is a linear function of observable characteristics
(Z ,W ). The estimators that incorporate both assumptions are LinearDML,
SparseLinearDML and NonparametricTwoStageLeastSquares.

Fully non-parametric (FN): Unlike previous designs, estimators imposing no para-
metric form are flexible but at the expense of data and computational cost. The
estimators following this design are ForestDRLearner, DRLearner, DROrthoFor-
est, NonParamDML, including several meta-learners.

Less flexible designs are suitable when knowledge about heterogeneity is known and
can be exploited. Otherwise, when heterogeneity is unknown, the last option applies.
When treatment is known to be linear the first operational design is adequate, when
the linearity in heterogeneity is known then the second operational design applies,
and when both are known the third design is a suitable option. Leaving the last
option for cases when knowledge is not available.

The linearity of the first three designs is not limited to linear functions, as non-linear
relationships are also covered including additively separable linear functions (e.g.
treatment and treatment-squared). The estimators operating under the first three
designs cannot adequately capture a fully non-parametric relationship in heterogene-
ity whereas the last option does, however, at the expense of more data and higher
computational costs.

This dissertation covers the four operational designs for the following reasons. Includ-
ing a fully non-parametric design (i.e. the last design in the list) is important because
heterogeneity in human hand behavior is unknown. Even when the underlying
heterogeneity is known, it is reasonable to investigate this design because service
robots observing people in household scenarios would lack this information. For
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these reasons, an estimator operating under the most flexible design is included in
the selection.

The reason that favors estimators operating under the first three designs is the
following. Estimators dealing with observational evidence typically expect a quantity
of data in the order of thousands but only hundreds of samples are considered here.
Data scarcity is precisely one of the challenging aspects of the scenario set forth to
investigate. Moreover, the impact of samples in observational-data estimation is not
well understood. Designs that impose some assumptions are better suited to handle
fewer samples and provide faster estimation rates than the fully non-parametric
design. For this reason, estimators within each of the first three designs are included
in the selection.

Including the four designs is important because estimators are challenged with
operating under the condition of broken unconfoundedness. Therefore, at least one
estimator from within each design is chosen thus covering the full operational design
space of estimators.

The next choice concerns the selection of estimators within each of the operational
designs. This choice rests on the final-stage properties.

The first property considers is whether estimators afford the construction of valid
confidence intervals. Confidence intervals are central to hypothesis testing and
consequently for this work. Therefore, only the estimators that can guarantee valid
confidence intervals are considered. This excludes meta-learners such as DRLearner,
NonParamDML, NonparametricTwoStageLeastSquares, to mention a few.

Estimators that construct valid confidence intervals are DROrthoForest, ForestDR-
Learner, DMLOrthoForest, and CausalForestDML. CausalForestDML is preferred over
DMLOrthoForest because the former supports the computation of multiple outcomes
while the latter does not. ForestDRLearner is preferred over DROrthoForest because
the former is less demanding in computational resources than the latter. Table 4.1
summarizes the selection of estimators.

The capability to cope with high-dimensional spaces is another important property to
consider. Some estimators deal with high dimensional (sparse) data while others do
not. Sparse estimators are preferred over the non-sparse versions when the number
of features is comparable to the number of samples, which is not the case in the data
considered here. Therefore, the non-sparse versions LinearDML and LinearDRLearner
are favored over SparseLinearDML and LinearDRLearner correspondingly.

To summarize, because the underlying heterogeneity in the data is unknown four
estimators are considered, one operating under each design thus covering the full
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operational space. Moreover, only the estimators that construct valid confidence
intervals are included. Furthermore, because the number of features is not compara-
ble to the samples the non-sparse versions are chosen. Taken together, the selected
estimator are:

Operational Design Selected Estimator
Linear in treatment CausalForestDML (CFDML) [NSS18]
Linear in heterogeneity LinearDRLearner (LDRL) [BR05]
Linear in treatment and in heterogeneity LinearDML (LDML) [CCD+17]
Fully non-parametric ForestDRLearner (FDRL) [FS19],

Table 4.1: The list of selected estimators and their corresponding operational design.

Parameter Selection

Recall estimators are composite ML-algorithms that involve two stages, each solving
a different task. The final-stage models solve the moment equation whereas first-
stage models deal with a prediction task. It is the final stage that confers desirable
properties to the estimator.

Two major classes of final-stage models coexist, namely Double Machine Learning
(DML) and Doubly Robust Learners (DRL). The name and abbreviation of the estima-
tors listed in Table 4.1 conveniently embed the sub-strings DML and DRL indicating
the class an estimator belongs to. The four abbreviations indicate that two estimators
belong to DML while the other two correspond to DRL.

Unlike conventional methods in statistics, both classes DML and DRL operate without
presuming any parametric form on distributions and apply to large dimensional
spaces [CCD+17].

DML and DRL define the final-stage of an estimator and guarantees favorable sta-
tistical properties such as small mean-squared-error, asymptotic normality, and the
construction of confidence intervals. Only a few constraints need to be satisfied for
these approaches to guarantee favorable properties.

DML and DRL differ in the strategy to achieve robustness. DML predicts the outcome
and treatment from the controls separately while DRL performs a joint prediction.
Subsequently, these approaches combine the first-stage predictive models into the
final-stage model to compose the heterogeneous treatment effect.
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The final-stage models are:

• Linear Double Machine Learning (LDML) - a.k.a. LinearDML:

Relies on an unregularized final linear model and supports confidence intervals
via asymptotic normality arguments [CCD+17].

• Linear Doubly Robust Learner (LDRL) - a.k.a. LinearDRLearner:

In this case, the final-stage model is a Linear Regression which fits a standard
ordinary linear regression (OLS) [BR05]. This class is valid even if the CATE
model is not linear in heterogeneity [CCD+17].

• Forest Double Machine Learning (FDML) - a.k.a. CausalForestDML: This class
of estimators employs a causal forest for the final-stage model [WA18, ATW19],
delivering confidence intervals via Bootstrap-of-Little-Bags (BLB) [ATW19].

• Forest Doubly Robust Learner (FDRL) - a.k.a. ForestDRLearner: Employs a
Subsampled Honest Forest regressor as the final model [WA18, ATW19], and
offers confidence intervals via the BLB as described in [OSW19].

Unlike the final-stage, the first-stage models are cross-validated with grid-search to
optimize the hyperparameters. Grid-search makes an exhaustive exploration over the
parameter space and accounts overfitting with cross-validation thereby sacrificing
fewer samples in the model validation. The ML-algorithms are configured according
to the parameter space and fitted over multiple partitions of data (splits = 3) with
cross-validation splitting strategy k-fold. The performance is measured by the average
score over these training partitions based on the negative mean-squared-error (i.e.
neg. MSE). Last, the performance of cross-validated ML-algorithms is assessed on
test data to derive the best ML-algorithm and corresponding parameters.

The parameters space for grid-search depends on the final-stage model in as follows.
Final-stage models allow for nearly arbitrary machine-learning algorithms to be
selected at the first-stages while maintaining statistical properties with the final
model (e.g. small mean squared error, asymptotic normality, and the construction of
valid confidence intervals).

The capability to support arbitrary algorithms is made explicit in Table 4.2 with the
entry any for the two DML estimators. DRL on the other hand, requires a classifier
for one of the first stages and a regressors for the other.

The number of grids required to run the experiments is the following. Each estimator
listed in Table 4.1 requires the selection of two algorithms for the first-stage. Hence,
a total of eight algorithms need to be selected. This would typically involve the
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Estimator Final-stage First-stage-1 First-stage-2 Inference
LDML Regressor any any Bootstrap
LDRL Regressor Classifier Regressor Bootstrap
CFDML Causal Forest any any BLB
FDRL Honest Forest Classifier Regressor BLB

Table 4.2: The stages of the selected estimators, final and first.

specification of one hyper-parameter space per algorithm thus reaching 8 exploration
grids in total.

As Double Machine Learning (DML) supports arbitrary algorithms [Res19], specifying
separate exploration grids are not necessary because a single hyper-parameter grid
can be shared across stages. As a result, the two selected DML estimators require a
single exploration grid instead of four.

DRL on the other hand enforces a type of algorithm for each of the stages. In this
case, two hyper-parameter grids are necessary in this case, one per stage. One
parameter-grid explores regressors the other classifiers. Therefore, specifying two
hyper-parameter grids cover both DRL estimators (LinearDRL and ForestDRL) shared
across the first-stages 1 and 2.

Last, considering that DML admits any of the exploration grids defined for Doubly
Robust Learners (DRL), one can spare the need for one hyper-parameter grid. This is,
the parameter space can be reused across estimator classes. Therefore, a total of two
grids cover the four estimators (eight first-stage algorithms). Both grids are shared
across DML and DRL estimators.

The hyper-parameter grid exploring regressors is:

Estimator Space Parameter Space
Random Forest Regressor max_depth: [3, None]

min_samples_leaf: [10, 50]
Gradient Boosting Regressor n_estimators: [50, 100]

max_depth:[3]
min_samples_leaf: [10, 30]

Table 4.3: The hyper-parameter grid explores regressors optimizing the negative mean-
squared error across 3 folds.

The hyper-parameter grid exploring classifiers is the following:

The best ML algorithms and parameters for the estimators are presented in Figure 4.7.
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Estimator Space Parameter Space
Random Forest Classifier max_depth: [3, 5]

min_samples_leaf: [10, 50]
Gradient Boosting Classifier n_estimators: [50, 100]

max_depth: [3]
min_samples_leaf: [10, 30]

Table 4.4: The hyper-parameter grid explores classifiers optimizing the negative mean-
squared error across 3 folds.

In the case of LinearDML, the best regressor corresponds to Gradient-Boosting and
classifier to Random-Forest with the corresponding parameters as indicated in the
figure. For LinearDRL the same algorithms are selected but differ in the parameter
selection. CausalForestDML on the other hand, selects a RandomForest-Regressor and
-Classifier with the corresponding parameters as shown in the figure. Last, ForestDRL
selects two RandomForest-Regressor with the corresponding parameters shown in
the figure. These hyper-parameters are optimized on ds-v, the parameters found on
the remaining collection of data are listed in the appendix.

Point Estimates and Confidence Intervals

The results presented in subsequent chapters report point estimates and confidence
intervals (CI). A point estimate is a single value that provides a representative
measure, whereas CI is a range of values that measures the uncertainty of estimates.
Both are commonly reported together to show the reliability of estimates. The level
of confidence that true effects are within a range of values is set to three sigmas
(alpha = 0.95).

Estimators deliver analytic confidence intervals via different inference methods. This
is technically possible because these estimators correctly adjust for the reuse of data
across the multiple stages that are involved in the computation of estimates (data
reuse is cross-validated over stages).

Two inference methods are employed for the computation of confidence intervals:
Bootstrap and Bootstrap-of-Little-Bags. As summarized in Table 4.2, the confidence
intervals for LDML and LDRL are computed with bootstrap, whereas for FDRL and
CFDML with BLB.

Bootstrap computes confidence intervals training multiple versions of the original
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Figure 4.7: The selection of ML algorithms and corresponding parameters for the first-stages
of the estimators optimized with grid search (score neg. MSE) and cross-validated on k-fold
(splits 3).
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estimator using random sub-samples with replacement (n_bootstrap_samples=100).
Subsequently, the intervals are calculated based on the quantiles of the estimated
distribution across the multiple samples. The resulting interval relies on the estimate
over the entire dataset (bootstrap_type=pivot).

BLB on the other hand constructs confidence intervals and quantifies the uncertainty
of estimates delivered by non-parametric models based on Honest Random Forest
[ATW19]. BLB calculates the covariance of the parameter vector with an objective
Bayesian debiasing correction to ensure that variance quantities are positive. This
inference method applies to final-stage forest-based models such as CausalForestDML
and ForestDRLearner.

In summary, four robust estimators that operate under the unconfoundedness as-
sumption are selected. All of them offer the construction of valid confidence intervals
and aim for a small mean squared error. Two estimators correspond to the class of
DML while the other two belong to DRL. The algorithms and parameters for the
first-stages are optimized with grid search. The methods to compute the confidence
intervals are based on bootstrap inference for (LDML and LDRL) and Subsampled
Honest Forest for (CFDML and FDRL) [SK+19].

4.1.3 The Capabilities

This section summarizes the key capabilities of the framework and highlights two
conditions under which the framework is expected to operate properly.

The three components of the framework described in previous sections are, the model
presented in Section Causal Graph, the graph operations introduced in Section Causal
Inference, and the estimators described in Section Treatment Effect Estimation. These
components - working as a unit - offer a set of capabilities that are necessary to
enable robot analysis of human interaction.

Some remarks on how the framework resembles the core capabilities of human
observation follows below:

• The framework enables causal reasoning as opposed to correlational interpre-
tation. Causal reasoning has been shown to exist in children at an early age
and is a foundational capability identified in Social Cognitive Theory (SCT),
supporting observational learning in humans.

• The framework enables end-to-end non-parametric processing because neither
the inference machinery nor the estimators impose any form on the input
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distribution. This resembles the capability of people to deal with any input
distribution. Decoupling inferences from distributions avoid well-known issues
with nonstationary distributions (concept and population drifts). This leverages
hypothetical reasoning (adapt and generalize), enabling interpretation of past
observations in another domain. The SCT identifies hypothetical reasoning as
an essential capability supporting human observational learning.

• The framework provides anytime reasoning instead of learning every time from
scratch, as done with data-driven approaches. This resembles the people’s
capability to adapt or interpret quickly in novel scenarios which is crucial for
observational learning.

The capabilities featured by a framework support the acquisition process known
as a modeling in the theory of SCT. The retention process encodes models using
causal graphs; the production process manipulates models using the do-calculus,
the attentional and motivational process queries with the inference language. The
framework establishes the foundation to support robot observational learning and
realizes the strategy shown in Figure 3.2.

However, two conditions enforced by the framework misalign with human capabilities.
One relates to the completeness of models and the other to the number of samples.

• First, SCM guarantees bias-free estimands under the condition of models fully
capturing the relevant factors for a given quantity of interest, a condition
known as the unconfoundedness assumption. People, however, make decisions
with incomplete information. Especially children cope with incompleteness
more than adults do. This motivates studying the framework under incomplete
models.

• Second, estimators are expected to operate with non-experimental data and
thus typically large quantities of samples are assumed (over thousands of
samples). Methods suitable for large quantities of samples are not necessar-
ily successful processing few data. People, however, show the capability to
learn from few examples, even a single one. Moreover, observers do not con-
trol everything they watch rending the quantity and quality of observations
uncontrollable. This motivates studying the framework on few samples.

The first condition is enforced with a model not fully capturing the relevant factors in
hand behavior as described in Section Causal Graph. The second condition is realized
by drawing inferences on samples in the order of hundreds. This is well below the
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thousands common in treatment-effect estimation targeting non-experimental data.
The following section introduces the scenario.

4.2 The Scenario

The previous sections establish the framework that processes evidence. The focus on
the following sections is on the input for the framework (Figure 4.8) which include
the source of evidence, scenario, activity, data collection, and how robots can access
virtual environments.

Scenario

input output

Framework

EstimatorCalculus

Model

Figure 4.8: The scenario and the framework.

4.2.1 The Collection of Evidence

The collection of data on which the framework estimates causal effects originate
from a virtual environment. Virtual environments provide nearly unrestricted access
to contextual cues without bothering participants with intrusive markers potentially
compromising natural behaviors.

A headset and two hand controllers (VR devices) track user motions in three-
dimensional space. A game engine is responsible for logging streams of data and
renders near photo-realistic scenarios as shown in Figure 4.9.

The activity people perform in the virtual environments are table settings. A table
setting essentially involves a person moving objects from one place to another. This
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Figure 4.9: A set of images showcasing a table setting in a virtual kitchen as experienced
by the participants. The last picture of the sequence features a completed table setting.

includes searching, transporting, and placing objects in the kitchen - opening and
closing containers, and so forth.

The three collections of table settings considered in this dissertation employ the same
recording equipment, virtual kitchen layout, initial position of objects, and instruction
to set the table. Each collection of data corresponds to a single person. Note that the
unit of analysis are not participants (only three) but rather grasping actions (order of
hundreds). However, each collection of evidence differs considerably as follows.

The data collection [PWYB18] is recorded with the purpose to study how people
arrange objects on the table (denoted here with Ds-1). The dataset [HB19] focus
on the time people spent setting a table under various modalities (denoted with
Ds-2). The collection of data Ds-v has been specifically recorded to validate the
framework. The key distinction across datasets is that Ds-1 and -2 originate from
uncontrolled sources of evidence (further described in Chapter 6) while Ds-v stems
from a controlled experiment (discussed in Chapter 5).

Because people are not restricted nor instructed to perform table settings in a par-
ticular way, the behavior is natural. Consequently, each set of data is different in
Spatio-temporal aspects such as the preference of objects selected for the breakfast,
the surfaces on which objects are placed, etc. The dashes in the summary Table 4.5
are evidence of such asymmetries across data collections.

The features of the data are either binary, categorical, or numeric. Table 4.6 shows
the correspondence between the causal graph of Figure 4.4 and the features of the
data in Table 4.5:

The feature transformations are as follows. The distance of a grasp (denoted by D)
is measured as soon as the user triggers a grasp with the motion controllers. Hand-
distance is the only feature that requires a transformation because not all selected
estimators (introduced in Section Treatment Effect Estimation) support continuous
treatment values. Discretizing with a median split overcomes this technical restriction.
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User interaction Ds-1 Ds-2 Ds-v

Object (O): OV (m3) 384 174 137

Silverware 8.2 × 10−5 83 70 29

Glass 1.22 × 10−3 83 - 23

Milk 1.40 × 10−3 18 8 24

Juice 1.93 × 10−3 88 - 21

Bowl 2.40 × 10−3 19 36 16

Cereal 6.30 × 10−3 93 28 24

Tray 9.95 × 10−3 - 32 -

Surface (S): SC SS 384 174 137

DiningTable F F 12 18 -

FrdgArea T F - 1 1

FrdgDrBtmShlf T F 5 2 22

FrdgGlassShlf T T 41 - 21

IslndArea F F - 8 21

IslndDrwBtmLft T T - 16 -

LabFloor F F 5 - 2

OvenArea F F - 2 -

OvenDrwRight T T 41 16 22

SinkArea F F 11 24 1

SnkDrwLftBtm T T - - 1

SnkDrwLftMid T T 41 - 20

SnkDrwLftTop T T 41 42 25

Tray F F 184 42 -

Hand-selection (H): DO 384 174 137

Left (H0) F 121 96 64

Right (H1) T 263 78 73

Hand-distance (D): 384 174 137

Close (HDF ) 0 192 87 69

Far (HDT ) 1 192 86 68

Table 4.5: The three collections of evidence (ds-v, ds-1, ds-2) and corresponding frequencies
of occurrences for different levels of features. Abbreviation OV refers to the volume of an
object. SC corresponds to surfaces inside containers such as the refrigerator’s shelf. SS
refers to surfaces that slide, such as drawers. DO refers to hand dominance. SnkDrwLftMid
refers to the middle drawer out of three stacked one over another spatially located left of
the sink. FrdgDrBtmShlf refers to the bottom shelf on the fridge door. Last, levels T and F
abbreviate true and false.
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Concept Feature Symbol Level

hand-distance either far or close w.r.t. head D binary

hand-selection either left or right H integer

hand-dominance either left or right HD integer

object-category category name O integer

object-volume size of an object OV float

surface-category category name S integer

surface-sliding either sliding or not SS integer

surface-container either inside of a container or not SC integer

Table 4.6: The correspondence between concepts in the model and features in the data.

A median split over the straight-line distance between the tracked headset and
handheld VR devices determines the distance. The resulting splits for the validation
set are (0.56, 0.77) meters for a close grasp and (0.77, 0.85) meters for a distant grab.
Likewise, for Ds-1 the bins corresponding to close/far are (0.59, 0.73) and (0.73, 0.92).
Similarly, the splits for Ds-2 are (0.47, 0.63) and (0.63, 0.77), correspondingly. The
frequencies for hand-distance are based on these splits as shown in Table 8.1.

4.2.2 The Access to Virtual Environments

This section describes how robots have access to virtual environments, in particular,
the infrastructure enabling access to evidence produced in the virtual environment.

Robots have access to natural human behaviors in virtual environments where people
immersed in near photo-realistic scenarios perform activities. Virtual environments
enable access to nearly any interaction of users within the virtual scenario. A headset
and hand-controllers (VR devices) track user motions in three-dimensional space. A
game engine is responsible for logging streams of data and rendering a near photo-
realistic virtual kitchen scenario. The gear users employ to interact with the virtual
environment is the HTC Vive Pro shown in Figure 4.10.

To access and extract information from virtual environments, this dissertation employs
the pipeline shown in Figure 4.11. With this pipeline, robots have access to activities
recorded in virtual environments. The main components of this pipeline are described
next.

A game engine (Unreal Engine) renders near photo-realistic scenarios and logs
streams of data. The tool described in [BBH+18] annotates raw streams of data
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Figure 4.10: The setup includes the HTC Vive gear (a headset, two motion controllers, two
mounted base stations), the Unreal Game Engine, and RobCoG8.

Figure 4.11: The RobCoG pipeline providing robots with access to virtual activities.
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with semantics such as collisions, changes in object states, and so on. Annotations
comply with an ontology especially designed for robots and human household domain
[BBH+18].

To make recordings in virtual environments accessible and consumable for robots,
data complies to a machine-understandable format. The collections of semantically
enriched data are stored in a robot understandable format known as narrative-
enabled episodic memories (NEEM). Robots and scientists have access to such data
either on a cloud platform (openEASE9) [BKF+18] or directly with [Gay20]. The
focus of this dissertation is on the processing of such data.

The pipeline outputs data enrich with semantics. As a result, robots can query for
collisions that occur in the virtual kitchen, for instance, when a virtual hand contacts
an object, extract motion trajectories, and so forth.

Of particular relevance are grasping events. Grasping events are instances at which a
person holds a target object with a virtual hand. Grasps are triggered by pressing a
button on the hand controller. Grasps are not necessarily successful unless the person
performs a stable grasp of the object. To achieve a successful grasp, the hand must
be sufficiently close to the target such that the fingers surround the object. Targets
do not simply clamp to the virtual hand, instead, participants regulate the pressing
and releasing of the virtual hand on a continuous scale.

Robots can extract grasping actions that are performed during virtual table settings
issuing a query such as the one shown in Figure 4.12.

The pipeline shown in Figure 4.11 produces the collection of evidence studied
in the subsequent chapters. The focus of this dissertation is the processing of
this information. The collection of evidence produced with the pipeline includes
grasping actions of movable targets such as objects interacted with during table-
setting activities among other contextual information.

4.3 Concluding Remarks

To formalize robot analysis of human interaction this chapter introduces a framework
and scenario. The framework aims to resemble some capacities in human reasoning
while the scenario aims to incorporate challenging conditions in which children
manage to learn.

9www.open-ease.org
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% the query
e n t i t y (A , [ an , act ion ,
[ type , knowrob : ’

GraspingSomething ’ ] ,
[ s t a r t _ t i m e , S t a r t ] ,
[ end_time , End ] ] ) .
% the r e s u l t :
Event = knowrob : ’

GraspingSomething_CLYMGOHV ’ ,
S t a r t = knowrob : ’ t imepoint_107

.052307 ’
End = knowrob : ’ t imepoint_110

.65230699999991 ’

Figure 4.12: A query featuring how events are extracted from virtual activities. The keyword
event identifies a grasping action while start and end the time when the user issues a
grasp. The image displays OpenEASE visualizing a person about to grasp a bowl. The bars
visualized below the image are segments of reaching and grasping actions.

The framework incorporates the core inference capabilities to interpret as children do.
These are, the capability to reason causally, predict, adapt, and imagine (supported
with the do-calculus). Other desirable properties are the (non-parametric) processing
of any inputs and anytime reasoning.

The components that integrate the framework are three, a model, the inference
machinery, and the estimators. The model encodes minimal assumptions in a causal
graph (Section Causal Graph). The inference machinery provides the mechanism
to confront confounding and articulates three levels of reasoning (Section Causal
Inference). The estimators evaluate expressions using data (Section Treatment Effect
Estimation).

These components relate as follows. The inference machinery relies on the model
to confront confounding bias and articulate three levels of reasoning. The calculus
inflicts selective changes to the model using the do-operator to leverage bias-free
estimands. The estimators evaluate the resulting estimands using data despite the
missing counterfactuals.

The scenario challenges the framework by inferring human hand behavior from
natural activities. The examples on which the framework draws inferences are
natural (uncontrolled), and the number of these is limited to only a few, just like
scenarios where children observe role models without being explicitly taught by
them.

Two conditions enforced by the framework are misaligned with the scenario, thereby
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challenging its potential feasibility and utility. One of them requires that models
capture the relevant aspects, while the other rests on the availability of large numbers
of samples. Both conditions are not met in the scenario. The first condition is broken
by employing a model capturing only part of the relevant aspects, and the second by
limiting the number of samples to only hundreds.

The aim is not investigating a framework that works but rather to challenge its
potential. The question is, whether the framework operating under these conditions
still manages to derive valid and stable estimates. To this end, chapters 5 and 6
investigate the feasibility and utility of the approach.
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Chapterfive

Feasibility of the Framework

This chapter aims at verifying the feasibility of the framework introduced in the
previous chapter. Verifying the proper functioning is necessary because two opera-
tional assumptions of the framework are unmet, thus compromising the feasibility to
operate as expected.

The framework operates as expected when the model captures the relevant factors in
the domain (entirely), and the number of samples is thousands. However, our setting
challenges the framework to operate on few examples (only hundreds) and with an
incomplete model.

Our purpose for enforcing such a mismatch is to resemble human beings’ natural
condition and capability. The rationale is that people manage to draw robust and
valid inferences despite incomplete mental models and few examples (sometimes
even from a single one). The framework must handle such conditions to equip robots
with the necessary capability to observe as humans do.

Two complimentary evaluations verify the feasibility of the framework - one involves
checking for correctness (validity) and the other for robustness (stability). Validity
ensures that the framework derives correct estimates, while stability checks that
estimates remain robust despite perturbing the setting. Each of them is further
described in the following.

The verification for validity checks that confidence intervals contain an expected value
while stability perturbs components of the framework to assess whether estimates
remain within certain bounds. Both evaluations are independent and presented
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separately.

The two verifications are carried out on the same collection of data. An experimental
study is performed to acquire the ground-truth data. The experiment’s purpose is only
to influence hand behavior minimally such that an expected outcome is implanted in
the data. The framework operates properly when providing ground-truth data, and
the desired outcome is recovered across evaluations.

Overall, the verification strategy shown in Figure 5.1 establishes ground-truth data
to verify the framework’s feasibility. Then, using the validation data, the estimates
provided by the framework are verified for correctness and robustness.

Observational
Framework

influence

output

Validity

input
ground-truth

measure

Valid?

Stability

measure

influence

Stable?

Figure 5.1: The framework’s feasibility comprises the evaluation of the validity and stability
of ground-truth data.

The presentation of this chapter encompasses three sections, as shown in Figure 5.1.
Section 5.1 describes the experimental study and the resulting ground truth data.
Section 5.2 verifies the capability of the framework to derive inferences that are
correct, while Section 5.3 evaluates the framework’s inferences to remain stable. Last,
Section 5.4 concludes on the validity and stability of the framework.

In particular, the experimental study described in Section 5.1 includes the experi-
mental procedure (Section 5.1.1), defines the experimental design (Section 5.1.2),
summarizes the evidence collection (Section 5.1.3).
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Robot Analysis of Human Interaction
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Figure 5.2: The evaluation strategy consists of an experiment establishing the ground-
truth data while the validity and stability verify the proper functioning and value of the
framework.

The verification for correctness presented in Section 5.2 provides a detailed analysis
of a single hypothesis (Section 5.2.1), extends the analysis to further hypotheses
(Section 5.2.2), and last, Section 5.2.2 summarizes the results.

The evaluation of stability presented in Section 5.3 first introduces the perturba-
tion strategies (Section 5.3.1), describes the stability for a single hypothesis (Sec-
tion 5.3.2), and evaluates further hypotheses (Section 5.3.3).

5.1 Establish the Ground Truth

Certifying the framework recovers valid and stable estimates requires ground-truth
data. The rationale for running an experiment is influencing some aspect of the
evidence such that one can expect a given outcome on the resulting data. Then,
the framework can be tested by recovering the expected outcome when using the
ground-truth data.

The main concern of this section is describing the acquisition of ground-truth data.
Approving or disproving the framework’s ability to recover the expected outcome is
the subject of subsequent sections.

An experimental study establishes the ground truth data. The empirical research
presented in this section follows the standard methodology. Section 5.1.1 defines
the experimental procedure (describes the context, formulates the theoretical model,
states the hypothesis to be tested), Section 5.1.2 describes the experimental setup
(sketches the experimental setting, states the equipment, describes the experimental
protocol, and method for the analysis), and Section 5.1.3 summarizes the collection
of evidence.
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5.1.1 Experimental Procedure

The experiment aims to produce a collection of evidence against which the framework
can be verified. The investigation involves human behavior in the context of a table-
setting activity.

Essentially, a table setting involves displacing objects from one spot in the kitchen
to another. Transporting an object requires a person to hold a given target with the
hand. Grasping an object has the purpose of retaining a target in hand.

How people select their hands in everyday chores is not fully understood. Every time
a person grasps an object, a particular hand is chosen. Understanding hand selection
is problematic because many factors can have an influence.

The graph in Figure 5.3 specifies a set of factors that could affect hand selection. The
model expresses potential connections (“X could affect Y”). In the graph, an arrow
pointing from X to Y asserts that the former could affect the latter. For instance, the
relationship connecting object-volume with hand-selection means that the size of an
object could make a person favor one hand over another.

surface-category (S)
surface-inside (SC)

hand-dominance (DO)

surface-sliding (SS)

object-volume (OV)

hand-distance (D) hand-selection (H)

object-category (O)

unobserved

h5

h6

h2

h7
h4

h3

h1

Figure 5.3: A theoretical model for the experimental study.

Moreover, a person might decide on

• using the stronger hand for large objects (object-volume),

• favor the most proximate hand to a given target (hand-distance),

• choose the more skillful hand to accomplish a delicate task (object-category),
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• opt for the spatially less-constraint hand for an easier grasp (surface-category),

• assign a particular hand with an assistive role (surface-sliding, surface-inside),

• prefer a hand over the other (hand-dominance).

The model of Figure 5.3 defines the variables involved in the experimental study
and the hypotheses space. The theoretical model of hand behavior hypothesizes
why a person decides to grasp an object with one hand and not the other. The
model also hypothesizes on why one might grab objects near the body instead of far.
Section 4.1.2 describes the construction of this model.

The graph clarifies with the node labeled “unobserved” that the model does not
include all relevant elements. For example, the fact a certain configuration of objects
arranged on a surface can drive hand-selection, i.e., favor or hinder one hand over
the other. But the model does not capture this factor. Similarly, the person’s mental
state when grabbing an object is neither included in the model. Unobserved factors
are relevant, and not including these in the model can bias inferences.

Every relationship in the model of Figure 5.3 is, in principle, a candidate hypothesis
for the experimental study. Ideally, one would like to validate all hypotheses included
in the graph, but running experiments is costly and not always feasible.

Experiments typically manipulate one variable to determine whether change causes
variation in another, given other factors remain unchanged. If variations are signifi-
cant, it hints at the causal factor being the experimental influence thereby supporting
a given hypothesis.

An experiment can either enhance or diminish variation. Enhancing allows testing
for the presence of effects by inhibiting variation, whereas diminishing allows testing
for the absence by reducing variation indirectly.

Any of these strategies is sufficient to validate the proper functioning of the frame-
work. To attest the framework’s feasibility to operate out of the design (hundred
samples and unmodeled factors), it is enough verifying the framework can succeed
at least in one of the two strategies, namely, correctly recover the variation, or,
successfully deriving no unwanted variation.

In either of the cases, failing to infer valid variation suggests that atypical conditions
are too challenging. Meaning, robots equipped with the approach would need near-
perfect models and more data to draw inferences properly, which is a red flag for the
approach.

This thesis favors the experimental strategy that diminishes variation (test for the
absence) over the design that enhances (test for the presence). The reason is
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that testing for the presence involves thirteen experiments (one experiment per
hypothesis) to fully validate the graph, whereas testing for the absence requires two.
The experimental design that enhances variation is thus not pursued.

The limitations for testing only for the absence of variation (or vice versa), but not
both, account only for one type of mistake, namely, showing variation when there is
none, but does not verify the case – showing no variation where there is one.

Nonetheless, as stated earlier, the objective is not “verifying inferences make no
mistake” but whether the approach can operate out of operational design and address
near natural behavior. Ensuring that inferences overcome one of the mistakes is
sufficient to reveal that deriving behavior under atypical conditions is feasible.

With the chosen experimental strategy one could validate all hypotheses included
in the graph with two experiments, one targeting hand-distance and another hand-
selection. However, only one experiment is feasible in practice.

The experiment targeting hand-distance is abandoned for the following difficulties.
Instructing participants with “Set a table, grasping objects near your body (max. 20
cm away).” is hard to follow. Restricting hand-distance forces a participant to think
about aspects they would typically not consider making forgetting the restriction easy
while performing the activity, or inhibiting participants specializing on interactions
where restrictions are clearly met (max. 20 cm). Another difficulty arises when
attempting to comply fully with the instruction. For instance, grasping an object deep
inside a refrigerator without stretching the arm beyond 20 cm is not possible. One
cannot expect compliance in such a situation. One way to sidestep this issue is to
avoid such interactions. For example, changing the virtual environment by removing
the refrigerator, or the objects placed deep inside it. Figuring out all situations
where the participants clash with impossible instances is itself a non-trivial task. For
example, one would need to restrict interactions with bottom-level drawers but not
necessarily with top-level drawers. The depth at which objects are placed inside
containers depends on the participant’s arm length, and so on. Overall, these issues
lead to unnatural hand behavior.

Featuring natural behavior is crucial for investigating the viability of the approach.
An experiment featuring near natural conditions is paramount to challenge the
approach’s practical viability. Because the experiment addressing hand-selection
features near natural conditions, and the other targeting hand-distance compromise
natural behavior with artificial laboratory conditions, only the former is embarked.

For these reasons, to leverage natural behaviors in participants and validate multiple
hypotheses with few experiments, hypotheses are tested for the absence of effects,
thereby involving an experimental design that diminishes effects instead of enhanc-
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ing them. Testing for the absence of effects calls for an experimental design that
diminishes effects.

The experimental procedure selected to test for the absence of effects is the Null
Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) [Per16]. NHST defines the null hypothesis
as the absence of an effect and the alternative hypothesis set to the presence of an
effect. Consequently, near-zero values are expected for the null hypothesis instead of
different-than-zero.

To evaluate the NHST, effects are neutralized by conducting a randomized control
trial (RCT). RCT asymptotically neutralizes any effect of measured, unmeasured, and
unknown factors. Therefore, RCT diminishes any effects on the selected target to
randomize, and as a result, evidence collected with this experimental design can test
for no-effects on multiple relationships.

The target for the randomized control trial (RCT) is hand-selection. Consequently, all
effects of factors influencing hand-selection are neutralized. In terms of the graph in
Figure 5.3, this means RCT neutralizes the arrows pointing to hand-selection. The
arrows are labeled to distinguish that labeled hypotheses in the graph are testable
while those unlabeled are not.

In terms of the graph in Figure 5.3, RCT neutralizes the arrows pointing to hand-
selection. These arrows are labeled to distinguish that the set of labeled hypotheses
in the graph are testable while those unlabeled are not. For instance, one can expect
a null effect for object-volume on hand-selection (labeled with h2) but not necessarily
on hand-distance (thus unlabeled in the graph).

Technically, the framework allows targeting any of the hypotheses modeled in the
graph of Figure 5.3 (which is done in Chapter 6). However, the experimental evidence
can only serve the purpose of validating the subset of labeled hypotheses in the graph.

The set of testable hypotheses with the experimental data is:

h1) Does hand-distance affect hand-selection?

h2) Does object-volume affect hand-selection?

h3) Does surface-sliding affect hand-selection?

h4) Does surface-container affect hand-selection?

h5) Does hand-dominance affect hand-selection?

h6) Does object-category affect hand-selection?

h7) Does surface-category affect hand-selection?
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5.1.2 Experimental Setup

The theoretical model shown in Figure 5.3 hints at the variables to measure during
the experiment. The set of variables includes the three body parts (head and hands)
along with contextual cues such as the target object grasped with the hand, the
surface on which the target is placed, and properties such as the size of objects or
whether a surface slides.

hand-distance (D): distance of the hand w.r.t. head

hand-selection (H): the person triggers a left or right grasp

hand-dominance (HD): the person’s hand dominance

object-volume (OV): the volume box enclosing a 3D object

object-category (O): the object’s categorical name

surface-category (S): the surface’s categorical name

surface-container (SC): the surface is inside a container or not

surface-sliding (SS): surface slides or not

(5.1)

Table settings are recorded within a virtual environment. The participant starts at the
center of the kitchen layout with all movable objects initially stored inside furniture.
The participant directs visual attention to any spot in the kitchen simply by moving
the head around. Similarly, participants can freely walk around the scenario and
control their virtual hands. Additionally, users can either grasp or release objects with
the handheld device by gradually pressing or loosening a trigger. This functionality
enables users to hold an object with a virtual hand and thus complete a table setting.
Figure 5.4 shows the end state of a table setting.

The physical setup in the robot laboratory of the Institute for Artificial Intelligence
Bremen University comprises two roof-mounted base stations opposing diagonally
and curtains avoiding bright light. This setup complies with the official guideline 1.

The gear users employ to interact with the virtual environment is the HTC Vive Pro
with the original handheld controllers. These VR devices are responsible for tracking
user motions in three-dimensional space. The equipment tracking the user’s body
parts and interactions within the virtual scenario is shown in Figure 5.5.

A game engine (Unreal Game Engine) is responsible for recording user interactions
(e.g., collisions and state changes) and rendering a near photo-realistic virtual-
kitchen scenario. Figure 5.6 features the interaction in the virtual kitchen from a

1https://www.vive.com/eu/support/vive/category_howto/tips-for-setting-up-the-base-stations.html
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Figure 5.4: An example of a table setting featuring the milk, cereal, and juice carton; the
glass and spoon; the head, hand-left, and hand-right.

Figure 5.5: A virtual reality gear comprising a head-set and two motion controllers.
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first perspective view as experienced by a user. A tour around the virtual kitchen is
featured in the video [Wic22a].

Figure 5.6: A first-person-view perspective of the interaction in the virtual kitchen.

The following tools are employed to extract grasping instances from virtual demon-
strations. The game engine logs streams of data with the tool described in [HB21]
raw data annotated with semantics such as collisions and changes in object states.
Semantics formats data as an episodic narrative that links to a specialized ontology
for kitchen scenarios, including a taxonomy of categorical concepts [BBH+18]. The
semantically annotated data enables extracting instances of grasping actions. Robots
can also access such data directly with [Gay20]. Together these tools allow robots to
access virtual activities.

Figure 5.7: A sequence of actions leading to a table-setting. From left to right: targeting a
bowl, a cereal carton, a bowl, a cereal carton, and the last image of the table set.

The experimental protocol is as follows. The participant first grants permission to
make his data public anonymously. After ensuring the person is wearing the VR
gear properly, the participant is invited to explore the virtual-kitchen scenario for
five minutes before starting the experiment. To begin, the experimenter asks the
participant to stand on a particular marker on the laboratory floor. This physical
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location in the lab coincides with the center of the virtual-kitchen layout, thereby
avoiding participants spawning inside furniture. After the participant stands upon
the patch on the physical ground floor, the kitchen scenario is initialized anew.
The instruction for the participant is to - set the table for breakfast. To realize the
experimental design, the experimenter instructs the participant to use a single (either
left, right) or both hands before engaging in the activity. The sequence of instructions
is chosen randomly 2 by the experimenter. The case of both hands is a distracting
element to avoid suspicion by the participant on the matter being investigated. After
the participants conclude the activity, the experimental protocol is followed anew:

1. the participant is asked again to stand on the patch,

2. the kitchen scenario is reinitialized, and

3. the instructions are repeated, except that due to randomization, a different
constraint is communicated to the participant.

The unit of analysis is grasping actions a person performs during a table-setting
activity in the virtual environment, not the number of participants. Even corrective
grasps, such as picking up objects that tumbled or fell to the floor by mistake, are
included in the population of the study. By definition, touching (or colliding against
an object) is not a grasping action and, therefore, not part of the population.

The method for the study is a diagnostic analysis. The framework introduced in
Chapter 4 is the measurement device under examination. The aim is to determine
whether the framework recovers the expected effects from the experimental data.
To quantify the analysis, the framework computes point estimates and confidence
intervals at an alpha level of two sigmas. The point estimates and confidence intervals
are computed with the four estimators introduced in Chapter 4 (listed in Table 4.1).
These estimators are non-parametric and differ in the assumption made on hetero-
geneity. The confidence interval is computed with bootstrap for two estimators (LDRL
and LDML) while Bootstrap-of-Little-Bags (BLB) for the others (CFDML and FDRL).
Bootstrap provides confidence intervals from training multiple versions of the original
estimator using random sub-samples with replacement (n_bootstrap_samples = 100).
The quantiles are then calculated on the distribution of estimates across multiple
samples over the entire dataset (bootstrap_type = pivot). On the other hand, BLB
constructs confidence intervals and quantifies the uncertainty of estimates based on
Honest Random Forest [ATW19] by calculating the covariance of the parameter vec-
tor with an objective Bayesian debiasing correction to ensure that variance quantities

2https://www.random.org/
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are positive. Further information regarding the underlying design of each estimator
is available in the previous chapter (Table 4.2).

5.1.3 Collect the Evidence

The experimental data denoted with ds-v contains 26 table settings involving 126
grasping actions. A video presenting a table setting performed by the participant
is featured in [Wic22b]. The frequencies are shown in Table 5.1 summarize the
interactions of the participant during the experiment. Out of 126 grasps performed
by the person, the target selected most of the time is a spoon (on 23 occasions). The
person primarily targeted objects inside the sink-drawer-left-top (24 times) which
corresponds to the drawer storing silverware such as the spoon. The hyphens in
the table indicate no interaction. For example, the person never grasped the tray.
For half of the grasps, the person stretched the arm near its body and the other far.
Due to a median split, these frequencies are balanced out. The frequencies of hand
selection are experimentally controlled, resulting in 61 and 65 for the left hand and
right, respectively.

Despite randomization, the frequencies on hand selection are not completely balanced
out. The explanation of this difference in frequencies is as follows. One cannot expect
the total grasps performed with the left-hand to match the right-hand because the
participant’s actions are unrestricted. Once a particular hand is randomized and
fixed at the beginning of the activity, the participant is free to choose any object to
have on the table. Also, the order in which these are brought to the table varies,
and so on. For this reason, a table-setting carried out with the left-hand does not
necessarily coincide with a table-setting performed with the right hand. Henceforth,
both numbers will likely not match due to the activity’s uncontrolled nature but are
expected to be similar.

5.2 Verify the Validity of the Framework

Recall that because hand-selection is randomized in the experiment, only weak (near
to null) supporting evidence is expected on the validation data (ds-v). Particularly
those hypotheses relating to hand-selection identified earlier in the graph of Figure 5.3
as testable.
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User interaction Ds-v

Object (O): Vol. (OV) 126

Spoon 4.53 × 10−5 23

Fork 2.48 × 10−5 4

Glass 9.97 × 10−4 21

Milk 1.22 × 10−3 22

Juice 1.93 × 10−3 19

Bowl 2.40 × 10−3 15

Cereal 5.00 × 10−3 22

Tray 9.95 × 10−3 -

Surface (S): SC SS 126

DiningTable F F -

FrdgArea T F 1

FrdgDrBtmShlf T F 20

FrdgGlassShlf T T 19

IslndArea F F 20

IslndDrwBtmLft T T -

LabFloor F F 2

OvenArea F F -

OvenDrwRight T T 20

SinkArea F F 1

SnkDrwLftBtm T T 1

SnkDrwLftMid T T 18

SnkDrwLftTop T T 24

Tray F F -

Hand (H): Domin. (DO) 126

Left (H0) F 61

Right (H1) T 65

Distance (D): 126

Close (HD0) F 63

Far (HD1) T 63

Table 5.1: The collection of experimental evidence (ds-v) and corresponding frequencies of
occurrences for different levels of features. The abbreviation OV refers to the volume of an
object. SC corresponds to surfaces inside containers, such as the refrigerator’s shelf. SS
refers to surfaces that slide, such as drawers. DO refers to hand dominance. SnkDrwLftMid
refers to the middle drawer out of three drawers stacked one over another spatially located
left of the sink. FrdgDrBtmShlf refers to the bottom shelf on the fridge door. Last, levels T
and F abbreviate true and false.
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Meaning the framework detecting the presence of effects for any of the (testable)
hypotheses on the validation data indicates a red flag on the framework’s validity.
On the contrary, ideal results consist of estimates indicating no support for such data.

The following presentation dedicates a detailed analysis of hypothesis h1 in Sec-
tion 5.2.1 and extends over the remaining hypotheses in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1 Analysis of a single Hypothesis

The hypothesis studied in subsequent sections is whether hand-distance drives hand-
selection or not (h1). This hypothesis involves two decisions people make (uncon-
sciously) when grasping objects with their hands. These are the distance at which a
person decides to grasp an object (i.e., the arm extension) and the choice of hand.

More formally, the hypothesis h1 interprets as follows: “Does hand-distance (X ) affect
hand-selection (Y ) given observable (Z) and unobservable confounders (U )?”.

X hand-distance (D): a person grasps near or far

Y hand-selection (H): a person uses the left or right hand

Z1 hand-dominance (DO): a person’s hand dominance

Z2 object-volume (OV): object’s size in terms of volume

Z3 object-category (O): object’s categorical name

Z4 surface-category (S): surface’s categorical name

Z5 surface-inside (SC): surfice is inside a container or not

Z6 surface-sliding (SS): surface slides or not

Where X is the treatment (a.k.a. action or exposure), Y the outcome, and the rest of
the variables are the relevant covariates (a.k.a. confounders). The backdoor-criterion
(Definition 4.2) derives the following estimand for hypothesis H1:

∂

∂D
(E(H |O,OV, S, SS, SC)) (5.2)

The estimand for H1 is then evaluated with data using four methods. The four
estimators that report the results are non-parametric, suitable for high-dimensional
data, provide valid confidence intervals and operate under the unconfoundedness
assumption.

After computing the effects on the validation set, four estimators recovered no
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Hypothesis Samples Estimator Effects Conf. Int.

1 126 LDML 0.12 (-0.38,0.63)

LDRL -0.10 (-0.72,0.52)

CFDML 0.04 (-0.28,0.36)

FDRL -0.00 (-0.29,0.29)

Table 5.2: The effects for hypothesis h1 on experimental evidence ds-v at an alpha level of
two sigmas.

evidence in support of the hypothesis. This is indicated in Table 5.2 by the confi-
dence intervals, including the zero value for all estimators. The result is clear - the
framework recovers the expected effect.

Despite targeting a few hundred samples with an incomplete model (breaking the
unconfoundedness assumption), the framework correctly detects the expected null-
effect repeatedly with four estimators operating under a different design.

To conclude, the approach recovers the expected effect on the validation set. More-
over, four estimators operating under different assumptions agree on the outcome.

This completes the validation of the framework on hypothesis h1. The analysis
provided here is the first of a series of hypotheses covered next.

5.2.2 Analysis of multiple Hypotheses

The analysis in the previous section confirmed the absence of the effect for hypothesis
h1. In the following, the focus is on the remaining hypotheses h2 to h7. These
are tested employing an identical experimental setting and collection of data as
before—only the hypothesis changes.

The effects shown in Table 5.3 cover the set of testable hypotheses that potentially
influence hand-selection (i.e., those arrows labeled in Figure 5.3). Each row of the
table reports the effects for a particular hypothesis. The first row repeats hypothesis
h1 described in the previous section (reported in Table 5.2), while results for h2 to h7

are presented next.

After computing the effects on the experimental evidence, the estimators recover
no evidence in support for hypotheses h2 to h7. This is indicated in Table 5.3 by
the confidence intervals, including the zero value for all estimators. These results
show that the framework recovers the expected absence of effects for the remaining
hypotheses.
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Hypothesis Samples Estimator Effects Conf. Int.

1 126 LDML 0.12 (-0.38,0.63)

LDRL -0.10 (-0.72,0.52)

CFDML 0.04 (-0.28,0.36)

FDRL -0.00 (-0.29,0.29)

2 110 LDML 0.00 (-0.64,0.64)

LDRL 0.09 (-0.32,0.49)

CFDML 0.11 (-0.29,0.50)

FDRL 0.06 (-0.26,0.38)

3 126 LDML -0.08 (-0.52,0.36)

LDRL -0.04 (-0.37,0.29)

CFDML -0.11 (-0.48,0.26)

FDRL -0.07 (-0.35,0.20)

4 126 LDML 0.12 (-1.74,1.98)

LDRL -0.09 (-0.36,0.19)

CFDML 0.26 (-0.57,1.09)

FDRL -0.07 (-0.27,0.12)

6 122 LDML -0.66 (-3.15,1.84)

LDRL 0.05 (-0.16,0.26)

CFDML -0.67 (-3.97,2.63)

FDRL 0.09 (-0.07,0.25)

7 121 LDML 3.18 (-2.52,5.88)

LDRL 0.04 (-0.23,0.31)

CFDML 0.97 (-1.46,3.39)

FDRL 0.02 (-0.26,0.30)

Table 5.3: The effects for hypothesis h1 to h7 at alpha-level of two sigmas on the experi-
mental evidence ds-v.
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The confidence intervals reported in Table 5.3 show DRL estimators (DRL,FDRL)
provide narrower confidence intervals than their DML counterparts (LDML, CFDML).
In turn, estimators operating under linear-heterogeneity (LDRL) exhibit narrower
confidence intervals than the variant linear-treatment (LDML), being the only ex-
ception h1 covered in previous section. A possible explanation is an underlying
heterogeneity being indeed linear (case of LDRL) but not the treatment (case of
LDML). Here again, beyond distinctions, all estimators recovered the correct quantity.

The reason some of the hypothesis are computed on less samples than others is due
to a technical reason. Variables must contain at least 10 examples per class when
set as the treatment variable. Because of extreme imbalances in data, several cases
do not comply with this requirement. To solve this issue, samples are dropped, and
for this reason some of the effects are computed on a smaller number of samples.
Moreover, hand dominance (hypothesis h5) is constant (not expected to change in a
single person) and thus safely removed from the analysis.

Results on the Validity of the Framework

The results reported in Table 5.3 support the validity of the framework. The frame-
work correctly detects the expected null-effect despite the freedom in the activity
(free choice of objects, order, placement, to some extent reflected by the asymmetries
in Table 5.1). Moreover, the framework operated with a model capturing only part of
the relevant factors, thus compromising the capability to provide bias-free estimates.
Furthermore, the estimators typically operate on data at the level of thousands of
samples managed by dealing with only hundreds. Despite small quantities of data,
the framework is sensible enough to detect the expected null-effect.

The results indicate that the framework recovers non-trivial effects from human
behavior. Consequently, robots equipped with this framework could in principle draw
inferences from behavioral examples in natural conditions.

It is worth mentioning that Table 5.3 demonstrates the framework’s capability to
detect the absence of effects. A related question remaining unanswered is whether
the framework is sensible enough to detect the presence of effects. It could be the
case that the framework is insensible to detect any effect at all. This possibility does
not hold as shown by the effects in Table 8.3 reporting non-null values for those
relationships unaffected by the experiment. This section concludes the validation of
the framework. Next, the stability of the framework is verified.
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5.3 Verify the Stability of the Framework

In the following, the focus is on the framework’s ability to remain stable under
varying conditions. Verifying for stability consists of perturbing the framework to
discover instabilities. Instabilities signal difficulties for the framework to provide
stable estimates. Perturbing the inference process is paramount for generalization
and thus robot applications. To some extent perturbing the framework resembles the
simulation of potential scenarios where key assumptions are stressed. This evaluation
is similar to sensitivity analysis in machine learning, only stronger as more than data
is involved.

Essentially stability verifies outputs after perturbing some components of the frame-
work. The overall strategy is (shown in Figure 5.8) consists of destabilizing the
framework and then measuring the output estimates again. The evaluation for sta-
bility involves two measurements, the estimates provided by the framework before
perturbing the original setting and after. Ideally, in a robust framework, the sec-
ond measurement (the re-computed values) differs only slightly from the original
estimates (the baseline values). Consequently, significant differences between the
baseline and the re-computed estimates indicate instabilities.

Observational
Framework

influence

output

Stability

input

measure

Stable?

Figure 5.8: The strategy to assess the stability of the framework.

The model and data are the two aspects of the framework targeted to perturb the
inference processes. Models because these are expected to be applicable beyond
scenarios for which they were initially designed. Data because the inference process
is supposed to be robust against varying input conditions.
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Instabilities that arise due to perturbation to the model signal difficulties to generalize
over scenarios other than those initially conceived (e.g., relevant factors not fully
captured by the model). Therefore, it is crucial to verify a model under different
conditions than originally planned. For example, does an additional node in the
model result in a more stable estimate?

Instabilities that arise when perturbing samples indicate sensibilities to assumptions
on the data (e.g., order in the data points or class imbalances). Therefore, it is crucial
to verify whether the estimators of the framework can handle any data. For instance,
does altering the order of data points drastically change estimates?

To summarize, perturbation strategies target the model, the data, or both, by intro-
ducing specific modifications to the structure of the model or the sample distribution.
Perturbation strategies are more formally described in the following section.

5.3.1 Perturbation Strategies

The following methods are employed to perturb the framework [SK20]:

Check-1 Add Random Common Cause (RCC) graphically this method adds several
nodes with an arrow pointing to the treatment and another to the outcome
(i.e., a common cause) in an attempt to discover factors that should be part of
the model but are missing. The estimates should not change after adding an
independent variable with associated random generated data to the graph.

Check-2 Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR) replaces the original values of the outcome
variable with a custom distribution which typically is a uniformly random
distribution. This strategy virtually acts as a placebo thus (near) zero values
are expected in this verification.

Check-3 Data Subsets Validation (DSV) modifies the data by replacing original values
with random subsets. This modification should not change estimates signifi-
cantly.

The point estimates reported after perturbation are based on 100 simulations. Only
some of the strategies require parameters to configure. Check-2 is such a case, where
the parameter effect-strength on the outcome is set to 0.02. In the case of Check-3,
the parameter subset-fraction is set to 0.9.

Once refutation strategies are set, these are automated tests that can serve the purpose
of diagnostic evaluations in robot applications. For instance, such verification can
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alert on a mismatch of the model and novel input data (i.e., a novel scenario the
robot encounters).

5.3.2 Stability of a single Hypothesis

Table 5.4 summarizes the results of three refutation strategies. The first column
(effect) corresponds precisely to the original values presented in Table 5.2 (before
perturbation). In contrast, the remaining columns correspond to the re-computed
estimates after inflicting changes with a given refutation strategy (columns Check-1
to Check-3). This table reports the stability for hypothesis h1 in particular.

Hypothesis Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. Check-1 Check-2 Check-3

1 126 LDML 0.12 (-0.38,0.63) -0.06 0.01 0.11

LDRL -0.10 (-0.72,0.52) 0.03 -0.03 -0.02

CFDML 0.04 (-0.28,0.36) 0.01 0.00 0.03

FDRL -0.00 (-0.29,0.29) 0.02 0.01 0.04

Table 5.4: The stability of estimates at alpha-level two sigmas for the hypothesis h1 on 126
samples from the experimental evidence ds-v. Re-computed values within the confidence
intervals are an indicator of reliability, except for Check-2 (DOR), where near-zero values -
regardless of prior estimates - indicate stability.

The re-computed effects (Check-1) are calculated after adding a common cause
with random data. These should not differ from the original values. This is, the
re-computed effect remains within the confidence interval. Indeed such is the case, as
Table 5.4 reports re-computed estimates well within the original confidence interval
for all estimators, presenting LDML as the largest value but well within the interval.

Unlike Check-1 (and Check-3) where prior baseline values matter, in the case of
check-2, near zero values - regardless of prior estimates - indicate stability. When ran-
domizing the outcome, close to zero values are reported across estimators indicating
robustness.

Last, removing random subsets of data (Check-3) exhibits estimates well within the
confidence intervals.

Overall, the estimates after perturbing the system are within the confidence intervals.
These results support the stability of the framework against three perturbation
strategies for hypothesis h1. The next section verifies further hypotheses.
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5.3.3 Stability of multiple Hypotheses

The previous section shows the stability of the framework for a single hypothesis. A
greater portion of the causal graph is tested by targeting more hypotheses.

Table 5.5 reports the stability for hypotheses h1 to h7, where each row corresponds to
a hypothesis. Note that the first row of the table repeats the results for h1 presented
earlier in Table 5.4.

H Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. Check-1 Check-2 Check-3

1 126 LDML 0.12 (-0.38,0.63) -0.06 0.01 0.11

LDRL -0.10 (-0.72,0.52) 0.03 -0.03 -0.02

CFDML 0.04 (-0.28,0.36) 0.01 0.00 0.03

FDRL -0.00 (-0.29,0.29) 0.02 0.01 0.04

2 110 LDML 0.00 (-0.64,0.64) -0.57 -0.07 -0.44

LDRL 0.09 (-0.32,0.49) -0.26 -0.01 -0.26

CFDML 0.11 (-0.29,0.50) -0.22 0.03 -0.23

FDRL 0.06 (-0.26,0.38) -0.15 0.01 -0.12

3 126 LDML -0.08 (-0.52,0.36) -0.03 0.00 -0.05

LDRL -0.04 (-0.37,0.29) -0.21 0.00 -0.18

CFDML -0.11 (-0.48,0.26) 0.01 -0.03 -0.00

FDRL -0.07 (-0.35,0.20) -0.02 0.00 -0.03

4 126 LDML 0.12 (-1.74,1.98) -0.12 0.00 -0.11

LDRL -0.09 (-0.36,0.19) -0.14 -0.06 -0.21

CFDML 0.26 (-0.57,1.09) -0.12 -0.02 -0.15

FDRL -0.07 (-0.27,0.12) -0.11 0.01 -0.11

6 122 LDML -0.66 (-3.15,1.84) -1.22 0.30 -0.86

LDRL 0.05 (-0.16,0.26) 0.06 -0.01 0.08

CFDML -0.67 (-3.97,2.63) 0.91 0.04 0.74

FDRL 0.09 (-0.07,0.25) 0.06 -0.02 0.10

7 121 LDML 3.18 (-2.52,5.88) -1.15 0.30 -2.51

LDRL 0.04 (-0.23,0.31) -0.08 -0.01 0.08

CFDML 0.97 (-1.46,3.39) 0.96 -0.15 0.61

FDRL 0.02 (-0.26,0.30) -0.08 0.03 -0.04

Table 5.5: The stability of estimates at alpha-level two sigmas for hypotheses (H) affecting
hand-selection (h1 to h7) using 4 estimators targeting experimental evidence ds − v on 126
samples.
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Like the previous section, the column effect corresponds to estimates before perturb-
ing the framework, whereas the remaining columns are re-computed values after
destabilization (the last three columns in the table). Generally, the smaller the check
values are, the more stable estimates are (except for Check-2 where a near zero value
is a good indicator).

Overall, Table 5.5 reports that the framework is robust across hypotheses against
refutation methods Check-1, Check-2, and Check-3 for hypotheses h1 to h7. This
is indicated by re-computed estimates under column check, which are within the
confidence interval, with no exceptions. However, estimator LDML and CFDML are
close in providing estimates that fall outside the range, specially in the case of h2

and h7, followed by LDRL then FDRL also in the case of hypotheses h2 and h7. These
hypotheses relate to variables object-volume and surface respectively.

The framework deems robust as values indicate stable estimates within the range
of the confidence intervals. These results mean that the hand manipulation model
is robust against domain variations and thus has good chances to transfer across
scenarios.

5.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter evaluates the feasibility of the approach by first establishing a ground
truth by conducting an experimental study (the experimental procedure, design, and
data collection given in Section 5.1). Provided the validation data, the framework’s
capability to derive valid inferences is verified (Section 5.2 first describes a single
hypothesis and extends the analysis to others). Last, the framework’s stability is per-
turbed (Section 5.3 introduces the perturbation strategies, describes the robustness
of a single hypothesis then extends to others).

The tables present the main results of the chapter. Table 5.1 summarizes the validation
data, Table 5.3 shows the effects for hypotheses h1 to h7, and Table 5.5 reports their
stability.

The numbers reported in these tables indicate that the framework recovers the null
effect on the validation data. Four estimators operating under different operational
designs agree on this result. Moreover, the estimates remain stable against the three
refutation strategies.

It should be noted that Table 5.3 indicates the framework detects the expected
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absence of effects (i.e., a null effect). However, it could be the case the framework
is insensible to detect any effect at all. This possibility does not hold given the
effects shown in Table 8.3 reporting non-null values where the framework detects
the presence of effects hypotheses h8 to h13).

Note that hypotheses h8 to h13 are not validated because the experimental study
targets hand-selection but not hand-distance. An experiment controlling for the
latter is challenging (if not infeasible), as described by the experimental design in
Section 5.1. Because these hypotheses were not influenced experimentally, any effect
can be expected for them, not only the null value. Table 8.3 in the appendix report
that, in indeed, hypothesis h9 derives a negative effect, hypotheses h10 a positive
(except for one estimator), and null values for the rest. This result validates the
experiment and confirms the framework’s sensitivity detecting non-null effects (the
presence of effects).

Before concluding, it is worth contextualizing the conditions under which the frame-
work provides the reported numbers. First, the framework operates with a model
capturing part of the relevant variables (not all); thus, potentially biased, instead
of bias-free, estimates are expected because the latter is not guaranteed anymore
(i.e., the unconfoundedness assumption is broken). Second, the non-parametric
estimators typically target samples in the order of thousands, but only hundreds
are considered – even worse, the number of samples per class is unbalanced. These
conditions are enforced because people can learn from a few examples and with
incomplete mental models (especially children). It is under these conditions the
framework draw inferences challenging its feasibility.

Last, the validation of the approach covers one type of error, namely, showing an
effect when there is none, but does not verify the case – showing no effect where
there is one.

This section concludes the evaluation of feasibility given by the evaluation of validity
and stability. Next, Chapter 6 investigates the utility of the framework, where the
setting engages with examples from individuals who freely choose their hands in
table-setting activities.
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Chaptersix

Utility of the Framework

The previous chapter verified the framework’s ability to derive valid and reliable
inferences. The present chapter evaluates the reasoning capabilities of the framework.
The framework faces the scenario and conditions confronted previously in Chapter 5
(few samples and a model not fully capturing the relevant factors), except that the
data source is not experimentally influenced. Like in the previous chapter, these
conditions make the evaluation unique and are thus further emphasized below.

Robot Analysis of Human Interaction

Establish the Framework
and Scenario

Establish
the Framework

1
Set the
Scenario

2

A

Verify the Framework

Establish
the Ground-Truth

1
Validate

the Setting

2
Inspect

the Stability

3

B

Assess the Framework

Answer
Causal Questions
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Explain

Causal Answers

2

C

Figure 6.1: The strategy to evaluate the framework’s utility.

This chapter evaluates the utility of the framework. The evaluation consists in
formulating causal questions, answering them with the framework, and inspecting the
answers. The framework is useful when answers to causal questions are meaningful
and informative despite the challenging conditions of the scenario. The causal
questions aim to uncover hand behavior in two subjects. Both of them perform table
settings, and are not instructed how to perform the activity (this promotes natural
behaviors).

In principle, robots that infer and explain why X matters on Y have the potential to
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uncover human behavior themselves. Assessing this potential of the framework is
the goal. All answers reported in this chapter are technically attainable by robots
equipped with the framework.

The inferences described in this chapter draw on data not influenced by any ex-
perimental design, also regarded as observational or uncontrolled evidence. The
two collections of uncontrolled evidence employed to evaluate causal questions are
introduced in Section 6.1.2.

Drawing causal relationships from uncontrolled evidence is only viable because the
framework provides the mechanisms to account for confounding bias, in particular
with the identification and adjustment steps described in Sections 4.1.1.2 and 4.1.2.2.
The framework essentially automates quasi-experiment for robots.

However, two conditions challenging the approach’s viability are crucial to emphasize
here. First, because the framework incorporates an incomplete model, the underlying
formalism does not guarantee bias-free estimates. Thus, the results should be
interpreted as bias-reduced estimates instead of bias-free. Nonetheless, the previous
Chapter 5 confirmed the framework manages to recover valid estimates despite an
incomplete model (Table 5.3). Second, the small number of samples in the order of
hundreds challenges the capability of the framework to derive meaningful estimates
(ranging from 100 - 400 samples).

Observational
Framework

input

output

Utility

observational evidence

interpret

hypothesis
and type of inference

formulate

Figure 6.2: The strategy to assess the framework’s utility.

An overview of the evaluation is shown in Figure 6.2. The framework supports three
levels of inferences: what, what-if, and what-would-if. Each of these levels can be
assessed by formulating a set of hypotheses, e.g., targeting hand behavior in table
setting activities. Behavior is studied by observation; no evidence is experimentally
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perpetrated. Given a set of causal queries and a collection of observational evidence,
the task for the framework is to answer causal questions on hand behavior.

The outline of the chapter is as follows. First, the three levels of inferences are
introduced with a single hypothesis (Section 6.1.1). The collection of uncontrolled
evidence is described in Section 6.1.2. The hypotheses space is introduced in Sec-
tion 6.1.3. The analysis initiated on a single hypothesis (Section 6.1.1) is extended
over multiple hypotheses and two collections of evidence (Section 6.2), where the
analysis of hand behavior for Person-A (Section 6.2.1) and Person-B (Section 6.2.2)
are covered. The chapter concludes by providing insights on hand manipulation
recovered with the framework.

6.1 Causal Interpretations as-if Experimental Observations

This section evaluates three types of causal questions, which are answered with
the framework by supplying examples of hand behavior. A robot equipped with
the framework is technically in a position to realize the same analysis presented in
subsequent sections.

6.1.1 The Three Levels of Inferences

The stereotypical questions — what, what-if, what-would-if — correspond to levels
in the ladder of causation (shown in Figure 3.4) and are presented as follows:

• what: “Would the hand-selection be right-hand if the hand-distance is far?”

• what-if: “Would the hand-selection be right-hand if we make sure that the hand-
distance is far?”

• what-would-if: “Would the hand-selection be right-hand had the hand-distance
been far, given that the hand-selection, is in fact, left-hand and the hand-distance
close?”
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What and Why

Suppose a robot witnesses several examples of table-setting activities and aims to
set the table for breakfast itself. Neither robot nor the programmer has the recipe
on how to manipulate objects with their hands. The task for the robot is then to
understand a person’s hand behavior by examining examples of hand manipulation
to find answers to questions like the following:

“Would the hand-selection be right-hand if the hand-distance is far?”

Alternative formulations of the same question are “Does hand-distance-far cause
hand-selection-right?” or “Does hand-selection-right occur because of hand-distance-
far?”. The general formulation of these questions derives from “Would the Y be y if
the X is x?”.

Answering this question involves a prediction task. The collection of table settings
witnessed by the robot conforms to the general distribution of table settings. With
a select operation or equivalently conditioning the distribution, restricting cases to
those where hand-distance is far would obtain the desired quantity. Except that the
resulting quantity is potentially confounded. Select operations on table structures or
conditioning in the case of probabilities, risk selection bias.

Robots operating on conventional approaches risk providing the wrong answer
to the question. The framework presented in Chapter 5 enables robots to adjust
automatically against confounding bias and overcome misleading answers. Unlike
conventional methods, the quantities predicted with the framework make corrective
adjustments to counter bias.

What-if and Why

Suppose a robot has already witnessed several table-setting activities and sees a
person standing far away from a given target object. The next reasoning task for the
robot is to answer what-if questions such as:

“Would the hand-selection be right-hand if we make sure that the
hand-distance is far?”

Alternatively, the previous question formulated in terms of symbols is “Would the Y

be y if we make sure that the X is x?”
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Note that answering this question does not involve a plain prediction task. In predic-
tions tasks inferences draw on the general distribution, which does not necessarily
reflect the present condition observed by the robot (“hand-distance is far”). This
is because distributions are general, corresponding to table settings under varying
conditions (i.e., not only those where hand-distance is far).

It is tempting to accommodate the general distribution to present conditions by
issuing a select operation (e.g., conditioning examples to those where hand-distance
is far). But select operations, or conditioning distributions, risk confounding bias.
Robots relying on conditioning operations over general distributions are bounded to
confounding bias. Answering the question requires inferences of the second order in
the ladder of causation (Figure 3.4).

The framework presented in Chapter 5 allows adapting the general distribution to
the present conditions without incurring selection bias. To answer the question raised
before, the framework adapts the general distribution by issuing an intervention
with the do-operator, and then draws inferences on the interventional (or truncated)
distribution instead.

Different than the inferences (type what) described in the previous section, what-if
infers on the interventional distribution. The intervention is hinted at the question
by “make sure”. What-if inferences collapse the potential world to a more specific
condition than inferences of type what, particularly the distribution, is truncated
with hand-distance set to far.

What-would-if and Why

Like in the previous case, suppose a robot already witnessed several table settings,
watches a person standing far away from a given target object, and in addition,
witnesses the person use the right hand to grasp an object. This time the reasoning
task for the robot comprises answering the following question:

“Would hand-selection be left-hand had hand-distance been close,
given that hand-selection is, in fact, right-hand and hand-distance is far?”

The formulation in terms of symbols of the previous question is, “Would the Y be y1

had the X been x1, given that the Y is in fact y0 and X is x0?”.

This question ponders on retrospective reasoning. The robot observes the person
grasping an object with the hand but wonders about an alternative scenario. A
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scenario where the person acted differently, i.e., a counterfactual scenario. Answering
the counterfactual question requires a robot to imagine scenarios.

Attempting to answer this question with conventional methods is infeasible. A select
operation (or conditioning) on the general distribution leads to an unsolvable conflict.
The question requires to condition the distribution to cases where hand-selection is
right-hand and those cases where the hand is left. Conventional methods fall short of
proving answers to counterfactual questions.

The framework presented in Chapter 5 prepares robots to answer the counterfactual
question. Like the inferences described in the previous section (what-if), what-would-
if draws estimates on a modified distribution. The key difference being what-would-if
infers on the counterfactual distribution instead of the interventional distribution.

Technically the distribution is modified with the do-operator assigning variables
to specific feature levels (and overcoming the conflict mentioned before). The
distribution is first adapted to the present condition (intervened) as described in the
previous section, but then further do-operations are carried out on the distribution
resulting in the counterfactual distribution.

Inferences concerning What and Why are covered after introducing the data collection
and query space. Unfortunately, we cannot cover what-if and what-would-if promptly
and adequately in time, even though the framework supports them. We leave our
work documented so that others can continue.

6.1.2 The Collection of Uncontrolled Evidence

Two collections of evidence are presented next. Robots have access to these sets of
data through the platform described earlier (Section 4.2.2). These data collections
correspond to natural table-setting activities, which are in contrast to the experimen-
tally controlled evidence (of Section 5.1.3) employed to validate the framework.

One of the data collections [PWYB18] is recorded to study how people arrange
objects on the table (denoted here as ds-1). The other dataset [HB19] studies the
time spent setting the table under various modalities (denoted by ds-2). Ds-1 and
-2 originate from uncontrolled activities. Note that the unit of analysis is not the
number of participants (only two) but grasping actions in the order of hundreds.

A table-setting activity involves a person moving objects from one place to another.
Setting the table includes searching, transporting, placing objects in the kitchen -
opening and closing containers, etc.
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Hand behavior in each collection of data is different in spatio-temporal aspects such
as the preference of objects for breakfast, the surfaces on which objects are placed,
the hand employed to hold them, the distance at which these are grasped, etc. The
dashes in the summary Table 6.1 evidence such asymmetries across data collections.

The frequencies are shown in Table 6.1, summarizing interactions during the table-
setting activity. Out of 384 grasps in ds-1, the juice-carton is grasped most of the
time (on 88 occasions). Moreover, the person did not interact with the tray, as hinted
by the hyphen indicating no interaction. Furthermore, many grasps target objects
located inside the refrigerator-glass-shelf (41 times), which is the initial position for
the juice-carton. On nearly two-thirds of the occasions, the person grasps objects
with the right-hand (263) instead of the left (121). The number of times this person
stretches the arm near and far away from the body is balanced out due to a median
split over the distance (described in Section 4.2.1).

In the case of ds − 2, the frequencies in Table 6.1 report that out of 174 grasps, the
silverware is targeted mostly (70 occasions). Unlike the previous person lacking in
interactions with the tray, this person opted for the tray 32 times, and most of the
grasps target objects that are placed on the tray (42 times). For more than half of
the occasions (0.55) the person employs the left-hand (96 times) instead of the right
(78). Like before, the number of times this person stretches the arm near and far
away from the body is balanced out due to a median split over the distance.

The number of samples in either of these collections is small. Estimators targeting
observational data typically operate with thousands of examples. Here only a few
hundred are considered (384 and 174 samples). Moreover, both collections present
disparate frequencies in classes, including none. Drawing causal interpretation on
such data with conventional methods risks selection bias.

To summarize, the pipeline (introduced in Section 4.2.2) enables robots access to
virtual activities. The activities are stored in machine-understandable format and
processed with the framework. The evidence collections ds−1 and ds−2 are regarded
as observational because the recorded activities are free from experimental design.
Each collection belongs to the hand behavior of a single person and is denoted with
Person-A and Person-B for ds − 1 and ds − 2, respectively.

The estimates derived on the validation data ds-v (presented in Chapter 4) are
expected to derive specific quantities (i.e., the null-effect) because of the experimental
design. This is not the case for observational data ds-1 and ds-2, on which inferences
can derive any effect, including the null.

This concludes the description of the observational evidence. The next step is to
process the collection of observational evidence using the reasoning capabilities
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User interaction Ds-1 Ds-2

Object (O): OV (m3) 384 174

Silverware 8.2 × 10−5 83 70

Glass 1.22 × 10−3 83 -

Milk 1.40 × 10−3 18 8

Juice 1.93 × 10−3 88 -

Bowl 2.40 × 10−3 19 36

Cereal 6.30 × 10−3 93 28

Tray 9.95 × 10−3 - 32

Surface (S): SC SS 384 174

DiningTable F F 12 18

FrdgArea T F - 1

FrdgDrBtmShlf T F 5 2

FrdgGlassShlf T T 41 -

IslndArea F F - 8

IslndDrwBtmLft T T - 16

LabFloor F F 5 -

OvenArea F F - 2

OvenDrwRight T T 41 16

SinkArea F F 11 24

SnkDrwLftBtm T T - -

SnkDrwLftMid T T 41 -

SnkDrwLftTop T T 41 42

Tray F F 184 42

Hand (H): Domin. (DO) 384 174

Left (H0) F 121 96

Right (H1) T 263 78

Distance (D): 384 174

Close (HD0) F 192 87

Far (HD1) T 192 86

Table 6.1: The collections of uncontrolled evidence (ds-1, ds-2) and corresponding frequen-
cies of occurrences for different levels of features. The abbreviation OV refers to the volume
of an object. SC corresponds to surfaces inside containers, such as the refrigerator’s shelf.
SS refers to surfaces that slide, such as drawers. DO refers to hand dominance. SnkDrwLft-
Mid refers to the middle drawer out of three drawers stacked one over another spatially
located left of the sink. FrdgDrBtmShlf refers to the bottom shelf on the fridge door. Last,
levels T and F abbreviate true and false.
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provided by the framework.

6.1.3 The Query Space

This section introduces the notation that identifies the formulations of causal ques-
tions. The query space comprises the expressiveness of the do-calculus, the graph,
and feature levels. The formulations of causal questions in subsequent sections follow
the notation

Type
Hypothesis
Formulation = {A,B,C}{h1,h2, ...,hn }

{1,2, ...,m }

where type refers to three types of inferences supported by the do-calculus (denoted
letters A, B, C), the superscript to relationships in the causal graph (set of hypotheses
hi), and the subscript is a simple enumeration that depends on particular data feature
levels chosen for a type of query.

Causal questions that belong to inference type what, what-if, and what-would-if, are
identified by letters Aj

i , B
j
i , C

j
i , respectively.

The coding of questions includes the numbering of hypotheses as a superscript j

to preserve the association with the graph. To this end, Figure 6.3 identifies the
hypotheses space with a number assigned to each arrow of the graph. For instance,
the superscript in Aj=h1 associates a causal question to hypothesis h1 in the graph.

surface-category (S)
surface-inside (SC)

hand-dominance (DO)

surface-sliding (SS)

object-volume (OV)

hand-distance (D) hand-selection (H)

object-category (O)

unobserved

h5

h12 h6

h8 h2

h13 h7
h10 h4

h9 h3

h1

h11

Figure 6.3: An enumeration identifying relationships in the causal graph.

Last, because hypotheses are associated with multiple formulations of causal ques-
tions, further notation is necessary. The subscript i in Ai identifies a particular
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variation of a causal question. Selecting alternative feature levels formulates a differ-
ent question. For example, inferences of type what-if such as “Would the Y be y if we
make sure that X is x .” specifies feature levels x and y. The specifications of these
values result in different formulations distinguished with subscripts such as Ai=2 and
Ai=1. When only a single formulation exists, the subscripts are removed (Ah1 instead
of Ah1

1 ).

The causal question “Would the Y=hand-selection be y=right-hand if the X=hand-
distance is x=far?”, identified by Aj=h1

i=1 or simply Ah1
1 , associated with the stereo-

typical inference of type what (letter A), corresponds to hypothesis h1 in the graph
(Figure 6.3), where variables (X , Y ) correspond to nodes hand-distance (D) and
hand-selection (H) along with their feature levels (“right-hand,” “far”).

Out of the three types of inferences, what, what-if, and what-would-if, the following
section starts with reporting the what while subsequent sections cover the remaining
types.

6.2 Utility - Analysis of What and Why

The main concern is to report insights the framework can provide robots with. Subse-
quent sections report on multiple causal questions targeting the hand behavior of two
individuals. A robot equipped with the framework is technically in a position to artic-
ulate the causal questions formulated here and, unattended infer the corresponding
estimates presented in the following sections.

The presentation begins by introducing the formulation of causal questions in Sec-
tion 6.2. To deal with a large number of questions, the presentation reports estimates
separately per collection of evidence, those corresponding to the hand behavior
of the Person-A (Section 6.2.1) followed by those of Person-B (Section 6.2.2). To
further simplify the presentation, each report subdivides into two groups. One group
reports the effects on hand-selection for Person-A and Person-B) followed by those
on hand-distance correspondingly for Person-A and Person-B).
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The Set of What and Why Questions

This section addresses the first of the three types of inferences supported by the
framework. The first type of inference articulates causal questions of the type “What
is the effect of X on Y?.” Answering causal questions of type-what involve a prediction
task with inferences drawing on the general distribution. This type of inference does
not specify the do-operator to ensure external conditions (barring those potentially
introduced by the identification process). The subscript is not necessary because
a single variation of feature level is considered for this type of question (hence Aj

instead of Aj
i).

The list of type what-questions targeting hand behavior is the following:

Ah1) Does hand-distance (D) affect hand-selection (H)? Why?

Ah2) Does object-volume (OV) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah3) Does surface-sliding (SS) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah4) Does surface-inside (SC) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah5) Does hand-dominance (DO) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah6) Does object-category (O) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah7) Does surface-category (S) affect hand-selection (H)?

Ah8) Does object-volume (OV) affect hand-distance (D)?

Ah9) Does surface-sliding (SS) affect hand-distance (D)?

Ah10) Does surface-container (SC) affect hand-distance (D)?

Ah11) Does hand-dominance (DO) affect hand-distance (D)?

Ah12) Does object-category (O) affect hand-distance (D)?

Ah13) Does supporting-surface (S) affect hand-distance (D)?

Related to each of the questions in the list is the query “Why does X affect Y?.”
Suppose the answer to a given causal question is positive, then the question why pro-
vides a causal explanation providing insights on “Which are the conditions to which
hand-distance and hand-selection are sensible?.” Explanations of either positive or
negative answers hint on the primary factor driving the effect.
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A robot that can answer the list of questions introduced earlier is in a position
to reason over people’s hand behavior. The list showcases only a subset of the
addressable questions. The lists corresponding to what-if and what-would-if are
made explicit subsequently.

6.2.1 What and Why on Hand-Behavior (Person A)

To answer the list of what-and-why questions, the framework infers on examples
of hand manipulation performed by Person A (ds-1). The effects are reported in
two groups. The first group of questions includes those factors that potentially
influence hand-selection. In the graph, this group of questions corresponds to those
nodes pointing to hand-selection. Instead, the second group is associated with
those factors potentially affecting hand-distance (i.e., nodes in the graph pointing to
hand-distance).

The Effects on Hand-Selection (Group 1)

Table 6.2 reports the first group of answers to the causal questions Ah1 to Ah7. The
first column of the table identifies the causal question with the notation introduced
earlier. The second column indicates the number of samples. The third specifies the
estimator. The fourth report is the estimated effect. The fifth shows the confidence
interval. The sixth is a reference to a figure presenting the sensibility of the effect.
Each row in the table answers a question on the list, i.e., the first row of the table
answers the first question Ah1 on the list, the second answers Ah2 , and so forth.

In particular, row Ah4 in Table 6.2 reports a point estimate 0.19 with values ranging
between (0.01, 0.38) using estimator LDML on 384 samples from dataset ds-1. Cor-
respondingly, the other estimators derive effects 0.52, 0.24, 0.52 for LDRL, CFDML,
and FDRL.

Each estimator operates under different operational assumptions and is thus not
expected to coincide in the estimation. The estimators are listed in order from the
most strict operational design to the least (LDML, LDRL, FDML, FDML) as described
in Chapter 4.

A point estimate and confidence interval of 0.19 (0.01, 0.38) means that modulating
the treatment variable surface-inside (SC) from false to true causes an increase of 0.19
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Type: What Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. Sensitivity

Ah1 : (D → H ) 384 LDML 0.02 (-0.29,0.33) Figure6.4a

LDRL 0.07 (-0.15,0.29)

CFDML 0.09 (-0.05,0.23)

FDRL 0.08 (-0.15,0.30)

Ah2 : (OV → H ) 384 LDML -0.08 (-0.30,0.13) Figure6.4b

LDRL -0.17 (-0.40,0.05)

CFDML -0.20 (-0.41,0.01)

FDRL -0.15 (-0.46,0.15)

Ah3 : (SS → H ) 384 LDML -0.09 (-0.57,0.39) Figure6.4c

LDRL -0.11 (-0.32,0.09)

CFDML -0.03 (-0.38,0.32)

FDRL -0.07 (-0.20,0.06)

Ah4 : (SC → H ) 384 LDML 0.19 (0.01,0.38) Figure6.4d

LDRL 0.52 (0.42,0.62)

CFDML 0.24 (0.04,0.44)

FDRL 0.52 (0.40,0.64)

Ah6 : (O → H ) 384 LDML 1.64 (-1.07,3.80) Figure6.4e

LDRL 0.07 (-0.19,0.33)

CFDML 0.59 (-0.16,1.34)

FDRL 0.02 (-0.25,0.28)

Ah7 : (S → H ) 371 LDML -4.50 (-6.51,-2.49) Figure6.4f

LDRL -0.12 (-0.75,0.51)

CFDML -0.07 (-1.18,1.04)

FDRL 0.06 (-0.24,0.36)

Table 6.2: The type-what inferences for factors potentially affecting hand-selection in
Person A. The framework estimates these effects with inferences type-what for hypotheses
h1 to h7 on observational evidence ds-1 (384 samples).
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in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection (H) over the data distribution
represented by dataset ds-1 with the increase ranging over the interval (0.01, 0.38).

When a confidence interval includes only positive values, the causal relationship is
positive, indicating that modulating treatment levels result in positive changes in
the expected value of the outcome. An example of such a case shown in Table 6.2 is
Ah4. Conversely, intervals ranging over negative numbers indicate a negative causal
relationship where modulating treatment levels decreases the expected value of the
outcome (an example of such a case is Ah9 shown later). Last, the relationship is
neutral when the confidence when interval range between positive and negative
numbers, in which case, the interval includes the zero value. Neutral indicates that
modulating treatment levels result in a positive and negative change in the outcome
variable. An example of a neutral relationship is Ah1 .

The estimates on dataset ds-1 for group-1 are shown in Table 6.2 report:

• Ah1: Increasing the variable hand-distance (D) from close to far causes an
increase of 0.08 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection (H) over
the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval (−0.15, 0.30) using
estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of 0.02
with values ranging over (−0.29, 0.33), LDRL 0.07 (−0.15, 0.29), and FDML
0.09 (−0.05, 0.23). The causal direction of hand-distance (D) on hand-selection
(H) is neutral (4 estimators) with the tendency positive.

• Ah2: Increasing the variable object-volume (OV) from 0 to 0.001 (e.g. from
spoon to glass) causes an increase of −0.15 in the expected value of the outcome
hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over
interval (−0.46, 0.15) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML
reports a change of −0.08 with values ranging over (−0.30, 0.13), LDRL 0.17
(−0.40, 0.05), and FDML −0.20 (−0.41, 0.01). The causal direction of object-
volume (OV) on hand-selection (S) is neutral (4 estimators) with the tendency
negative.

• Ah3: Modulating the variable surface-sliding (SS) from false to true (e.g. table
to drawer) causes a change of −0.07 in the expected value of the outcome
hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over
interval (−0.20, 0.06) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML
reports a change of −0.09 with values ranging over (−0.57, 0.39), LDRL −0.11
(−0.32, 0.09), and FDML −0.03 (−0.38, 0.32). The causal direction of surface-
sliding (SS) on hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with the tendency
negative.
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• Ah4: Modulating the variable surface-inside (SC) from false to true (e.g. from
a sink-area to a fridge) causes a change of 0.52 in the expected value of the
outcome hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes rang-
ing over interval (0.40, 0.64) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator
LDML reports a change of 0.19 with values ranging over (0.01, 0.38), LDRL 0.52
(0.42, 0.62), and FDML 0.24 (0.04, 0.44). The causal direction of surface-inside
(SC) on hand-selection (H) is positive (4 estimators).

• Ah6: Modulating the variable object-category (O) from milk to bowl causes a
change of 0.02 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection (H) over
the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval (−0.25, 0.28) using
estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of 1.64 with
values ranging over (−1.07, 3.80), LDRL 0.07 (−0.19, 0.33), and FDML 0.59
(−0.16, 1.34). The causal direction of object-category (O) on hand-selection
(H) is neutral (4 estimators) with the tendency positive.

• Ah7: Modulating the variable surface-category (S) from table to fridge-shelf
causes a change of 0.06 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection
(H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval (−0.24,
0.36) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change
of −4.50 with values ranging over (−6.51,−2.49), LDRL −0.12 (−0.75, 0.51),
and FDML −0.07 (−1.18, 1.04). The causal direction of surface-category (S) on
hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with the tendency negative.

The previous paragraphs concerned the question “Does X cause Y?”. In what follows,
the concern is explaining change by inspecting the sensitivities of the effects “How
does X influence Y?.” This is addressed by interpreting a given effect with a tree
structure.

Each effect reported in Table 6.2 has a corresponding tree structure interpreting the
sensibility of the effect in Figure 6.4. The last column of the table references the
figure presenting the sensitivity of the given effect.

The tree structure ranks the factors according how sensible a given effect is. The more
sensible an effect is to a given factor, the higher up a factor appears in the tree. Hence,
the root node of a tree indicates the primary factor driving an effect. For instance, the
tree of Figure 6.4a shows that the effect of hand-distance on hand-selection (h1) is
sensible to object-category (root node in the tree), more than it is w.r.t. object-volume
and surface-sliding as these appear ranked lower in the tree. Nonetheless, because
the tree is limited in-depth, the three factors are relevant in explaining the sensibility
of the effect.
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object-category <= 1.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.075 (-0.187, 0.337)

CATE std
0.085

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 37
CATE mean

0.187 (-0.065, 0.439)
CATE std

0.025

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 347

CATE mean
0.063 (-0.2, 0.327)

CATE std
0.08

False

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.2 (-0.071, 0.471)
CATE std

0.009

samples = 8
CATE mean

0.142 (-0.022, 0.306)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 83
CATE mean

0.133 (-0.229, 0.495)
CATE std

0.098

samples = 264
CATE mean

0.041 (-0.182, 0.265)
CATE std

0.059

(a) The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection
(h1) is sensible to object-category in the positive
direction.

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.153 (-0.609, 0.303),
-0.154 (-0.761, 0.452)

CATE std
0.171, 0.325

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
-0.233 (-0.795, 0.329),
-0.01 (-0.498, 0.478)

CATE std
0.161, 0.147

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
0.0 (-0.003, 0.003),

-0.434 (-1.22, 0.353)
CATE std
0.0, 0.388

False

samples = 110
CATE mean

-0.147 (-0.958, 0.664),
0.153 (-0.55, 0.856)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 143
CATE mean

-0.298 (-0.529, -0.068),
-0.135 (-0.339, 0.068)

CATE std
0.189, 0.044

samples = 82
CATE mean

0.0 (-0.0, 0.0),
-0.134 (-0.244, -0.024)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 49
CATE mean

0.001 (-0.004, 0.006),
-0.935 (-2.213, 0.343)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(b) The effect of object-volume on hand-selection
(h2) is sensible to surface-sliding in the negative
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.072 (-0.241, 0.098)

CATE std
0.111

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.014 (-0.139, 0.112)

CATE std
0.034

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
-0.143 (-0.355, 0.068)

CATE std
0.13

False

samples = 84
CATE mean

0.012 (-0.101, 0.126)
CATE std

0.016

samples = 128
CATE mean

-0.031 (-0.163, 0.102)
CATE std

0.032

samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.026 (-0.054, 0.003)
CATE std

0.016

samples = 90
CATE mean

-0.25 (-0.541, 0.041)
CATE std

0.091

(c) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection
(h3) is sensible to surface-inside in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.52 (0.394, 0.647)

CATE std
0.125

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 192

CATE mean
0.579 (0.464, 0.695)

CATE std
0.106

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 192

CATE mean
0.462 (0.324, 0.599)

CATE std
0.114

False

samples = 67
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0.685 (0.55, 0.819)
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0.523 (0.419, 0.626)
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samples = 63
CATE mean

0.377 (0.269, 0.485)
CATE std

0.017

samples = 129
CATE mean

0.503 (0.353, 0.652)
CATE std

0.119

(d) The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection
(h4) is sensible to hand-distance in the positive
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.016 (-0.334, 0.367), 0.074 (-0.233, 0.381),
0.362 (0.015, 0.71), 0.222 (-0.109, 0.553),

0.115 (-0.191, 0.422)
CATE std

0.227, 0.219, 0.254, 0.419, 0.173

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.106 (-0.5, 0.289), -0.053 (-0.357, 0.251),
0.441 (0.086, 0.796), -0.025 (-0.353, 0.303),

0.048 (-0.232, 0.329)
CATE std

0.209, 0.184, 0.262, 0.276, 0.18

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
0.166 (-0.121, 0.454), 0.231 (-0.08, 0.541),
0.265 (-0.072, 0.603), 0.527 (0.191, 0.862),

0.197 (-0.138, 0.532)
CATE std

0.143, 0.146, 0.206, 0.362, 0.12

False

samples = 110
CATE mean

0.024 (-0.221, 0.268), 0.102 (-0.045, 0.249),
0.676 (0.489, 0.863), 0.211 (0.016, 0.406),

0.173 (0.026, 0.32)
CATE std

0.023, 0.041, 0.096, 0.065, 0.023

samples = 102
CATE mean

-0.246 (-0.754, 0.263), -0.219 (-0.63, 0.191),
0.188 (-0.286, 0.661), -0.279 (-0.707, 0.148),

-0.086 (-0.461, 0.289)
CATE std

0.229, 0.123, 0.096, 0.171, 0.18

samples = 82
CATE mean

0.053 (-0.098, 0.204), 0.132 (-0.011, 0.275),
0.065 (-0.056, 0.186), 0.278 (0.176, 0.38),

0.094 (-0.0, 0.188)
CATE std

0.044, 0.031, 0.042, 0.051, 0.028

samples = 90
CATE mean

0.27 (-0.101, 0.64), 0.32 (-0.087, 0.727),
0.448 (-0.004, 0.9), 0.753 (0.3, 1.206),

0.291 (-0.163, 0.746)
CATE std

0.121, 0.152, 0.098, 0.374, 0.091

(e) The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to
surface-inside in the positive direction.

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 371

CATE mean
0.06 (-0.335, 0.454), 0.019 (-0.366, 0.405),

0.088 (-0.515, 0.691), -0.017 (-0.397, 0.363),
0.034 (-0.324, 0.392), -0.169 (-0.578, 0.24)

CATE std
0.23, 0.245, 0.355, 0.223, 0.256, 0.322

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 164

CATE mean
-0.087 (-0.449, 0.276), -0.132 (-0.481, 0.218),
-0.184 (-0.817, 0.449), -0.149 (-0.475, 0.178),
-0.129 (-0.466, 0.209), -0.351 (-0.717, 0.015)

CATE std
0.099, 0.119, 0.171, 0.092, 0.126, 0.229

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 207

CATE mean
0.176 (-0.242, 0.593), 0.139 (-0.273, 0.551),
0.304 (-0.275, 0.882), 0.088 (-0.33, 0.506),

0.163 (-0.211, 0.537), -0.024 (-0.465, 0.416)
CATE std

0.238, 0.253, 0.312, 0.241, 0.26, 0.312

False

samples = 83
CATE mean

-0.034 (-0.233, 0.166), -0.067 (-0.269, 0.135),
-0.156 (-0.712, 0.399), -0.094 (-0.273, 0.085),
-0.08 (-0.318, 0.158), -0.152 (-0.332, 0.027)

CATE std
0.04, 0.049, 0.16, 0.047, 0.084, 0.075

samples = 81
CATE mean

-0.141 (-0.616, 0.333), -0.198 (-0.651, 0.255),
-0.213 (-0.916, 0.49), -0.205 (-0.633, 0.223),

-0.179 (-0.594, 0.236), -0.555 (-1.043, -0.067)
CATE std

0.111, 0.133, 0.177, 0.094, 0.142, 0.136

samples = 119
CATE mean

0.039 (-0.302, 0.38), -0.003 (-0.318, 0.312),
0.203 (-0.343, 0.748), -0.053 (-0.368, 0.263),
0.021 (-0.29, 0.332), -0.248 (-0.608, 0.112)

CATE std
0.022, 0.012, 0.139, 0.001, 0.012, 0.036

samples = 88
CATE mean

0.36 (-0.143, 0.863), 0.331 (-0.184, 0.847),
0.44 (-0.18, 1.061), 0.278 (-0.247, 0.803),
0.354 (-0.092, 0.8), 0.278 (-0.252, 0.809)

CATE std
0.271, 0.293, 0.413, 0.271, 0.307, 0.26

(f) The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to
object-volume in the positive and negative directions.

Figure6.4: The sensitivities for hand-selection in Person A. Each tree interprets the sensitivity
of an effect reported in Table 6.2. Common across these trees is the evidence ds-1 and the
estimator FDRL with a depth limit of 2.
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The color of a node in the tree indicates the direction in which a factor impacts a given
effect. The color green indicates a positive change in the outcome, red a negative,
and white a neutral. The root node in the tree of Figure 6.4a shows object-category
in green, indicating the factor has a positive impact on the relationship between
hand-distance and hand-selection (drives positive change in the expected outcome).

The tree structure is limited to depth 2 and constructed with the estimator imposing
the least assumptions in the estimation process (i.e. FDRL).

The sensibilities for the effects reported in Table 6.2 presented in Figure 6.4 indicate
the following1:

• Ah1: The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection (h1) is sensible to object-
category in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.4a.

• Ah2: The effect of object-volume on hand-selection (h2) is sensible to surface-
sliding in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.4a.

• Ah3: The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection (h3) is sensible to surface-
inside in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.4c.

• Ah4 The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection (h4) is sensible to hand-
distance in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.4d.

• Ah6 The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to surface-
inside in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.4e.

• Ah7 The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to object-
volume in the positive and negative direction shown in Figure 6.4f.

This concludes reporting the change on hand-selection using dataset ds-1 (Person A).
The next section addresses hand-distance.

The Effects on Hand-Distance (Group 2)

The next group of estimates describe the effects on hand-distance instead of hand-
selection covered in the previous section. These are hypotheses h8 to h13 in the
causal graph in Figure 6.3.

The estimates on dataset ds-1 for group-2 shown in Table 6.3 report:

1Note, only the highest-ranked factor in the tree is considered in summary (i.e., the root node).
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Type: What Samples Estimator Est. Effect Conf. Inter. Sensitivity

Ah8 384 LDML -0.22 (-0.45,0.01) Figure 6.5a

LDRL -0.25 (-0.52,0.02)

CFDML -0.28 (-0.53,-0.02)

FDRL -0.36 (-0.67,-0.04)

Ah9 384 LDML -0.41 (-1.56,0.73) Figure 6.5b

LDRL -0.40 (-0.51,-0.30)

CFDML -0.83 (-1.25,-0.41)

FDRL -0.40 (-0.53,-0.27)

Ah10 384 LDML 0.33 (0.01,0.66) Figure 6.5c

LDRL 0.31 (0.20,0.42)

CFDML 0.46 (0.24,0.68)

FDRL 0.30 (0.16,0.44)

Ah12 384 LDML 1.08 (-2.28,4.43) Figure 6.5d

LDRL -0.19 (-0.50,0.11)

CFDML -0.61 (-3.35,2.12)

FDRL -0.22 (-0.53,0.09)

Ah13 371 LDML -1.34 (-3.77,1.10) Figure 6.5e

LDRL 0.55 (0.32,0.78)

CFDML -0.22 (-1.14,0.70)

FDRL 0.53 (0.26,0.80)

Table 6.3: The type-what inferences for factors potentially affecting hand-distance in Person
A. The framework estimates these effects with inferences of type what targeting hypotheses
h8 to h13 on observational evidence ds-1 (384 samples).
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• Ah8: Increasing the variable object-volume (OV) from 0.002 to 0.001 (size of
a spoon to of a glass) causes an increase of −0.36 in the expected value of
the outcome hand-distance (D) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes
ranging over interval (−0.67,−0.04) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly,
estimator LDML reports a change of −0.22 with values ranging over (−0.45,
0.01), LDRL −0.25 (−0.52, 0.02), and FDML −0.28 (−0.53,−0.02). The causal
direction of object-volume (OV) on hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators)
with tendency negative.

• Ah9: Modulating the variable surface-sliding (SS) from false to true (e.g. sink-
surface to drawer) causes a change of −0.40 in the expected value of the
outcome hand-distance (D) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging
over interval (−0.53,−0.27) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator
LDML reports a change of −0.41 with values ranging over (−1.56, 0.73), LDRL
−0.40 (−0.51,−0.30), and FDML −0.83 (−1.25,−0.41). The causal direction of
surface-sliding (D) on hand-distance (D) is negative (3 estimators) and neutral
(1 estimator).

• Ah10: Modulating the variable surface-inside (SC) from false to true (e.g. table
to fridge) causes a change of 0.30 in the expected value of the outcome hand-
selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval
(0.16, 0.44) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a
change of 0.33 with values ranging over (0.01, 0.66), LDRL 0.31 (0.20, 0.42),
and FDML 0.46 (0.24, 0.68). The causal direction of surface-inside (SC) on
hand-distance (D) is positive (4 estimators).

• Ah12: Modulating the variable object-category (O) from milk to bowl causes
a change of −0.22 in the expected value of the outcome hand-distance (D)
over the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval (−0.53, 0.09)
using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of
1.08 with values ranging over (−2.28, 4.43), LDRL −0.19 (−0.50, 0.11), and
FDML −0.61 (−3.35, 2.12). The causal direction of object-category (O)) on
hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency negative.

• Ah13: Modulating the variable surface-category (S) from table to fridge causes
a change of 0.53 in the expected value of the outcome hand-distance (D) over
the data distribution ds-1 with changes ranging over interval (0.26, 0.80) using
estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of −1.34
with values ranging over (−3.77, 1.10), LDRL 0.55 (0.32, 0.78), and FDML −0.22
(−1.14, 0.70). The causal direction of surface-category (S) on hand-distance
(D) is positive (2 estimator), neutral (2 estimators) with tendency negative.
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The previous paragraphs report the effects a set of factors has on hand-distance. In
what follows, the concern is explaining effects by clarifying the underlying sensibilities
using the tree structures shown in Figure 6.5.

The sensibilities for the effects reported in Table 6.3 presented in Figure 6.5 indicate
the following:

• Ah8: The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection (h8) is sensible to surface-
sliding in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.5a.

• Ah9: The effect of object-size on hand-selection (h9) is sensible to surface-inside
in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.5b.

• Ah10: The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection (h10) is sensible to surface-
sliding in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.5c.

• Ah12: The effect of hand-dominance on hand-selection (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.5d.

• Ah13: The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h13) is sensible to hand-
selection in the positive and negative directions shown in Figure 6.5e.

This concludes the report for the second group of estimates that relate to hand-
distance in person A.

6.2.2 What and Why on Hand-Behavior (Person B)

Following the previous section, the effects on hand-selection are reported first (group-
1), followed by those on hand-distance (group-2). The key difference with the
previous section is that inferences are drawn on the behavior of Person B, i.e., dataset
ds-2. This collection of data contains fewer examples than dataset ds-1.

The Effects on Hand-Selection (Group 1)

Table 6.4 reports the estimates on hand-selection for person B, and Figure 6.4 presents
the corresponding sensibilities of the effects.

The estimates on dataset ds-2 for group-1 shown in Table 6.4 report:
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surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.355 (-0.682, -0.029),
-0.424 (-0.647, -0.202)

CATE std
0.082, 0.208

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
-0.346 (-0.698, 0.006),
-0.31 (-0.549, -0.07)

CATE std
0.1, 0.164

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
-0.373 (-0.645, -0.101),
-0.645 (-0.831, -0.46)

CATE std
0.006, 0.018

False

samples = 212
CATE mean

-0.371 (-0.754, 0.012),
-0.379 (-0.637, -0.121)

CATE std
0.09, 0.051

samples = 41
CATE mean

-0.22 (-0.3, -0.141),
0.047 (-0.049, 0.142)

CATE std
0.025, 0.022

samples = 7
CATE mean

-0.397 (-0.6, -0.193),
-0.57 (-0.771, -0.369)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 124
CATE mean

-0.372 (-0.647, -0.097),
-0.65 (-0.834, -0.465)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(a) The effect of object-volume on hand-distance
(h8) is sensible to surface-sliding in the negative
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.4 (-0.54, -0.261)

CATE std
0.318

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.216 (-0.34, -0.092)

CATE std
0.106

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
-0.628 (-0.784, -0.471)

CATE std
0.344

False

samples = 84
CATE mean

-0.126 (-0.267, 0.015)
CATE std

0.062

samples = 128
CATE mean

-0.275 (-0.386, -0.164)
CATE std

0.084

samples = 41
CATE mean

-0.042 (-0.201, 0.117)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 131
CATE mean

-0.811 (-0.967, -0.655)
CATE std

0.121

(b) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-distance
(h9) is sensible to surface-inside in the negative
direction.

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.301 (0.157, 0.445)

CATE std
0.283

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
0.461 (0.316, 0.606)

CATE std
0.213

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
-0.008 (-0.148, 0.133)

CATE std
0.05

False

samples = 42
CATE mean

0.008 (-0.122, 0.137)
CATE std

0.033

samples = 211
CATE mean

0.551 (0.403, 0.7)
CATE std

0.071

samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.045 (-0.198, 0.108)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 49
CATE mean

0.055 (-0.062, 0.172)
CATE std

0.011

(c) The effect of surface-inside on hand-distance (h10) is
sensible to surface-sliding in the positive direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.221 (-0.644, 0.203), -0.217 (-0.529, 0.095),
-0.146 (-0.51, 0.219), -0.498 (-0.83, -0.167),

-0.025 (-0.307, 0.256)
CATE std

0.095, 0.191, 0.332, 0.241, 0.179

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 121

CATE mean
-0.188 (-0.632, 0.255), -0.04 (-0.398, 0.318),
-0.087 (-0.564, 0.39), -0.16 (-0.554, 0.235),

0.121 (-0.245, 0.487)
CATE std

0.017, 0.051, 0.073, 0.064, 0.061

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 263

CATE mean
-0.235 (-0.65, 0.179), -0.298 (-0.586, -0.01),

-0.173 (-0.471, 0.126), -0.654 (-0.952, -0.356),
-0.093 (-0.326, 0.14)

CATE std
0.111, 0.177, 0.395, 0.078, 0.176

False

samples = 46
CATE mean

-0.211 (-0.268, -0.153), -0.099 (-0.268, 0.07),
-0.173 (-0.209, -0.136), -0.233 (-0.272, -0.193),

0.048 (-0.086, 0.181)
CATE std

0.004, 0.004, 0.001, 0.006, 0.003

samples = 75
CATE mean

-0.175 (-0.736, 0.386), -0.004 (-0.439, 0.432),
-0.034 (-0.64, 0.571), -0.115 (-0.616, 0.385),

0.166 (-0.287, 0.619)
CATE std

0.001, 0.026, 0.036, 0.036, 0.024

samples = 99
CATE mean

-0.342 (-0.972, 0.288), -0.443 (-0.845, -0.041),
-0.653 (-1.077, -0.229), -0.692 (-1.149, -0.236),

-0.258 (-0.587, 0.071)
CATE std

0.102, 0.217, 0.207, 0.045, 0.188

samples = 164
CATE mean

-0.171 (-0.359, 0.017), -0.21 (-0.398, -0.023),
0.117 (-0.069, 0.304), -0.631 (-0.761, -0.5),

0.006 (-0.142, 0.154)
CATE std

0.05, 0.036, 0.027, 0.085, 0.044

(d) The effect of object-category on hand-distance (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 371

CATE mean
0.529 (0.177, 0.881), -0.35 (-0.687, -0.013),
-1.4 (-7.515, 4.716), -0.052 (-0.36, 0.256),

0.032 (-0.291, 0.355), 0.075 (-0.276, 0.425)
CATE std

0.223, 0.187, 3.18, 0.187, 0.183, 0.235

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 111

CATE mean
0.368 (-0.116, 0.852), -0.527 (-1.001, -0.053),

-5.07 (-16.23, 6.09), -0.21 (-0.631, 0.211),
-0.147 (-0.569, 0.276), -0.199 (-0.634, 0.237)

CATE std
0.058, 0.128, 3.804, 0.133, 0.149, 0.134

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 260

CATE mean
0.598 (0.32, 0.875), -0.274 (-0.531, -0.017),
0.167 (-0.267, 0.602), 0.016 (-0.229, 0.26),
0.108 (-0.162, 0.377), 0.191 (-0.116, 0.498)

CATE std
0.232, 0.154, 0.21, 0.165, 0.139, 0.16

False

samples = 45
CATE mean

0.415 (0.107, 0.723), -0.373 (-0.551, -0.195),
-0.481 (-2.805, 1.844), -0.051 (-0.246, 0.145),

0.033 (-0.139, 0.205), -0.037 (-0.26, 0.186)
CATE std

0.064, 0.011, 0.004, 0.012, 0.02, 0.009

samples = 66
CATE mean

0.336 (-0.238, 0.909), -0.632 (-1.229, -0.035),
-8.199 (-22.544, 6.146), -0.319 (-0.841, 0.203),

-0.269 (-0.798, 0.26), -0.309 (-0.843, 0.226)
CATE std

0.018, 0.02, 0.434, 0.02, 0.013, 0.017

samples = 97
CATE mean

0.739 (0.37, 1.108), -0.114 (-0.522, 0.294),
0.436 (-0.274, 1.146), 0.188 (-0.187, 0.563),
0.264 (-0.159, 0.687), 0.362 (-0.106, 0.831)

CATE std
0.28, 0.148, 0.059, 0.156, 0.11, 0.138

samples = 163
CATE mean

0.514 (0.309, 0.718), -0.37 (-0.448, -0.292),
0.008 (-0.03, 0.045), -0.087 (-0.194, 0.021),
0.015 (-0.084, 0.113), 0.089 (-0.052, 0.231)

CATE std
0.143, 0.02, 0.013, 0.026, 0.015, 0.041

(e) The effect of surface-category on hand-distance (h13) is sensible to
hand-selection in the positive and negative direction.

Figure 6.5: The sensitivities for hand-distance in Person A. Each tree interprets the sensitivity
of an effect reported in Table 6.3. Common across these trees is the evidence ds-1 and the
estimator FDRL with a depth limit of 2.
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Type: What Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. Sensitivity

h1 : (A → H ) 174 LDML -0.17 (-0.54,0.21) Figure 6.6a

LDRL -0.16 (-0.51,0.20)

CFDML -0.14 (-0.38,0.09)

FDRL -0.17 (-0.48,0.14)

h2 : (A → H ) 166 LDML -0.09 (-0.43,0.24) Figure 6.6b

LDRL -0.16 (-0.49,0.17)

CFDML -0.12 (-0.43,0.18)

FDRL -0.10 (-0.39,0.20)

h3 : (A → H ) 174 LDML 0.22 (-0.58,1.01) Figure 6.6c

LDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22)

CFDML -0.11 (-0.87,0.66)

FDRL 0.04 (-0.13,0.22)

h4 : (A → H ) 174 LDML 0.33 (-0.45,1.12) Figure 6.6d

LDRL 0.06 (-0.11,0.22)

CFDML 0.01 (-0.74,0.76)

FDRL 0.08 (-0.09,0.26)

h6 : (A → H ) 166 LDML -2.22 (-6.81,2.38) Figure 6.6e

LDRL -0.07 (-0.23,0.08)

CFDML 0.23 (-3.83,4.30)

FDRL -0.12 (-0.28,0.05)

h7 : (A → H ) 158 LDML -1.14 (-6.03,3.76) Figure 6.6f

LDRL -0.14 (-0.41,0.14)

CFDML -0.70 (-3.53,2.13)

FDRL -0.00 (-0.18,0.17)

Table 6.4: The type-what inferences for factors potentially affecting hand-selection in
Person B. The framework provide these effects for hypotheses h1 to h7 on observational
evidence ds-2 (174 samples).
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• Ah1: Increasing the variable hand-distance (D) from close to far causes an
increase of −0.17 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection (H)
over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval (−0.48,
0.14) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change
of −0.17 with values ranging over (−0.54, 0.21), LDRL −0.16 (−0.51, 0.20),
and FDML −0.14 (−0.38, 0.09). The causal direction of hand-distance (D) on
hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency negative.

• Ah2: Increasing the variable object-volume (OV) from 0.003 to 0.007 (size of
a spoon to of a glass) causes an increase of −0.10 in the expected value of
the outcome hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 with changes
ranging over interval (−0.39, 0.20) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly,
estimator LDML reports a change of −0.09 with values ranging over (−0.43,
0.24), LDRL −0.16 (−0.49, 0.17), and FDML −0.12 (−0.43, 0.18). The causal
direction of object-volume (OV) on hand-selection (S) is neutral (4 estimators)
with tendency negative.

• Ah3: Modulating the variable surface-sliding (SS) from false to true (e.g. sink-
surface to drawer) causes a change of 0.04 in the expected value of the outcome
hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over
interval (−0.13, 0.22) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML
reports a change of 0.22 with values ranging over (−0.58, 1.01), LDRL 0.06
(−0.10, 0.22), and FDML −0.11 (−0.87, 0.66). The causal direction of surface-
sliding (SS) on hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency
positive.

• Ah4: Modulating the variable surface-inside (SC) from false to true (e.g. table
to drawer) causes a change of 0.08 in the expected value of the outcome hand-
selection (H) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval
(−0.09, 0.26) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a
change of 0.33 with values ranging over (−0.45, 1.12), LDRL 0.06 (−0.11, 0.22),
and FDML 0.01 (−0.74, 0.76). The causal direction of surface-inside (SC) on
hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency positive.

• Ah6: Modulating the variable object-category (O) from bowl to cereal-carton
causes a change of −0.12 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection
(H) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval (−0.28,
0.05) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change
of −2.22 with values ranging over (−6.81, 2.38), LDRL −0.07 (0.23, 0.08), and
FDML 0.23 (−3.83, 4.30). The causal direction of object-category (O) on hand-
selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency negative.
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• Ah7: Modulating the variable surface-category (S) from table to drawer causes
a change of −0.00 in the expected value of the outcome hand-selection (H)
over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval (−0.18, 0.17)
using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of
−1.14 with values ranging over (−6.03, 3.76), LDRL −0.14 (−0.41, 0.14), and
FDML −0.70 (−3.53, 2.13). The causal direction of surface-category (S) on
hand-selection (H) is neutral (4 estimators) with a tendency negative.

Figure 6.6 shows the sensitivities for the effects reported in Table 6.4. Each effect
has a corresponding tree interpreting its sensibility concerning factors of the study.
The root node of the tree hints at the primary driver of a given effect. The color of
the nodes indicates the direction in which the factor drives change in the outcome,
green for positive changes in the outcome, red for negative, and white for neutral.

The sensibilities for the effects reported in Table 6.5 presented in Figure 6.6 indicate:

• Ah1: The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection (h1) is sensible to object-
category in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.6a.

• Ah2: The effect of object-size on hand-selection (h2) is sensible to hand-distance
in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.6b.

• Ah3: The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection (h3) is sensible to object-
volume in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.6c.

• Ah4: The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection (h4) is sensible to object-
volume in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.6d.

• Ah6: The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to hand-
distance in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.6e.

• Ah7: The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to object-
volume in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.6f.

This concludes by reporting the effects on hand-selection for person B involving
dataset ds-2. The next section concerns change in hand-distance.

The Effects on Hand-Distance (Group 2)

The effects covered in this section involve those potentially influencing hand-distance
in Person B. Hypotheses h8 to h13 are covered.
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object-category <= 2.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
-0.174 (-0.489, 0.141)

CATE std
0.139

surface-category <= 6.5
samples = 72
CATE mean

-0.308 (-0.619, 0.003)
CATE std

0.107

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 102

CATE mean
-0.079 (-0.397, 0.239)

CATE std
0.058

False

samples = 48
CATE mean

-0.368 (-0.705, -0.032)
CATE std

0.079

samples = 24
CATE mean

-0.187 (-0.439, 0.064)
CATE std

0.013

samples = 60
CATE mean

-0.126 (-0.448, 0.197)
CATE std

0.021

samples = 42
CATE mean

-0.013 (-0.325, 0.298)
CATE std

0.0

(a) The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection
(h1) is sensible to object-category in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.096 (-0.401, 0.209),

0.171 (-0.139, 0.48)
CATE std

0.259, 0.024

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 84
CATE mean

0.102 (-0.249, 0.453),
0.174 (-0.181, 0.529)

CATE std
0.223, 0.008

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.298 (-0.547, -0.049),
0.167 (-0.087, 0.421)

CATE std
0.063, 0.033

False

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.064 (-0.426, 0.298),
0.168 (-0.256, 0.592)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 30
CATE mean

0.401 (0.07, 0.733),
0.185 (0.012, 0.358)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.344 (-0.543, -0.144),
0.191 (-0.093, 0.475)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 28
CATE mean

-0.211 (-0.535, 0.113),
0.121 (-0.061, 0.304)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(b) The effect of object-volume on hand-selection
(h2) is sensible to hand-distance in the positive
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.041 (-0.135, 0.216)

CATE std
0.078

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
-0.01 (-0.181, 0.16)

CATE std
0.03

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.138 (-0.047, 0.323)
CATE std

0.042

False

samples = 58
CATE mean

-0.038 (-0.215, 0.139)
CATE std

0.014

samples = 56
CATE mean

0.018 (-0.146, 0.182)
CATE std

0.002

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.181 (-0.001, 0.363)
CATE std

0.008

samples = 31
CATE mean

0.097 (-0.091, 0.285)
CATE std

0.005

(c) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection
(h3) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.083 (-0.095, 0.262)

CATE std
0.086

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
0.03 (-0.137, 0.197)

CATE std
0.029

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.185 (-0.013, 0.383)
CATE std

0.062

False

samples = 58
CATE mean

0.003 (-0.16, 0.165)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 56
CATE mean

0.058 (-0.114, 0.23)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.248 (0.036, 0.46)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 31
CATE mean

0.126 (-0.059, 0.311)
CATE std

0.011

(d) The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection
(h4) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.115 (-0.292, 0.062), 0.026 (-0.186, 0.238),

0.068 (-0.094, 0.23)
CATE std

0.065, 0.042, 0.042

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 84
CATE mean

-0.058 (-0.271, 0.156), 0.006 (-0.213, 0.225),
0.027 (-0.123, 0.178)

CATE std
0.031, 0.041, 0.008

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.174 (-0.304, -0.043), 0.047 (-0.158, 0.252),
0.109 (-0.063, 0.282)

CATE std
0.027, 0.031, 0.012

False

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.08 (-0.304, 0.145), 0.03 (-0.212, 0.271),
0.03 (-0.151, 0.211)

CATE std
0.008, 0.029, 0.005

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.018 (-0.21, 0.174), -0.037 (-0.209, 0.134),
0.023 (-0.047, 0.092)

CATE std
0.009, 0.018, 0.009

samples = 51
CATE mean

-0.155 (-0.308, -0.003), 0.068 (-0.184, 0.32),
0.117 (-0.032, 0.266)

CATE std
0.014, 0.016, 0.005

samples = 31
CATE mean

-0.204 (-0.286, -0.121), 0.013 (-0.068, 0.094),
0.097 (-0.108, 0.302)

CATE std
0.013, 0.015, 0.009

(e) The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to hand-
distance in the negative direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 158

CATE mean
-0.004 (-0.199, 0.19), -0.033 (-0.244, 0.179),
0.042 (-0.233, 0.316), -0.082 (-0.249, 0.085),

-0.051 (-0.241, 0.138)
CATE std

0.014, 0.085, 0.077, 0.063, 0.078

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 100

CATE mean
0.001 (-0.181, 0.183), -0.02 (-0.135, 0.096),
0.091 (-0.129, 0.311), -0.08 (-0.204, 0.044),

0.006 (-0.136, 0.149)
CATE std

0.01, 0.061, 0.023, 0.075, 0.013

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 58
CATE mean

-0.014 (-0.229, 0.201), -0.055 (-0.369, 0.259),
-0.043 (-0.392, 0.306), -0.085 (-0.307, 0.137),

-0.151 (-0.402, 0.1)
CATE std

0.014, 0.111, 0.061, 0.032, 0.025

False

samples = 55
CATE mean

-0.008 (-0.215, 0.2), 0.025 (-0.062, 0.111),
0.072 (-0.157, 0.301), -0.147 (-0.256, -0.038),

-0.004 (-0.165, 0.157)
CATE std

0.0, 0.026, 0.007, 0.009, 0.001

samples = 45
CATE mean

0.012 (-0.133, 0.157), -0.074 (-0.216, 0.069),
0.114 (-0.093, 0.321), 0.001 (-0.139, 0.141),

0.019 (-0.096, 0.134)
CATE std

0.004, 0.047, 0.014, 0.021, 0.007

samples = 27
CATE mean

-0.004 (-0.165, 0.158), 0.059 (-0.223, 0.342),
-0.108 (-0.462, 0.247), -0.113 (-0.301, 0.074),

-0.125 (-0.36, 0.11)
CATE std

0.001, 0.019, 0.015, 0.011, 0.005

samples = 31
CATE mean

-0.023 (-0.276, 0.23), -0.154 (-0.493, 0.185),
0.013 (-0.331, 0.358), -0.06 (-0.309, 0.188),

-0.173 (-0.438, 0.091)
CATE std

0.014, 0.041, 0.004, 0.022, 0.007

(f) The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to object-
volume in the negative direction.

Figure 6.6: The sensitivities for hand-selection in Person B. Each tree interprets the sensi-
tivity of an effect reported in Table 6.2). Common across these trees is the evidence ds-2
and the estimator FDRL with a depth limit of 2.
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Type: What Samples Estimator Est. Effect Conf. Int. Sensitivity

Ah8 166 LDML -0.23 (-0.56,0.11) Figure 6.7a

LDRL 1.38 (-1.75,4.50)

CFDML -0.13 (-0.44,0.18)

FDRL -0.48 (-1.30,0.34)

Ah9 174 LDML -0.48 (-1.25,0.29) Figure 6.7b

LDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22)

CFDML 0.06 (-0.74,0.85)

FDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22)

Ah10 174 LDML -0.49 (-1.27,0.29) Figure 6.7c

LDRL 0.07 (-0.09,0.23)

CFDML 0.04 (-0.82,0.90)

FDRL 0.07 (-0.08,0.22)

Ah12 166 LDML -0.98 (-4.77,2.81) Figure 6.7d

LDRL -0.11 (-0.27,0.05)

CFDML 0.06 (-3.41,3.53)

FDRL -0.14 (-0.30,0.03)

Ah13 158 LDML -1.99 (-7.66,3.68) Figure 6.7e

LDRL -0.02 (-0.27,0.24)

CFDML 0.16 (-1.78,2.11)

FDRL -0.01 (-0.23,0.21)

Table 6.5: The type-what inferences on factors potentially affecting hand-distance in Person
B. The framework estimates these effects for hypotheses h8 to h13 on observational evidence
ds-2 (174 samples).
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6.2. Utility - Analysis of What and Why

The estimates derived with dataset ds-2 for group-2 shown in Table 6.5 indicate:

• Ah8: Increasing the variable object-volume (OV) from 0.003 to 0.010 (e.g. size
of a cereal-carton to tray) causes an increase of −0.48 in the expected value of
the outcome hand-distance (D) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes
ranging over interval (−1.30, 0.34) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly,
estimator LDML reports a change of −0.23 with values ranging over (−0.56,
0.11), LDRL 1.38 (−1.75, 4.50), and FDML −0.13 (−0.44, 0.18). The causal
direction of object-volume (OV) on hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators)
with tendency negative.

• Ah9: Modulating the variable surface-sliding (SS) from false to true (e.g. table
to drawer) causes a change of 0.06 in the expected value of the outcome hand-
distance (D) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval
(−0.10, 0.22) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports
a change of −0.48 with values ranging over (−1.25, 0.29), LDRL 0.06 (−0.10,
0.22), and FDML 0.06 (−0.74, 0.85). The causal direction of surface-sliding (D)
on hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency positive.

• Ah10: Modulating the variable surface-inside (SC) from false to true (e.g. table
to drawer) causes a change of 0.07 in the expected value of the outcome hand-
selection (H) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval
(−0.08, 0.22) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports
a change of −0.49 with values ranging over (−1.27, 0.29), LDRL 0.07 (−0.09,
0.23), and FDML 0.04 (−0.82, 0.90). The causal direction of surface-inside (SC)
on hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency positive.

• Ah12: Modulating the variable object-category (O) from bowl to cereal-carton
causes a change of −0.14 in the expected value of the outcome hand-distance
(D) over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval (−0.30,
0.03) using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change
of −0.98 with values ranging over (−4.77, 2.81), LDRL −0.11 (−0.27, 0.05),
and FDML 0.06 (−3.41, 3.53). The causal direction of object-category (O)) on
hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators) with tendency negative.

• Ah13: Modulating the variable surface-category (S) from table to drawer causes
a change of −0.01 in the expected value of the outcome hand-distance (D)
over the data distribution ds-2 with changes ranging over interval (−0.23, 0.21)
using estimator FDRL. Correspondingly, estimator LDML reports a change of
−1.99 with values ranging over (−7.66, 3.68), LDRL −0.02 (−0.27, 0.24), and
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FDML 0.16 (−1.78, 2.11). The causal direction of surface-category (S) on
hand-distance (D) is neutral (4 estimators) with a tendency negative.

The previous paragraphs describe the effects potentially driving hand-distance. Next,
the sensibilities of these estimates are interpreted using a tree structure shown in
Figure 6.7.

The sensibilities for the effects reported in Table 6.5 are presented in Figure 6.7 and
indicate:

• Ah8: The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection (h8) is sensible to hand-
selection in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.7a.

• Ah9: The effect of object-size on hand-selection (h9) is sensible to object-volume
in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.7b.

• Ah10: The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection (h10) is sensible to object-
volume in the positive direction shown in Figure 6.7c.

• Ah12: The effect of hand-dominance on hand-selection (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.7d.

• Ah13: The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h13) is sensible to hand-
selection in the negative direction shown in Figure 6.7e.

This concludes the report for the second group of estimates describing hand-distance
in person B.

6.3 Discussion

Overall, the framework discovered three causal relationships where confidence
intervals do not include the null. Two of them are positive (Ah4 , Ah10) and one
negative (Ah9). The interpretation of these causal discoveries is the following:

• Ah4: The causal relationship of surface-inside (SC) on hand-selection (H) is
positive for person’s A hand-behavior. In particular, modulating the surface-
inside (SC) from false to true (from a sink-area to a fridge) causes a positive
change in hand-selection (H) over the data distribution ds-1 (person A).

Modulating from a sink-area (surface-inside is false) to a fridge (surface-inside
is true) means that grasping actions in unconstrained spaces are contrasted to
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6.3. Discussion

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
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surface-inside <= 0.5
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True
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False
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samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.761 (-1.327, -0.194),
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(a) The effect of object-volume on hand-distance
(h8) is sensible to hand-selection in the negative
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
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(b) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-distance
(h9) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.
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0.003
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CATE std
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samples = 30
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0.041 (-0.104, 0.185)
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0.007

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.016 (-0.141, 0.11)
CATE std
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(c) The effect of surface-inside on hand-distance (h10) is sensible to
object-volume in the positive direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.136 (-0.31, 0.039), 0.013 (-0.2, 0.226),

0.103 (-0.065, 0.27)
CATE std

0.093, 0.056, 0.031

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 92
CATE mean
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(d) The effect of object-category on hand-distance (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction.
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CATE std
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CATE mean
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CATE std
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samples = 29
CATE mean
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CATE std
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(e) The effect of surface-category on hand-distance (h13) is sensible to
hand-selection in the positive direction.

Figure 6.7: The sensitivities for hand-distance in Person B. Each tree interprets the sensitivity
of an effect reported in Table 6.3). The evidence ds-2 and the estimator FDRL with depth
limit 2 underlie the construction of these trees.
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Chapter 6. Utility of the Framework

those in constrained spaces. For instance, the sink-area is an unconstrained
space whereas the fridge is constrained. A positive effect on hand-selection
means that grasping objects in constrained places causes person A to favor the
right hand over the left. In other words, person’s A hand behavior involves the
dominant hand to reach into difficult places such as, for instance, reaching into
the refrigerator. This causal effect agrees with intuition.

• Ah9: The causal relationship of surface-sliding (SS) on hand-distance (D) is
negative. In particular, modulating the variable surface-sliding (SS) from false
to true (e.g. from a table to a drawer) causes a negative change in hand-distance
(D) over the data distribution ds-1.

Modulating from a table to a drawer means that grasping objects placed on
non-sliding surfaces are contrasted to those that slide. For instance, the table
is an non-sliding surface (surface-sliding is false) whereas the drawer is one
that slides (surface-sliding is true). A negative effect on hand-distance means
that grasping objects on surfaces that slide causes person A to grasp targets
closer to the body than farther away. In other words, person’s A hand behavior
grasps objects close to the body when objects are located on surfaces that slide
such as, for instance, a drawer containing silverware. At first glance this effect
seemed to defy intuition, however, the effect makes sense given that pulling a
drawer (or other furniture involving sliding surfaces) brings the objects closer.
This causal effect is meaningful.

• Ah10: The causal direction of surface-inside (SC) on hand-distance (D) is
positive. In particular, modulating surface-inside (SC) from false to true (e.g.
from a table to a fridge) causes a positive change in hand-selection (H) over
the data distribution ds-1.

Modulating the context from unconstrained spaces (such as a table) to con-
strained spaces (such as a refrigerator) resulted in a positive effect. A positive
effect on hand-distance means that grasping objects in constrained places
causes person A to target objects farther away from the body than closer. In
other words, person’s A hand behavior indicates greater arm extension when
interacting with objects that are inside of containers such as, for instance,
reaching deep into the refrigerator. This causal effect also agrees with intuition.
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6.4. Concluding Remarks

6.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter assesses the framework’s utility by uncovering hand behavior under the
same conditions investigated in the previous chapter. Two collections of evidence
recording uncontrolled hand behavior are introduced in Section 6.1.2, the hypotheses
space supported by the framework is described in Section 6.1.3, and the formulation
of causal questions targeting hand behavior are given in Section 6.2. Last, the analysis
of hand behavior for persons A and B are presented in Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.2,
respectively.

Unlike the null effects derived from the validation set in the previous chapter, the
results of this chapter show that when the framework targets observational data (i.e.,
not experimentally influenced), the effects can differ from the null. The results show
positive, neutral, and negative effects across two subjects’ hand behavior. This result
confirms the framework’s capability to derive effects in all possible directions.

However, more importantly, the framework provided some confidence intervals which
do not include the null value. Meaning the framework can estimate consistently, such
that the presence of a causal effect is detectable. Consequently, the possibility of the
framework being overly insensible, hinted at in the previous chapter, is herewith
discarded.

The framework uncovered three causal relationships in hand behavior (discussed in
Section 6.3). First, grasping objects in constrained spaces favor the dominant hand
(h4). Second, targeting objects on sliding surfaces causes near-to-body grasps (h9).
Third, grasping in constrained locations causes grabs farther away from the body
(h10).

The framework’s capability to detect causal effects (confidence intervals not including
the zero) indicates that inferences from only hundreds of samples deem practical;
otherwise, the confidence intervals would all include the null value, and a low-
powered study would have been announced. This result confirms the approach can
detect non-null effects from only a few samples.

Point estimates often agree across estimators; when not, a single estimator mostly
disagrees with the rest. The estimator most frequently in disagreement is FDML,
followed by LDML, LDRL, and FDRL.

The confidence intervals show the estimator imposing linearity on the treatment
provides the widest intervals (LDML), especially when treatment is categorical confi-
dence intervals are wide. Assuming the strongest operational assumption, linearity
in treatment and heterogeneity seems inadequate because estimator FDML also
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struggles to handle these cases. Therefore, imposing either assumption (linearity
in treatment-and-heterogeneity and linearity in treatment) seems inadequate for
capturing hand behavior in table setting activities (i.e., answer the thirteen causal
questions). The narrowest confidence intervals belong to estimators assuming only
linearity on heterogeneity (case of LDRL) and those making no assumption (case of
FDRL).

Last, the sensibility analysis of the reported effects showed that the composition
of change can be interpreted. Explaining effects using tree-structures enables the
derivation of explicit rules. The tree structures employed to interpret effects are
limited in depth to keep interpretation manageable, but robots could benefit from
deeper analysis to explain intricate effects even further.
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Chapterseven

Conclusion

The following concludes the dissertation by outlining the research findings concern-
ing the aim and objectives and discussing the value and contribution. Then, the
limitations of the study and opportunities for future research follow.

This dissertation challenges the potential of a formalism that fits existing theory on
human indirect learning to enable robot analysis of human interaction in natural
settings. We set three objectives to realize our aim, namely, formalize observational
learning and a setting to challenge it (A), then verify the feasibility (B), and evaluate
the utility (C).

The contributions aiming for these objectives are the following. We formalized
observational learning in accord with the Social Cognitive Theory and established a
framework (A1). We challenged this formalism to draw inferences under conditions
people handle naturally, but machines do not (A2). We verified this formalism
addresses the challenge with an experimental study (B1) evaluating for validity (B2)
and stability (B3). We uncovered behavior by answering (C2) and explaining (C3)
causal questions (C1).

To formalize observational learning (A), we first identify a formalism. To identify
the formalism that fits the SCT we contrast this theory to the machines on two
dimensions, processing and setting, considering four machine processing approaches
and ten learning settings (in Chapter 2 Figure 2.5 shows the mismatch of human
observational setting among the machine and Figure 2.2 exhibits the missing capabil-
ities in processing approaches). To formalize observational learning following the
Social Cognitive Theory we propose structural-causal models with non-parametric
estimators. First, because this formalism enables the core inference capabilities
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identified in humans as given by SCT (causal inference, predict, adapt, imagine), and
unlike inference that rely on correlations (data-driven, theory-driven, model-driven,
instance-driven), this formalism supports a truth-preserving mechanism (identifica-
tion and adjustment) to counter confounding bias and thus enable causal inferences.
Second, it consists of a representation to encode models, a calculus to process ob-
servations, and a language to articulate inferences, which taken together, support
the acquisition process known as modeling in the SCT, where the retention process
encodes models with causal graphs, the production process manipulates models via
the calculus, the attentional and motivational process queries with the inference
language. The two arguments given above justify the formalism is in line with SCT.

Further, to study the formalism, we instantiate a framework (A1) encompassing
three components, structural-causal models, estimators, and a model. In particular,
we build the framework upon the implementation of structural-causal models from
the [SK+19] library, the estimators from the [Res19] library, and design a model
where we identify relationships in hand behavior using findings from the literature
and encode them into a causal graph (Figure 4.4). We justify the selection of four
nonparametric estimators (Figure 4.7) that offer valid confidence intervals but differ
in the operational assumption of heterogeneity. The three components that specify
the framework (defined in Sections 4.1.2.1, 4.1.2.2, 4.1.2.3), and the identification
described before, realize contribution A1.

Furthermore, to investigate the potential of the formalism (A2), we challenge the
framework with a scenario (defined in Section 4.2). The scenario follows our
characterization derived in Section 2.3 (vicarious setting). We set the scenario to
address natural activities (a table setting), leave the data as unmodified as possible
(any balance of classes, keep accidental actions in the set), consider only a few
examples (hundreds instead of thousands), and leverage partial confounding using a
model capturing only part of relevant aspects. The acquisition pipeline comprises
recording activities in virtual environments (Unreal Engine, HTC Vive), providing
robots with access to virtual activites (Figure 4.11), and extracting events via queries
(Figure 4.12). The dataset recording natural interactions in virtual table settings (ds-
1) have been used to study human-object arrangement in kitchen scenarios published
in [PWYB18]. Taken together, the framework (A1) and the scenario that challenges
the proper functioning of the framework (A2) realize objective A.

To evaluate the feasibility of the approach (B), we establish a validation set (B1), we
verify the validity (B2) and stability of the inferences (B3). First, we verify validity
with an experimental study (B1) targeting a subject’s hand behavior (experimental
procedure 5.1.1, setup 5.1.2, data 5.1.3). Second, we verify multiple hypotheses
(Sections 5.2.2) with results indicating the framework derives valid effects for non-
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trivial relationships in hand-behavior limited to a few samples and a model not fully
specifying the relevant factors (B2). Third, we verify the framework’s robustness
by perturbing its stability using three strategies and assess the sensibility of infer-
ences to remain stable. The results indicate the framework shows resilience for the
three strategies refuting stability (B3). The experimental study (Section 5.1), the
verification for validity (Table 5.3), and robustness (Table 5.5) accomplish objective B.

To evaluate the approach’s utility (C), we formulate questions (C1) and use the frame-
work to uncover behavior (C2, C3). First, we formulate thirteen causal questions
(Section 6.2), target two individuals’ hand interactions performing table settings (Per-
son A and B), and employ the framework to derive causal relationships (Section 6.2.1
and Section 6.2.2, respectively). Despite the low number of examples and partial
confounding, the results indicate the framework detects three relationships which
are informative (C2). We interpret the composition of effects using tree structures
to find their explanation (C3). The thirteen questions addressing hand behavior,
their corresponding effects (Table 6.2 and Table 6.3 on Person A, Table 6.4 and
Table 6.5 on Person B), and the explanation trees (Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 on
Person A, Figure 6.6 and Figure 6.6 on Person B) contribute with objective C. Our
study reporting the effects discovered on uncontrolled hand manipulation in table
setting activities is published in [WSB22].

We believe that examining the potential of human-like observational learning for
robots, comprising the identification of a formalism in accord to human indirect
learning, establishing a framework, challenge its potential with a scenario, evaluating
the feasibility, and assessing the utility, described in this work, show signs that
the formalism can operate out of its operational design when we have broken a
foundational assumption (a model capturing only part of the relevant aspects) and
confront atypical conditions (only hundreds of samples, unbalanced classes) on a
demanding task (infer a person’s hand behavior) in the service robotics domain. To
the best of our knowledge, there is no work available yet formalizing the four core
capabilities given in SCT with structural-causal models and probing the formalism’s
potential with a natural scenario including a human being, uncontrolled behavior,
a small number of examples, a model capturing only part of relevant aspects, and
prioritizing the focus on inferences. The selected formalism covers the core inference
capabilities serving as a platform for the acquisition process (modeling in SCT), a
gap in the body of theory mentioned in Chapter 1. In principle, robots equipped
with the formalism could potentially analyze human interaction in natural conditions
(infer causal relationships), anticipate others’ behavior (predict), accommodate
past observations to different target conditions (adapt), and envision scenarios
not seen before (imagine). In practice, however, one would wonder about the
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boundaries of its applicability for two reasons. First, the formalism guarantees
bias-free inference when models capture the relevant aspects (but what if not?).
Second, the estimators typically operate with samples in thousands (but what if
not?). These two circumstances resemble conditions children manage to overcome
and therefore enforced. With our contributed proof of principle, beyond the theory,
practitioners can know that inferences do not necessarily break under such conditions.
Our evaluations indicate that even when models do not capture the relevant aspects,
and data availability is in the order of hundreds, the formalism has a chance to
operate as usual.

The proof of principle encompassing feasibility and utility renders viable. However,
viability does not necessarily transfer to other settings where varied outcomes are ex-
pected. Therefore, replicating our experimental study is necessary. An avenue worth
exploring (but left untested) is probing the potential of counterfactual reasoning
(imagine). Nonetheless, with our contributed proof of concept and value, we antici-
pate research on robot applications by testing the boundaries of a promising inference
formalism. We found that the formalism complies with indirect human learning, can
be instantiated into a framework, and the proof of principle indicates the feasibility
and utility remain uncompromised despite the challenge, which encourages further
research.
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Appendix

8.1 Data Collections

Table 8.1 summarizes three data collections, one of them is experimentally influenced
while the other two are not. The first is regarded as experimental evidence or
validation data (Ds-v), whereas the other two are referred as observational evidence
(Ds-1, Ds-2).
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User interaction Ds-1 Ds-2 Ds-v
Object (O): OV (m3) 384 174 137
Silverware 8.2 × 10−5 83 70 29
Glass 1.22 × 10−3 83 - 23
Milk 1.40 × 10−3 18 8 24
Juice 1.93 × 10−3 88 - 21
Bowl 2.40 × 10−3 19 36 16
Cereal 6.30 × 10−3 93 28 24
Tray 9.95 × 10−3 - 32 -
Surface (S): SC SS 384 174 137
DiningTable F F 12 18 -
FrdgArea T F - 1 1
FrdgDrBtmShlf T F 5 2 22
FrdgGlassShlf T T 41 - 21
IslndArea F F - 8 21
IslndDrwBtmLft T T - 16 -
LabFloor F F 5 - 2
OvenArea F F - 2 -
OvenDrwRight T T 41 16 22
SinkArea F F 11 24 1
SnkDrwLftBtm T T - - 1
SnkDrwLftMid T T 41 - 20
SnkDrwLftTop T T 41 42 25
Tray F F 184 42 -
Hand-selection (H): DO 384 174 137
Left (H0) F 121 96 64
Right (H1) T 263 78 73
Hand-distance (D): 384 174 137
Close (HDF ) 0 192 87 69
Far (HDT ) 1 192 86 68

Table 8.1: The three collections of evidence (ds-v, ds-1, ds-2) and corresponding frequencies
of occurrences for different levels of features. Abbreviation OV refers to the volume of an
object. SC corresponds to surfaces inside containers such as the refrigerator’s shelf. SS
refers to surfaces that slide, such as drawers. DO refers to hand dominance. SnkDrwLftMid
refers to the middle drawer out of three stacked one over another spatially located left of
the sink. FrdgDrBtmShlf refers to the bottom shelf on the fridge door. Last, levels T and F
abbreviate true and false.
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8.2 Validity and Stability

This section summarizes estimates obtained with the framework when providing
experimentally controlled data (ds-v). The first Table 8.2 summarizes the valida-
tion and stability described in Chapter 5. The second Table 8.3 shows the effects
corresponding to hypotheses h7 to h13 for which no particular effect can be expected.

The following tree structures present the sensibilities of effects corresponding to each
of tables presented before. The trees are constructed using the estimator LDRL with
max depth 2.
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Table 8.2: The Validity and Stability for the group of hypotheses (H) h1 to h7 on experimental
evidence ds-v at the alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to
Random Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effects Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

1 126 LDML 0.12 (-0.38,0.63) -0.06 0.01 0.11

LDRL -0.10 (-0.72,0.52) 0.03 -0.03 -0.02

CFDML 0.04 (-0.28,0.36) 0.01 0.00 0.03

FDRL -0.00 (-0.29,0.29) 0.02 0.01 0.04

2 110 LDML 0.00 (-0.64,0.64) -0.57 -0.07 -0.44

LDRL 0.09 (-0.32,0.49) -0.26 -0.01 -0.26

CFDML 0.11 (-0.29,0.50) -0.22 0.03 -0.23

FDRL 0.06 (-0.26,0.38) -0.15 0.01 -0.12

3 126 LDML -0.08 (-0.52,0.36) -0.03 0.00 -0.05

LDRL -0.04 (-0.37,0.29) -0.21 0.00 -0.18

CFDML -0.11 (-0.48,0.26) 0.01 -0.03 -0.00

FDRL -0.07 (-0.35,0.20) -0.02 0.00 -0.03

4 126 LDML 0.12 (-1.74,1.98) -0.12 0.00 -0.11

LDRL -0.09 (-0.36,0.19) -0.14 -0.06 -0.21

CFDML 0.26 (-0.57,1.09) -0.12 -0.02 -0.15

FDRL -0.07 (-0.27,0.12) -0.11 0.01 -0.11

6 122 LDML -0.66 (-3.15,1.84) -1.22 0.30 -0.86

LDRL 0.05 (-0.16,0.26) 0.06 -0.01 0.08

CFDML -0.67 (-3.97,2.63) 0.91 0.04 0.74

FDRL 0.09 (-0.07,0.25) 0.06 -0.02 0.10

7 121 LDML 3.18 (-2.52,5.88) -1.15 0.30 -2.51

LDRL 0.04 (-0.23,0.31) -0.08 -0.01 0.08

CFDML 0.97 (-1.46,3.39) 0.96 -0.15 0.61

FDRL 0.02 (-0.26,0.30) -0.08 0.03 -0.04
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Table 8.3: The Validity and Stability for the group of hypotheses (H) h7 to h13 on experimental
evidence ds-v at an alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to Random
Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

8 110 LDML -0.03 (-0.38,0.32) -0.48 0.01 -0.42

LDRL -0.15 (-0.42,0.12) -0.50 -0.00 -0.48

CFDML -0.15 (-0.45,0.15) -0.44 0.03 -0.44

FDRL -0.09 (-0.42,0.24) -0.52 0.00 -0.53

9 126 LDML -0.37 (-0.72,-0.03) -0.52 0.01 -0.43

LDRL -0.25 (-0.49,-0.00) -0.24 0.01 -0.24

CFDML -0.36 (-0.68,-0.04) -0.35 0.01 -0.32

FDRL -0.27 (-0.48,-0.06) -0.21 -0.00 -0.22

10 126 LDML -0.96 (-2.55,0.63) 0.04 -0.01 0.05

LDRL 0.41 (0.19,0.63) 0.04 -0.01 0.05

CFDML 0.69 (0.30,1.09) 0.05 0.12 -0.10

FDRL 0.41 (0.19,0.63) -0.03 -0.01 -0.03

12 122 LDML -2.41 (-5.27,0.45) -3.43 0.36 -1.64

LDRL 0.03 (-0.16,0.22) -0.02 -0.02 0.02

CFDML -0.83 (-2.46,0.79) -0.96 0.17 -0.63

FDRL 0.02 (-0.10,0.13) -0.03 0.02 0.00

13 121 LDML -1.01 (-5.79,3.16) 0.10 -0.40 -0.15

LDRL 0.29 (0.03,0.56) 0.28 -0.02 0.26

CFDML 0.01 (-0.53,0.55) 0.16 -0.09 0.09

FDRL 0.14 (-0.13,0.42) 0.23 -0.02 0.18
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surface-category <= 1.5
samples = 126

CATE mean
-0.004 (-0.294, 0.287)

CATE std
0.145

samples = 21
CATE mean

0.282 (-0.051, 0.615)
CATE std

0.036

True

surface-category <= 2.5
samples = 105

CATE mean
-0.061 (-0.342, 0.221)

CATE std
0.074

False

samples = 19
CATE mean

0.073 (-0.182, 0.329)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 86
CATE mean

-0.09 (-0.377, 0.197)
CATE std

0.043

(a) The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection
(h1) is sensible to surface-category in the positive
and negative direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 110

CATE mean
0.057 (-0.265, 0.379), -0.009 (-0.344, 0.326)

CATE std
0.197, 0.11

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 57
CATE mean

-0.122 (-0.451, 0.206), 0.092 (-0.29, 0.474)
CATE std

0.085, 0.002

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 53
CATE mean

0.25 (-0.064, 0.564), -0.117 (-0.392, 0.157)
CATE std

0.031, 0.05

False

samples = 19
CATE mean

-0.003 (-0.376, 0.371), 0.089 (-0.227, 0.405)
CATE std

0.003, 0.001

samples = 38
CATE mean

-0.182 (-0.486, 0.121), 0.093 (-0.318, 0.504)
CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 18
CATE mean

0.206 (-0.106, 0.519), -0.048 (-0.292, 0.197)
CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 35
CATE mean

0.272 (-0.043, 0.588), -0.153 (-0.443, 0.136)
CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(b) The effect of object-volume on hand-selection
(h2) is sensible to hand-distance in the positive
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 126

CATE mean
-0.075 (-0.349, 0.199)

CATE std
0.125

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

-0.196 (-0.47, 0.079)
CATE std

0.039

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

0.046 (-0.227, 0.319)
CATE std

0.029

False

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.236 (-0.539, 0.067)
CATE std

0.005

samples = 33
CATE mean

-0.159 (-0.405, 0.087)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 59
CATE mean

0.053 (-0.223, 0.329)
CATE std

0.006

samples = 4
CATE mean

-0.061 (-0.284, 0.162)
CATE std

0.02

(c) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection
(h3) is sensible to hand-distance in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 126

CATE mean
-0.072 (-0.276, 0.132)

CATE std
0.021

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

-0.056 (-0.294, 0.182)
CATE std

0.008

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

-0.088 (-0.251, 0.074)
CATE std

0.018

False

samples = 23
CATE mean

-0.047 (-0.318, 0.225)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 40
CATE mean

-0.062 (-0.278, 0.155)
CATE std

0.001

samples = 21
CATE mean

-0.063 (-0.273, 0.147)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 42
CATE mean

-0.101 (-0.233, 0.031)
CATE std

0.002

(d) The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection
(h4) is sensible to hand-distance in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 122

CATE mean
0.089 (-0.115, 0.293), 0.16 (-0.169, 0.488),

0.025 (-0.196, 0.246), 0.184 (-0.089, 0.458),
0.013 (-0.342, 0.368)

CATE std
0.057, 0.121, 0.031, 0.133, 0.223

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

0.138 (-0.128, 0.404), 0.265 (-0.098, 0.628),
0.05 (-0.165, 0.264), 0.086 (-0.249, 0.421),

0.192 (-0.208, 0.591)
CATE std

0.022, 0.044, 0.01, 0.118, 0.172

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 59
CATE mean

0.037 (-0.064, 0.138), 0.047 (-0.24, 0.334),
-0.002 (-0.229, 0.226), 0.289 (0.103, 0.476),

-0.178 (-0.478, 0.122)
CATE std

0.029, 0.06, 0.023, 0.021, 0.027

False

samples = 23
CATE mean

0.15 (-0.165, 0.465), 0.293 (-0.043, 0.628),
0.062 (-0.275, 0.399), 0.238 (-0.217, 0.693),

-0.02 (-0.471, 0.431)
CATE std

0.021, 0.042, 0.005, 0.027, 0.057

samples = 40
CATE mean

0.131 (-0.102, 0.364), 0.249 (-0.129, 0.627),
0.042 (-0.042, 0.127), -0.001 (-0.242, 0.239),

0.313 (-0.053, 0.68)
CATE std

0.019, 0.038, 0.0, 0.02, 0.065

samples = 20
CATE mean

0.071 (-0.047, 0.19), 0.129 (-0.073, 0.33),
0.03 (-0.336, 0.397), 0.26 (0.082, 0.438),

-0.141 (-0.366, 0.084)
CATE std

0.023, 0.021, 0.003, 0.001, 0.004

samples = 39
CATE mean

0.019 (-0.072, 0.11), 0.005 (-0.317, 0.328),
-0.018 (-0.114, 0.078), 0.304 (0.113, 0.495),

-0.197 (-0.529, 0.135)
CATE std

0.01, 0.01, 0.003, 0.001, 0.0

(e) The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to hand-distance
in the positive direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 121

CATE mean
0.02 (-0.28, 0.319), -0.088 (-0.393, 0.218),

-0.076 (-0.358, 0.206), -0.068 (-0.402, 0.266),
0.001 (-0.303, 0.305)

CATE std
0.198, 0.179, 0.221, 0.247, 0.302

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.203 (-0.036, 0.441), 0.07 (-0.271, 0.411),
0.141 (-0.136, 0.417), 0.171 (-0.145, 0.486),

0.287 (-0.026, 0.601)
CATE std

0.099, 0.121, 0.068, 0.083, 0.133

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 61
CATE mean

-0.16 (-0.51, 0.189), -0.242 (-0.508, 0.023),
-0.289 (-0.576, -0.002), -0.302 (-0.653, 0.049),

-0.281 (-0.576, 0.014)
CATE std

0.054, 0.032, 0.032, 0.062, 0.056

False

samples = 27
CATE mean

0.307 (-0.028, 0.643), 0.197 (-0.169, 0.563),
0.211 (-0.079, 0.502), 0.255 (-0.175, 0.685),

0.428 (0.021, 0.835)
CATE std

0.023, 0.03, 0.02, 0.028, 0.034

samples = 33
CATE mean

0.117 (0.01, 0.223), -0.034 (-0.353, 0.284),
0.083 (-0.182, 0.347), 0.101 (-0.072, 0.275),

0.172 (-0.035, 0.38)
CATE std

0.029, 0.041, 0.024, 0.036, 0.044

samples = 19
CATE mean

-0.08 (-0.477, 0.317), -0.195 (-0.412, 0.021),
-0.241 (-0.506, 0.023), -0.209 (-0.498, 0.08),

-0.199 (-0.497, 0.1)
CATE std

0.0, 0.002, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0

samples = 42
CATE mean

-0.197 (-0.522, 0.129), -0.264 (-0.549, 0.022),
-0.31 (-0.607, -0.013), -0.344 (-0.719, 0.032),

-0.318 (-0.612, -0.024)
CATE std

0.006, 0.004, 0.006, 0.004, 0.004

(f) The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to hand-distance
in the negative direction.

Figure 8.1: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 1 (h1 – h7) on dataset ds-v.
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surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 110

CATE mean
-0.09 (-0.426, 0.246),

-0.498 (-0.839, -0.156)
CATE std

0.238, 0.233

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 37
CATE mean

0.035 (-0.346, 0.416),
-0.174 (-0.363, 0.015)

CATE std
0.118, 0.015

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 73
CATE mean

-0.154 (-0.464, 0.157),
-0.662 (-1.058, -0.265)

CATE std
0.258, 0.043

False

samples = 18
CATE mean

-0.085 (-0.518, 0.348),
-0.188 (-0.392, 0.016)

CATE std
0.005, 0.005

samples = 19
CATE mean

0.149 (-0.175, 0.472),
-0.16 (-0.334, 0.013)

CATE std
0.02, 0.004

samples = 40
CATE mean

-0.388 (-0.645, -0.131),
-0.701 (-1.136, -0.266)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 33
CATE mean

0.131 (-0.235, 0.496),
-0.614 (-0.959, -0.269)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(a) The effect of object-volume on hand-distance
(h8) is sensible to surface-sliding in the negative
direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 126

CATE mean
-0.268 (-0.481, -0.055)

CATE std
0.115

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 61
CATE mean

-0.372 (-0.553, -0.191)
CATE std

0.03

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 65
CATE mean

-0.171 (-0.41, 0.068)
CATE std

0.071

False

samples = 9
CATE mean

-0.3 (-0.523, -0.076)
CATE std

0.002

samples = 52
CATE mean

-0.385 (-0.557, -0.212)
CATE std

0.001

samples = 44
CATE mean

-0.123 (-0.367, 0.122)
CATE std

0.011

samples = 21
CATE mean

-0.271 (-0.498, -0.043)
CATE std

0.021

(b) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-distance
(h9) is sensible to hand-selection in the negative
direction.

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 126

CATE mean
0.411 (0.186, 0.636)

CATE std
0.101

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 44
CATE mean

0.495 (0.22, 0.77)
CATE std

0.07

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 82
CATE mean

0.365 (0.173, 0.558)
CATE std

0.085

False

samples = 27
CATE mean

0.547 (0.266, 0.828)
CATE std

0.03

samples = 17
CATE mean

0.412 (0.146, 0.678)
CATE std

0.008

samples = 42
CATE mean

0.29 (0.08, 0.501)
CATE std

0.008

samples = 40
CATE mean

0.444 (0.272, 0.616)
CATE std

0.052

(c) The effect of surface-inside on hand-distance (h10) is sensible to
surface-sliding in the positive direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 122

CATE mean
0.017 (-0.119, 0.152), -0.034 (-0.304, 0.236),
0.186 (0.077, 0.296), -0.193 (-0.425, 0.038),

-0.085 (-0.354, 0.184)
CATE std

0.061, 0.087, 0.035, 0.176, 0.084

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 59
CATE mean

0.018 (-0.1, 0.136), 0.035 (-0.256, 0.326),
0.207 (0.102, 0.312), -0.356 (-0.597, -0.115),

-0.012 (-0.295, 0.27)
CATE std

0.035, 0.041, 0.025, 0.079, 0.064

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 63
CATE mean

0.015 (-0.135, 0.166), -0.099 (-0.346, 0.149),
0.168 (0.054, 0.281), -0.041 (-0.264, 0.182),

-0.153 (-0.409, 0.103)
CATE std

0.078, 0.066, 0.033, 0.08, 0.017

False

samples = 18
CATE mean

0.058 (-0.094, 0.209), -0.026 (-0.263, 0.211),
0.218 (0.07, 0.366), -0.29 (-0.509, -0.071),

-0.109 (-0.363, 0.146)
CATE std

0.037, 0.015, 0.026, 0.072, 0.009

samples = 41
CATE mean

0.001 (-0.099, 0.101), 0.062 (-0.251, 0.374),
0.202 (0.123, 0.28), -0.385 (-0.635, -0.135),

0.03 (-0.264, 0.324)
CATE std

0.013, 0.004, 0.023, 0.062, 0.006

samples = 25
CATE mean

0.101 (-0.111, 0.313), -0.178 (-0.422, 0.065),
0.202 (0.036, 0.368), -0.139 (-0.354, 0.076),

-0.155 (-0.304, -0.006)
CATE std

0.049, 0.016, 0.021, 0.009, 0.022

samples = 38
CATE mean

-0.041 (-0.131, 0.048), -0.046 (-0.297, 0.204),
0.145 (0.087, 0.203), 0.024 (-0.204, 0.251),

-0.152 (-0.458, 0.155)
CATE std

0.021, 0.014, 0.014, 0.003, 0.013

(d) The effect of object-category on hand-distance (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 121

CATE mean
0.143 (-0.136, 0.422), -0.159 (-0.451, 0.134),
-0.085 (-0.393, 0.223), 0.136 (-0.261, 0.533),

0.085 (-0.274, 0.444)
CATE std

0.29, 0.286, 0.328, 0.327, 0.336

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.432 (0.126, 0.737), 0.125 (-0.212, 0.461),
0.242 (-0.102, 0.585), 0.457 (0.015, 0.899),

0.42 (0.039, 0.8)
CATE std

0.048, 0.059, 0.051, 0.081, 0.054

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 61
CATE mean

-0.141 (-0.392, 0.11), -0.437 (-0.679, -0.195),
-0.407 (-0.675, -0.138), -0.18 (-0.528, 0.167),

-0.245 (-0.581, 0.092)
CATE std

0.045, 0.049, 0.054, 0.062, 0.052

False

samples = 18
CATE mean

0.373 (0.049, 0.697), 0.051 (-0.277, 0.379),
0.173 (-0.137, 0.483), 0.346 (-0.03, 0.721),

0.346 (-0.017, 0.708)
CATE std

0.028, 0.035, 0.022, 0.028, 0.02

samples = 42
CATE mean

0.457 (0.16, 0.754), 0.157 (-0.183, 0.497),
0.271 (-0.086, 0.628), 0.505 (0.037, 0.973),

0.452 (0.064, 0.839)
CATE std

0.028, 0.032, 0.025, 0.037, 0.025

samples = 21
CATE mean

-0.087 (-0.339, 0.165), -0.383 (-0.598, -0.167),
-0.339 (-0.578, -0.101), -0.103 (-0.364, 0.158),

-0.181 (-0.486, 0.124)
CATE std

0.023, 0.03, 0.023, 0.026, 0.024

samples = 40
CATE mean

-0.169 (-0.419, 0.081), -0.466 (-0.72, -0.212),
-0.442 (-0.725, -0.159), -0.221 (-0.606, 0.164),

-0.278 (-0.63, 0.074)
CATE std

0.022, 0.028, 0.022, 0.027, 0.022

(e) The effect of surface-category on hand-distance (h13) is sensible to
hand-selection in the positive and negative direction.

Figure 8.2: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 2 (h8 – h13) on dataset ds-v.
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8.3 Utility for Person A

The effects reported in this section correspond to the hand behavior of the person A,
h1 to h7 for hand-selection in Table 8.4 while h8 to h13 to hand-distance in Table 8.5.
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Table 8.4: The Validity and Stability for a group of hypotheses (H) h1 to h7 on experimental
evidence ds-1 at the alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to
Random Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effects Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

1 384 LDML 0.02 (-0.29,0.33) 0.14 -0.01 0.10

384 LDRL 0.07 (-0.15,0.29) 0.15 -0.01 0.15

384 CFDML 0.09 (-0.05,0.23) 0.17 -0.00 0.17

384 FDRL 0.08 (-0.15,0.30) 0.16 0.01 0.17

2 384 LDML -0.08 (-0.30,0.13) -0.20 -0.00 -0.19

384 LDRL -0.17 (-0.40,0.05) -0.36 -0.02 -0.33

384 CFDML -0.20 (-0.41,0.01) -0.41 -0.01 -0.41

384 FDRL -0.15 (-0.46,0.15) -0.37 -0.00 -0.25

3 384 LDML -0.09 (-0.57,0.39) 0.01 -0.01 0.01

384 LDRL -0.11 (-0.32,0.09) 0.28 0.06 0.14

384 CFDML -0.03 (-0.38,0.32) 0.09 -0.01 0.12

384 FDRL -0.07 (-0.20,0.06) 0.01 0.01 0.01

4 384 LDML 0.19 (0.01,0.38) 0.45 -0.00 0.46

384 LDRL 0.52 (0.42,0.62) 0.35 -0.01 0.32

384 CFDML 0.24 (0.04,0.44) 0.26 0.00 0.23

384 FDRL 0.52 (0.40,0.64) 0.45 -0.00 0.45

6 384 LDML 1.64 (-1.07,3.80) -0.33 0.26 -0.76

384 LDRL 0.07 (-0.19,0.33) 0.12 -0.41 0.72

384 CFDML 0.59 (-0.16,1.34) 0.70 0.06 0.67

384 FDRL 0.02 (-0.25,0.28) 0.16 0.62 0.31

7 371 LDML -4.50 (-6.51,-2.49) 0.07 0.01 -2.26

371 LDRL -0.12 (-0.75,0.51) 0.01 -0.71 0.55

371 CFDML -0.07 (-1.18,1.04) -0.20 0.13 -0.26

371 FDRL 0.06 (-0.24,0.36) -0.03 0.30 0.14
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Table 8.5: The Validity and stability for a group of hypotheses h8 to h13 on experimental
evidence ds-1 at the alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to
Random Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effects Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

8 384 LDML -0.22 (-0.45,0.01) -0.16 0.03 -0.15

384 LDRL -0.25 (-0.52,0.02) -0.27 0.00 -0.26

384 CFDML -0.28 (-0.53,-0.02) -0.27 -0.00 -0.27

384 FDRL -0.36 (-0.67,-0.04) -0.27 -0.03 -0.26

9 384 LDML -0.41 (-1.56,0.73) -0.23 -0.08 -0.31

384 LDRL -0.40 (-0.51,-0.30) -0.40 -0.01 -0.41

384 CFDML -0.83 (-1.25,-0.41) -0.85 -0.04 -0.78

384 FDRL -0.40 (-0.53,-0.27) -0.41 0.01 -0.41

10 384 LDML 0.33 (0.01,0.66) 0.18 -0.01 0.16

384 LDRL 0.31 (0.20,0.42) 0.65 0.02 0.50

384 CFDML 0.46 (0.24,0.68) 0.40 -0.01 0.34

384 FDRL 0.30 (0.16,0.44) 0.19 -0.00 0.17

12 384 LDML 1.08 (-2.28,4.43) 2.58 -2.40 3.99

384 LDRL -0.19 (-0.50,0.11) -0.26 -0.60 -0.69

384 CFDML -0.61 (-3.35,2.12) -0.10 0.16 -0.12

384 FDRL -0.22 (-0.53,0.09) -0.24 -0.64 -0.40

13 371 LDML -1.34 (-3.77,1.10) -0.01 0.30 -0.54

371 LDRL 0.55 (0.32,0.78) 0.37 0.02 0.56

371 CFDML -0.22 (-1.14,0.70) -0.04 -0.00 0.04

371 FDRL 0.53 (0.26,0.80) 0.45 -0.02 0.43
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object-category <= 1.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.075 (-0.187, 0.337)

CATE std
0.085

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 37
CATE mean

0.187 (-0.065, 0.439)
CATE std

0.025

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 347

CATE mean
0.063 (-0.2, 0.327)

CATE std
0.08

False

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.2 (-0.071, 0.471)
CATE std

0.009

samples = 8
CATE mean

0.142 (-0.022, 0.306)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 83
CATE mean

0.133 (-0.229, 0.495)
CATE std

0.098

samples = 264
CATE mean

0.041 (-0.182, 0.265)
CATE std

0.059

(a) The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection
(h1) is sensible to object-category in the positive
direction.

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.153 (-0.609, 0.303),
-0.154 (-0.761, 0.452)

CATE std
0.171, 0.325

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
-0.233 (-0.795, 0.329),
-0.01 (-0.498, 0.478)

CATE std
0.161, 0.147

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
0.0 (-0.003, 0.003),

-0.434 (-1.22, 0.353)
CATE std
0.0, 0.388

False

samples = 110
CATE mean

-0.147 (-0.958, 0.664),
0.153 (-0.55, 0.856)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 143
CATE mean

-0.298 (-0.529, -0.068),
-0.135 (-0.339, 0.068)

CATE std
0.189, 0.044

samples = 82
CATE mean

0.0 (-0.0, 0.0),
-0.134 (-0.244, -0.024)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 49
CATE mean

0.001 (-0.004, 0.006),
-0.935 (-2.213, 0.343)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(b) The effect of object-volume on hand-selection
(h2) is sensible to surface-sliding in the negative
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.072 (-0.241, 0.098)

CATE std
0.111

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.014 (-0.139, 0.112)

CATE std
0.034

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
-0.143 (-0.355, 0.068)

CATE std
0.13

False

samples = 84
CATE mean

0.012 (-0.101, 0.126)
CATE std

0.016

samples = 128
CATE mean

-0.031 (-0.163, 0.102)
CATE std

0.032

samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.026 (-0.054, 0.003)
CATE std

0.016

samples = 90
CATE mean

-0.25 (-0.541, 0.041)
CATE std

0.091

(c) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection
(h3) is sensible to surface-inside in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.52 (0.394, 0.647)

CATE std
0.125

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 192

CATE mean
0.579 (0.464, 0.695)

CATE std
0.106

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 192

CATE mean
0.462 (0.324, 0.599)

CATE std
0.114

False

samples = 67
CATE mean

0.685 (0.55, 0.819)
CATE std

0.1

samples = 125
CATE mean

0.523 (0.419, 0.626)
CATE std

0.052

samples = 63
CATE mean

0.377 (0.269, 0.485)
CATE std

0.017

samples = 129
CATE mean

0.503 (0.353, 0.652)
CATE std

0.119

(d) The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection
(h4) is sensible to hand-distance in the positive
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.016 (-0.334, 0.367), 0.074 (-0.233, 0.381),
0.362 (0.015, 0.71), 0.222 (-0.109, 0.553),

0.115 (-0.191, 0.422)
CATE std

0.227, 0.219, 0.254, 0.419, 0.173

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.106 (-0.5, 0.289), -0.053 (-0.357, 0.251),
0.441 (0.086, 0.796), -0.025 (-0.353, 0.303),

0.048 (-0.232, 0.329)
CATE std

0.209, 0.184, 0.262, 0.276, 0.18

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
0.166 (-0.121, 0.454), 0.231 (-0.08, 0.541),
0.265 (-0.072, 0.603), 0.527 (0.191, 0.862),

0.197 (-0.138, 0.532)
CATE std

0.143, 0.146, 0.206, 0.362, 0.12

False

samples = 110
CATE mean

0.024 (-0.221, 0.268), 0.102 (-0.045, 0.249),
0.676 (0.489, 0.863), 0.211 (0.016, 0.406),

0.173 (0.026, 0.32)
CATE std

0.023, 0.041, 0.096, 0.065, 0.023

samples = 102
CATE mean

-0.246 (-0.754, 0.263), -0.219 (-0.63, 0.191),
0.188 (-0.286, 0.661), -0.279 (-0.707, 0.148),

-0.086 (-0.461, 0.289)
CATE std

0.229, 0.123, 0.096, 0.171, 0.18

samples = 82
CATE mean

0.053 (-0.098, 0.204), 0.132 (-0.011, 0.275),
0.065 (-0.056, 0.186), 0.278 (0.176, 0.38),

0.094 (-0.0, 0.188)
CATE std

0.044, 0.031, 0.042, 0.051, 0.028

samples = 90
CATE mean

0.27 (-0.101, 0.64), 0.32 (-0.087, 0.727),
0.448 (-0.004, 0.9), 0.753 (0.3, 1.206),

0.291 (-0.163, 0.746)
CATE std

0.121, 0.152, 0.098, 0.374, 0.091

(e) The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to surface-
inside in the positive direction.

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 371

CATE mean
0.06 (-0.335, 0.454), 0.019 (-0.366, 0.405),

0.088 (-0.515, 0.691), -0.017 (-0.397, 0.363),
0.034 (-0.324, 0.392), -0.169 (-0.578, 0.24)

CATE std
0.23, 0.245, 0.355, 0.223, 0.256, 0.322

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 164

CATE mean
-0.087 (-0.449, 0.276), -0.132 (-0.481, 0.218),
-0.184 (-0.817, 0.449), -0.149 (-0.475, 0.178),
-0.129 (-0.466, 0.209), -0.351 (-0.717, 0.015)

CATE std
0.099, 0.119, 0.171, 0.092, 0.126, 0.229

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 207

CATE mean
0.176 (-0.242, 0.593), 0.139 (-0.273, 0.551),
0.304 (-0.275, 0.882), 0.088 (-0.33, 0.506),

0.163 (-0.211, 0.537), -0.024 (-0.465, 0.416)
CATE std

0.238, 0.253, 0.312, 0.241, 0.26, 0.312

False

samples = 83
CATE mean

-0.034 (-0.233, 0.166), -0.067 (-0.269, 0.135),
-0.156 (-0.712, 0.399), -0.094 (-0.273, 0.085),
-0.08 (-0.318, 0.158), -0.152 (-0.332, 0.027)

CATE std
0.04, 0.049, 0.16, 0.047, 0.084, 0.075

samples = 81
CATE mean

-0.141 (-0.616, 0.333), -0.198 (-0.651, 0.255),
-0.213 (-0.916, 0.49), -0.205 (-0.633, 0.223),

-0.179 (-0.594, 0.236), -0.555 (-1.043, -0.067)
CATE std

0.111, 0.133, 0.177, 0.094, 0.142, 0.136

samples = 119
CATE mean

0.039 (-0.302, 0.38), -0.003 (-0.318, 0.312),
0.203 (-0.343, 0.748), -0.053 (-0.368, 0.263),
0.021 (-0.29, 0.332), -0.248 (-0.608, 0.112)

CATE std
0.022, 0.012, 0.139, 0.001, 0.012, 0.036

samples = 88
CATE mean

0.36 (-0.143, 0.863), 0.331 (-0.184, 0.847),
0.44 (-0.18, 1.061), 0.278 (-0.247, 0.803),
0.354 (-0.092, 0.8), 0.278 (-0.252, 0.809)

CATE std
0.271, 0.293, 0.413, 0.271, 0.307, 0.26

(f) The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to object-
volume in the positive and negative direction.

Figure 8.3: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 1 (h1 – h7) on dataset ds-1.
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surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.355 (-0.682, -0.029),
-0.424 (-0.647, -0.202)

CATE std
0.082, 0.208

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
-0.346 (-0.698, 0.006),
-0.31 (-0.549, -0.07)

CATE std
0.1, 0.164

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
-0.373 (-0.645, -0.101),
-0.645 (-0.831, -0.46)

CATE std
0.006, 0.018

False

samples = 212
CATE mean

-0.371 (-0.754, 0.012),
-0.379 (-0.637, -0.121)

CATE std
0.09, 0.051

samples = 41
CATE mean

-0.22 (-0.3, -0.141),
0.047 (-0.049, 0.142)

CATE std
0.025, 0.022

samples = 7
CATE mean

-0.397 (-0.6, -0.193),
-0.57 (-0.771, -0.369)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 124
CATE mean

-0.372 (-0.647, -0.097),
-0.65 (-0.834, -0.465)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(a) The effect of object-volume on hand-distance
(h8) is sensible to surface-sliding in the negative
direction.

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.4 (-0.54, -0.261)

CATE std
0.318

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 212

CATE mean
-0.216 (-0.34, -0.092)

CATE std
0.106

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 172

CATE mean
-0.628 (-0.784, -0.471)

CATE std
0.344

False

samples = 84
CATE mean

-0.126 (-0.267, 0.015)
CATE std

0.062

samples = 128
CATE mean

-0.275 (-0.386, -0.164)
CATE std

0.084

samples = 41
CATE mean

-0.042 (-0.201, 0.117)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 131
CATE mean

-0.811 (-0.967, -0.655)
CATE std

0.121

(b) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-distance
(h9) is sensible to surface-inside in the negative
direction.

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
0.301 (0.157, 0.445)

CATE std
0.283

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 253

CATE mean
0.461 (0.316, 0.606)

CATE std
0.213

True

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 131

CATE mean
-0.008 (-0.148, 0.133)

CATE std
0.05

False

samples = 42
CATE mean

0.008 (-0.122, 0.137)
CATE std

0.033

samples = 211
CATE mean

0.551 (0.403, 0.7)
CATE std

0.071

samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.045 (-0.198, 0.108)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 49
CATE mean

0.055 (-0.062, 0.172)
CATE std

0.011

(c) The effect of surface-inside on hand-distance (h10) is sensible to
surface-sliding in the positive direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 384

CATE mean
-0.221 (-0.644, 0.203), -0.217 (-0.529, 0.095),
-0.146 (-0.51, 0.219), -0.498 (-0.83, -0.167),

-0.025 (-0.307, 0.256)
CATE std

0.095, 0.191, 0.332, 0.241, 0.179

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 121

CATE mean
-0.188 (-0.632, 0.255), -0.04 (-0.398, 0.318),
-0.087 (-0.564, 0.39), -0.16 (-0.554, 0.235),

0.121 (-0.245, 0.487)
CATE std

0.017, 0.051, 0.073, 0.064, 0.061

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 263

CATE mean
-0.235 (-0.65, 0.179), -0.298 (-0.586, -0.01),

-0.173 (-0.471, 0.126), -0.654 (-0.952, -0.356),
-0.093 (-0.326, 0.14)

CATE std
0.111, 0.177, 0.395, 0.078, 0.176

False

samples = 46
CATE mean

-0.211 (-0.268, -0.153), -0.099 (-0.268, 0.07),
-0.173 (-0.209, -0.136), -0.233 (-0.272, -0.193),

0.048 (-0.086, 0.181)
CATE std

0.004, 0.004, 0.001, 0.006, 0.003

samples = 75
CATE mean

-0.175 (-0.736, 0.386), -0.004 (-0.439, 0.432),
-0.034 (-0.64, 0.571), -0.115 (-0.616, 0.385),

0.166 (-0.287, 0.619)
CATE std

0.001, 0.026, 0.036, 0.036, 0.024

samples = 99
CATE mean

-0.342 (-0.972, 0.288), -0.443 (-0.845, -0.041),
-0.653 (-1.077, -0.229), -0.692 (-1.149, -0.236),

-0.258 (-0.587, 0.071)
CATE std

0.102, 0.217, 0.207, 0.045, 0.188

samples = 164
CATE mean

-0.171 (-0.359, 0.017), -0.21 (-0.398, -0.023),
0.117 (-0.069, 0.304), -0.631 (-0.761, -0.5),

0.006 (-0.142, 0.154)
CATE std

0.05, 0.036, 0.027, 0.085, 0.044

(d) The effect of object-category on hand-distance (h12) is sensible to
hnd-selection in the negative direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 371

CATE mean
0.529 (0.177, 0.881), -0.35 (-0.687, -0.013),
-1.4 (-7.515, 4.716), -0.052 (-0.36, 0.256),

0.032 (-0.291, 0.355), 0.075 (-0.276, 0.425)
CATE std

0.223, 0.187, 3.18, 0.187, 0.183, 0.235

object-volume <= 1.5
samples = 111

CATE mean
0.368 (-0.116, 0.852), -0.527 (-1.001, -0.053),

-5.07 (-16.23, 6.09), -0.21 (-0.631, 0.211),
-0.147 (-0.569, 0.276), -0.199 (-0.634, 0.237)

CATE std
0.058, 0.128, 3.804, 0.133, 0.149, 0.134

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 260

CATE mean
0.598 (0.32, 0.875), -0.274 (-0.531, -0.017),
0.167 (-0.267, 0.602), 0.016 (-0.229, 0.26),
0.108 (-0.162, 0.377), 0.191 (-0.116, 0.498)

CATE std
0.232, 0.154, 0.21, 0.165, 0.139, 0.16

False

samples = 45
CATE mean

0.415 (0.107, 0.723), -0.373 (-0.551, -0.195),
-0.481 (-2.805, 1.844), -0.051 (-0.246, 0.145),

0.033 (-0.139, 0.205), -0.037 (-0.26, 0.186)
CATE std

0.064, 0.011, 0.004, 0.012, 0.02, 0.009

samples = 66
CATE mean

0.336 (-0.238, 0.909), -0.632 (-1.229, -0.035),
-8.199 (-22.544, 6.146), -0.319 (-0.841, 0.203),

-0.269 (-0.798, 0.26), -0.309 (-0.843, 0.226)
CATE std

0.018, 0.02, 0.434, 0.02, 0.013, 0.017

samples = 97
CATE mean

0.739 (0.37, 1.108), -0.114 (-0.522, 0.294),
0.436 (-0.274, 1.146), 0.188 (-0.187, 0.563),
0.264 (-0.159, 0.687), 0.362 (-0.106, 0.831)

CATE std
0.28, 0.148, 0.059, 0.156, 0.11, 0.138

samples = 163
CATE mean

0.514 (0.309, 0.718), -0.37 (-0.448, -0.292),
0.008 (-0.03, 0.045), -0.087 (-0.194, 0.021),
0.015 (-0.084, 0.113), 0.089 (-0.052, 0.231)

CATE std
0.143, 0.02, 0.013, 0.026, 0.015, 0.041

(e) The effect of surface-category on hand-distance (h13) is sensible to
hand-selection in the positive and negative direction.

Figure 8.4: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 2 (h8 – h13) on dataset ds-1.
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8.4 Utility for Person B

The effects reported in this section correspond to the hand behavior of the person A,
h1 to h7 for hand-selection in Table 8.6 while h8 to h13 to hand-distance in Table 8.7.
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Table 8.6: The Validity and Stability for the group of hypotheses (H) h1 to h7 on experimental
evidence ds-2 at the alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to
Random Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

1 174 LDML -0.17 (-0.54,0.21) -0.31 0.00 -0.30

174 LDRL -0.16 (-0.51,0.20) -0.32 -0.02 -0.30

174 CFDML -0.14 (-0.38,0.09) -0.29 0.03 -0.30

174 FDRL -0.17 (-0.48,0.14) -0.30 0.01 -0.28

2 166 LDML -0.09 (-0.43,0.24) -0.18 -0.02 -0.19

166 LDRL -0.16 (-0.49,0.17) -0.38 -0.04 -0.83

166 CFDML -0.12 (-0.43,0.18) -0.26 0.00 -0.24

166 FDRL -0.10 (-0.39,0.20) -0.22 0.10 -0.41

3 174 LDML 0.22 (-0.58,1.01) 0.06 0.00 0.06

174 LDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22) 0.18 0.04 0.17

174 CFDML -0.11 (-0.87,0.66) 0.12 -0.00 0.09

174 FDRL 0.04 (-0.13,0.22) 0.06 0.02 0.07

4 174 LDML 0.33 (-0.45,1.12) 0.06 0.01 0.06

174 LDRL 0.06 (-0.11,0.22) 0.19 0.03 0.17

174 CFDML 0.01 (-0.74,0.76) 0.13 0.00 0.10

174 FDRL 0.08 (-0.09,0.26) 0.06 0.00 0.07

6 166 LDML -2.22 (-6.81,2.38) -1.09 0.22 -1.82

166 LDRL -0.07 (-0.23,0.08) -0.04 -0.02 -0.04

166 CFDML 0.23 (-3.83,4.30) -0.05 -0.01 -0.02

166 FDRL -0.12 (-0.28,0.05) -0.04 0.01 -0.05

7 158 LDML -1.14 (-6.03,3.76) 17.99 -3.70 18.19

158 LDRL -0.14 (-0.41,0.14) -0.18 -0.01 -0.16

158 CFDML -0.70 (-3.53,2.13) -1.86 0.14 -1.41

158 FDRL -0.00 (-0.18,0.17) -0.10 0.00 -0.08
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Table 8.7: The Validity and Stability for the group of hypotheses (H) h8 to h13 on experimental
evidence ds-2 at the alpha level of two sigmas. The last three columns correspond to
Random Common Cause (RCC), Dummy Outcome Refuter (DOR), Subsets Validation (DSV).

H Samples Estimator Effect Conf. Int. RCC DOR DSR

8 166 LDML -0.23 (-0.56,0.11) -0.11 0.02 -0.12

166 LDRL 1.38 (-1.75,4.50) -0.11 0.62 -4.05

166 CFDML -0.13 (-0.44,0.18) -0.13 0.01 -0.13

166 FDRL -0.48 (-1.30,0.34) -0.13 -0.06 -0.15

9 174 LDML -0.48 (-1.25,0.29) -0.48 -0.00 -0.48

174 LDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22) 0.05 -0.00 0.06

174 CFDML 0.06 (-0.74,0.85) 0.08 -0.01 0.07

174 FDRL 0.06 (-0.10,0.22) 0.05 -0.01 0.06

10 174 LDML -0.49 (-1.27,0.29) 0.04 -0.02 0.07

174 LDRL 0.07 (-0.09,0.23) 0.02 -0.07 -0.08

174 CFDML 0.04 (-0.82,0.90) 0.00 0.04 -0.03

174 FDRL 0.07 (-0.08,0.22) 0.04 0.01 0.05

12 166 SLDML -0.98 (-4.77,2.81) -0.20 0.62 -0.40

166 LDRL -0.11 (-0.27,0.05) -0.10 -0.01 -0.11

166 CFDML 0.06 (-3.41,3.53) 0.42 -0.54 -0.24

166 FDRL -0.14 (-0.30,0.03) -0.12 -0.00 -0.12

13 158 SLDML -1.99 (-7.66,3.68) -7.30 -0.68 -10.64

158 LDRL -0.02 (-0.27,0.24) 0.01 0.03 0.01

158 CFDML 0.16 (-1.78,2.11) 0.43 0.05 0.30

158 FDRL -0.01 (-0.23,0.21) 0.01 0.01 0.00
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object-category <= 2.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
-0.174 (-0.489, 0.141)

CATE std
0.139

surface-category <= 6.5
samples = 72
CATE mean

-0.308 (-0.619, 0.003)
CATE std

0.107

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 102

CATE mean
-0.079 (-0.397, 0.239)

CATE std
0.058

False

samples = 48
CATE mean

-0.368 (-0.705, -0.032)
CATE std

0.079

samples = 24
CATE mean

-0.187 (-0.439, 0.064)
CATE std

0.013

samples = 60
CATE mean

-0.126 (-0.448, 0.197)
CATE std

0.021

samples = 42
CATE mean

-0.013 (-0.325, 0.298)
CATE std

0.0

(a) The effect of hand-distance on hand-selection
(h1) is sensible to object-category in the negative
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.096 (-0.401, 0.209),

0.171 (-0.139, 0.48)
CATE std

0.259, 0.024

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 84
CATE mean

0.102 (-0.249, 0.453),
0.174 (-0.181, 0.529)

CATE std
0.223, 0.008

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.298 (-0.547, -0.049),
0.167 (-0.087, 0.421)

CATE std
0.063, 0.033

False

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.064 (-0.426, 0.298),
0.168 (-0.256, 0.592)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 30
CATE mean

0.401 (0.07, 0.733),
0.185 (0.012, 0.358)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.344 (-0.543, -0.144),
0.191 (-0.093, 0.475)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 28
CATE mean

-0.211 (-0.535, 0.113),
0.121 (-0.061, 0.304)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(b) The effect of object-volume on hand-selection
(h2) is sensible to hand-distance in the positive
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.041 (-0.135, 0.216)

CATE std
0.078

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
-0.01 (-0.181, 0.16)

CATE std
0.03

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.138 (-0.047, 0.323)
CATE std

0.042

False

samples = 58
CATE mean

-0.038 (-0.215, 0.139)
CATE std

0.014

samples = 56
CATE mean

0.018 (-0.146, 0.182)
CATE std

0.002

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.181 (-0.001, 0.363)
CATE std

0.008

samples = 31
CATE mean

0.097 (-0.091, 0.285)
CATE std

0.005

(c) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-selection
(h3) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.083 (-0.095, 0.262)

CATE std
0.086

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
0.03 (-0.137, 0.197)

CATE std
0.029

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.185 (-0.013, 0.383)
CATE std

0.062

False

samples = 58
CATE mean

0.003 (-0.16, 0.165)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 56
CATE mean

0.058 (-0.114, 0.23)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.248 (0.036, 0.46)
CATE std

0.012

samples = 31
CATE mean

0.126 (-0.059, 0.311)
CATE std

0.011

(d) The effect of surface-inside on hand-selection
(h4) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.115 (-0.292, 0.062), 0.026 (-0.186, 0.238),

0.068 (-0.094, 0.23)
CATE std

0.065, 0.042, 0.042

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 84
CATE mean

-0.058 (-0.271, 0.156), 0.006 (-0.213, 0.225),
0.027 (-0.123, 0.178)

CATE std
0.031, 0.041, 0.008

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 82
CATE mean

-0.174 (-0.304, -0.043), 0.047 (-0.158, 0.252),
0.109 (-0.063, 0.282)

CATE std
0.027, 0.031, 0.012

False

samples = 54
CATE mean

-0.08 (-0.304, 0.145), 0.03 (-0.212, 0.271),
0.03 (-0.151, 0.211)

CATE std
0.008, 0.029, 0.005

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.018 (-0.21, 0.174), -0.037 (-0.209, 0.134),
0.023 (-0.047, 0.092)

CATE std
0.009, 0.018, 0.009

samples = 51
CATE mean

-0.155 (-0.308, -0.003), 0.068 (-0.184, 0.32),
0.117 (-0.032, 0.266)

CATE std
0.014, 0.016, 0.005

samples = 31
CATE mean

-0.204 (-0.286, -0.121), 0.013 (-0.068, 0.094),
0.097 (-0.108, 0.302)

CATE std
0.013, 0.015, 0.009

(e) The effect of object-category on hand-selection (h6) is sensible to hand-distance
in the negative direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 158

CATE mean
-0.004 (-0.199, 0.19), -0.033 (-0.244, 0.179),
0.042 (-0.233, 0.316), -0.082 (-0.249, 0.085),

-0.051 (-0.241, 0.138)
CATE std

0.014, 0.085, 0.077, 0.063, 0.078

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 100

CATE mean
0.001 (-0.181, 0.183), -0.02 (-0.135, 0.096),
0.091 (-0.129, 0.311), -0.08 (-0.204, 0.044),

0.006 (-0.136, 0.149)
CATE std

0.01, 0.061, 0.023, 0.075, 0.013

True

hand-distance <= 0.5
samples = 58
CATE mean

-0.014 (-0.229, 0.201), -0.055 (-0.369, 0.259),
-0.043 (-0.392, 0.306), -0.085 (-0.307, 0.137),

-0.151 (-0.402, 0.1)
CATE std

0.014, 0.111, 0.061, 0.032, 0.025

False

samples = 55
CATE mean

-0.008 (-0.215, 0.2), 0.025 (-0.062, 0.111),
0.072 (-0.157, 0.301), -0.147 (-0.256, -0.038),

-0.004 (-0.165, 0.157)
CATE std

0.0, 0.026, 0.007, 0.009, 0.001

samples = 45
CATE mean

0.012 (-0.133, 0.157), -0.074 (-0.216, 0.069),
0.114 (-0.093, 0.321), 0.001 (-0.139, 0.141),

0.019 (-0.096, 0.134)
CATE std

0.004, 0.047, 0.014, 0.021, 0.007

samples = 27
CATE mean

-0.004 (-0.165, 0.158), 0.059 (-0.223, 0.342),
-0.108 (-0.462, 0.247), -0.113 (-0.301, 0.074),

-0.125 (-0.36, 0.11)
CATE std

0.001, 0.019, 0.015, 0.011, 0.005

samples = 31
CATE mean

-0.023 (-0.276, 0.23), -0.154 (-0.493, 0.185),
0.013 (-0.331, 0.358), -0.06 (-0.309, 0.188),

-0.173 (-0.438, 0.091)
CATE std

0.014, 0.041, 0.004, 0.022, 0.007

(f) The effect of surface-category on hand-selection (h7) is sensible to object-volume
in the negative direction.

Figure 8.5: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 1 (h1 – h7) on dataset ds-2.
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8.4. Utility for Person B

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.481 (-1.568, 0.606),
0.238 (-0.039, 0.516)

CATE std
0.716, 0.116

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 92
CATE mean

0.117 (-0.229, 0.464),
0.214 (-0.054, 0.483)

CATE std
0.047, 0.06

True

surface-sliding <= 0.5
samples = 74
CATE mean

-1.225 (-2.807, 0.357),
0.269 (-0.019, 0.556)

CATE std
0.383, 0.155

False

samples = 64
CATE mean

0.149 (-0.176, 0.474),
0.254 (-0.049, 0.556)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 28
CATE mean

0.046 (-0.344, 0.437),
0.124 (-0.043, 0.291)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 44
CATE mean

-1.542 (-3.539, 0.456),
0.397 (0.059, 0.734)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.761 (-1.327, -0.194),
0.081 (-0.113, 0.274)

CATE std
0.0, 0.0

(a) The effect of object-volume on hand-distance
(h8) is sensible to hand-selection in the negative
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.062 (-0.097, 0.221)

CATE std
0.05

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
0.09 (-0.078, 0.258)

CATE std
0.031

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.008 (-0.131, 0.147)
CATE std

0.031

False

samples = 66
CATE mean

0.064 (-0.111, 0.238)
CATE std

0.001

samples = 48
CATE mean

0.126 (-0.034, 0.286)
CATE std

0.005

samples = 30
CATE mean

0.038 (-0.105, 0.181)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.023 (-0.158, 0.113)
CATE std

0.01

(b) The effect of surface-sliding on hand-distance
(h9) is sensible to object-volume in the positive
direction.

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 174

CATE mean
0.066 (-0.086, 0.218)

CATE std
0.045

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 114

CATE mean
0.094 (-0.066, 0.254)

CATE std
0.018

True

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 60
CATE mean

0.012 (-0.123, 0.148)
CATE std

0.03

False

samples = 66
CATE mean

0.079 (-0.062, 0.221)
CATE std

0.003

samples = 48
CATE mean

0.115 (-0.067, 0.297)
CATE std

0.0

samples = 30
CATE mean

0.041 (-0.104, 0.185)
CATE std

0.007

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.016 (-0.141, 0.11)
CATE std

0.013

(c) The effect of surface-inside on hand-distance (h10) is sensible to
object-volume in the positive direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 166

CATE mean
-0.136 (-0.31, 0.039), 0.013 (-0.2, 0.226),

0.103 (-0.065, 0.27)
CATE std

0.093, 0.056, 0.031

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 92
CATE mean

-0.058 (-0.255, 0.139), -0.017 (-0.228, 0.195),
0.096 (-0.083, 0.275)

CATE std
0.041, 0.033, 0.04

True

surface-inside <= 0.5
samples = 74
CATE mean

-0.232 (-0.374, -0.09), 0.05 (-0.164, 0.265),
0.111 (-0.041, 0.263)

CATE std
0.023, 0.058, 0.01

False

samples = 64
CATE mean

-0.034 (-0.253, 0.184), -0.023 (-0.241, 0.195),
0.116 (-0.097, 0.328)

CATE std
0.025, 0.036, 0.031

samples = 28
CATE mean

-0.112 (-0.245, 0.021), -0.002 (-0.2, 0.195),
0.05 (0.001, 0.1)

CATE std
0.004, 0.014, 0.004

samples = 44
CATE mean

-0.213 (-0.375, -0.052), 0.003 (-0.236, 0.241),
0.115 (-0.074, 0.305)

CATE std
0.002, 0.006, 0.008

samples = 30
CATE mean

-0.26 (-0.368, -0.152), 0.12 (-0.053, 0.294),
0.105 (0.039, 0.172)

CATE std
0.003, 0.005, 0.01

(d) The effect of object-category on hand-distance (h12) is sensible to
hand-selection in the negative direction.

hand-selection <= 0.5
samples = 158

CATE mean
-0.01 (-0.242, 0.222), 0.008 (-0.137, 0.153),
0.405 (0.145, 0.666), 0.206 (0.035, 0.377),

-0.104 (-0.281, 0.074)
CATE std

0.03, 0.024, 0.102, 0.164, 0.088

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 87
CATE mean

0.014 (-0.225, 0.253), 0.024 (-0.121, 0.17),
0.32 (0.075, 0.565), 0.062 (-0.104, 0.228),

-0.131 (-0.309, 0.047)
CATE std

0.009, 0.02, 0.051, 0.012, 0.105

True

object-volume <= 0.5
samples = 71
CATE mean

-0.04 (-0.264, 0.183), -0.012 (-0.156, 0.131),
0.51 (0.232, 0.789), 0.383 (0.206, 0.561),

-0.07 (-0.247, 0.107)
CATE std

0.015, 0.006, 0.012, 0.051, 0.04

False

samples = 58
CATE mean

0.013 (-0.222, 0.249), 0.011 (-0.039, 0.06),
0.353 (0.234, 0.472), 0.058 (-0.078, 0.194),

-0.204 (-0.341, -0.068)
CATE std

0.01, 0.005, 0.002, 0.006, 0.011

samples = 29
CATE mean

0.016 (-0.229, 0.262), 0.052 (-0.19, 0.294),
0.253 (-0.137, 0.643), 0.069 (-0.144, 0.283),

0.015 (-0.224, 0.255)
CATE std

0.006, 0.007, 0.032, 0.017, 0.021

samples = 42
CATE mean

-0.044 (-0.258, 0.171), -0.013 (-0.055, 0.03),
0.519 (0.226, 0.813), 0.418 (0.277, 0.559),

-0.104 (-0.228, 0.021)
CATE std

0.016, 0.001, 0.005, 0.017, 0.004

samples = 29
CATE mean

-0.036 (-0.272, 0.2), -0.011 (-0.23, 0.207),
0.497 (0.241, 0.753), 0.334 (0.115, 0.553),

-0.022 (-0.255, 0.211)
CATE std

0.011, 0.009, 0.002, 0.043, 0.004

(e) The effect of surface-category on hand-distance (h13) is sensible to
hand-selection in the positive direction.

Figure 8.6: The sensitivities for hypotheses group 2 (h8 – h13) on dataset ds-2.
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Acronyms

Acronyms

BLB Bootstrap-of-Little-Bags 89–91, 93, 112

DML Double Machine Learning 88–90, 93

DRL Doubly Robust Learners 88–90, 93

FDML Forest Double Machine Learning 89, 136, 138, 139, 143, 147, 148, 151, 152,
155

FDRL Forest Doubly Robust Learner 89, 138, 139, 141, 143, 147, 148, 151, 155,
156

LDML Linear Double Machine Learning 89, 136, 138, 139, 143, 147, 148, 151, 155

LDRL Linear Doubly Robust Learner 89, 136, 138, 139, 143, 147, 148, 151, 155,
156

SCT Social Cognitive Theory 2–5, 27, 30, 31, 36, 39, 41, 93, 94, 157–159
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